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“We Believe in What We Do” 

 This time we don‘t know how to start with. It took us nearly 

4 months to bounce back. But, don‘t think that we are sleeping all 

these days. Trying to be different, we start from the negatives. 

Don‘t get vexed by reading the same sentence for this edition too. 

Yes, we delayed publishing the magazine for two months than the 

expected. We think that there is no need to explain the reasons for 

the delay, as they will be very much perplexing. The core problem 

is that we couldn‘t integrate the magazine‘s work in our busy (may 

be not) academic schedule. It is always differentiating us. We are 

trying to overcome it. Hope it would happen soon. Coming to the 

positives, we are very glad to inform you that the response for the 

pervious magazine is awesome and meanwhile, we have crossed 

the mark of 100 members, currently staying at 103. For the first 

time, we have crossed the 50 page mark. But, we don‘t know how 

this is going to be because we heard from many that readers will 

be bored to read 50 or more pages at once.  

 Like every edition, we tried to cover topics related to each 

and every field but some of them are skipped due to lack of arti-

cles. This edition covers almost all the on-campus events, with 

colorful fests in the name of Chemspark and Mechelite, some 

burning campus issues such as problems faced by students in ABC 

courses, students participation in extra academic activities and this 

semester's hot topic, Internship. We are pretty confident that Lei-

sure Page makes you to gag and Silly Points and Science Facts 

thrill. Don't forget to go through Technology, E-Tech and Review 

columns. Miscellaneous section covers wide variety of topics in-

cluding cover story of Olympics and sports in India, Reasons for 

degradation of agriculture in India and Global Warming and its 

effects during the 21st century.  

 We have taken all the possible measures to make this edi-

tion more elucidative, informative and colorful. We hope that this 

enthusiasm continues in the coming year too, with your whole 

hearted support. We hope you enjoy reading it as much we did in 

making it.  

 ―Happy New Year‖ to one and all.. May this year also be 

the fruitful and provides sweet memories as the previous one. Ful-

filling one's responsibilities judicially and being trusted by some-

one are the two qualities which everybody desires to cultivate in 

them. In this year too, we try to fulfill our responsibilities, with 

your everlasting faith upon us. We believe in what we do and 

hearty thanks for believing us.  

— The Editors 
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Send in your articles, reports, essays, photographs, po-

etry, cartoons, short stories, humorous content, paint-

ings or anything else that you would like to be por-

trayed in this magazine to the below mentioned mail 

addresses or send them through any of the team mem-

ber. Mail to the same address if you want to join us.  
 

editor.thestudent@gmail.com  (or) 

b083290@bas.rgukt.in 
 

We would like to know more about what our readers 

think and expect from us. Please feel free to chip in 

with your queries, complaints, compliments, sugges-

tions or any other feedback. We could do nothing with-

out your support. Write to us at the above mentioned 

mail addresses. Healthy criticism is highly appreciated. 

For previous and upcoming editions of ―The Student‖                  

e-magazine, you can also visit our Online Website 

http://thestudentemagazine.wordpress.com/ 



 
 

 

To nourish our life with everything New for something Great... 

New thoughts for great Transformations, 

New aspiration for great Achievements, 

New beginnings for great Bonanza's, 

New resolution for great Reforms, 

New inspirations for great Innovations 

New celebrations for great Credentials 

New dreams for great Desire 

New emotion for great Excitements 

New hopes for great Happenings 

New feelings for great Flavour 

And…A new Life for a great Life 

Wishing you a very  “Happy New Year-2013” 

— The Student 
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RGUKT, Basar 

Neha Sree (B091774, ECE) 

Dinesh Kumar (B092152, MME) 

 What is the difference between ‗duty‘ and ‗service‘..? 

Answer should come from deep corners of our hearts. A teacher 

if spends his class hours with students, it is his duty. But, if he 

works for his students beyond his class hours to do some favor, it 

comes into service. When exhibiting his duty, it matters how 

much he does. But, it doesn‘t matter for service. It is with how 

much love and dedication we do matters and not how much we 

contribute in the field of service. With these thoughts in mind 

and motto as a background, an organization in the name ―Sahaai‖ 

has taken its birth on 2nd September 2012, asking people to join 

their hands to serve the needy and kind hearts to share love and 

affection. 

 We see students crying when they go hostel leaving their 

parents at home. We see people going into deep pain if one of 

their dear ones passes away. But, 

what if their is no one in this 

world who shows affection on 

you, shares your feelings, pats 

your back when you are morally 

weak, cares you when you get 

ill, suggests you when you are 

dilemma, shows you right the 

path when you are going run. 

This is the greatest suffering in life. The most sad thing in this 

world is being unwanted. Unfortunately there are many people 

around us who are waiting for care and affection. Any type of 

material donation can just satisfy their daily needs. But, if to 

make them mentally strong, morally confident, they need some 

care and affection. It is what our mission Sahaai gives. This Gun 

[Sahaai] with Bullets [Love & 

Care] with increasing speed 

[Service] aimed the hearts of 

people who live in orphanages 

and old age homes.  

 Some things which we 

feel useless or less use to us are 

most worthy for them. Keeping 

this in mind, a call has been 

given to the students of RGUKT-Basar to donate things which 

they feel less useful. As actions are more worthy than words we 

speak, we have taken our first step as an initiation in collecting 

things from students. And to this call, there was huge response 

from students. Students proved that they understand the pain of 

people who are in need. And by this way they learned the ABC 

of Service. They made the very first step of Sahaai into a very big 

success. 

In boys hostel and girls hostels, material had been collected and 

stored in rooms. More than expected materials had been gath-

ered. Then the material collected was sent for recycling. They 

were some financial problems but volunteers have taken debt 

from some faculty in thought to return them the money after 

coming from Dussehra holidays and brought back all the recy-

cled material. 

 All the pairs brought 

have been packed by the volun-

teers. This packed material has 

been issued to the students in 

required amounts. Perfect infor-

mation has been collected from 

the students about how and 

where they are going to distribute this material in order to lessen 

the choice of misusing. Students has shown great interest in dis-

tributing the material. 

 In our first step, we aimed 4 homes. They are : 

1. Alambana Vruddashrmam, Armoor 

2. Anantha Ashramam, near Janakampet 

3. Vruddashramam, Sarangpur. 

4. Vruddashramam, Gundaram. 

 We thank all of the students who moved this very first 

step forward and great success. They joined hands to support this 

mission and rose its importance. We expect the same support 

from students in future also.   

 We shall be the change...They are willing for..!  

 We shall be the love.... They are waiting of..!  

 We shall make them realize that they are not alone, by 

telling them that we are with them in every of their good and bad. 

Material Collected:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

> Material has been distributed in Adilabad, Nizambad, Hydera-

bad, Ranga Reddy, Medak, Mahaboobnagar, Karimnagar, Wa-

rangal, Khammam, East Godavari, West Godavari and Nalgonda 

districts.  

ABC of Service — ―Sahaai‖ 

―We Can‘t Help Everyone But Everyone Can Help Someone‖ 

 Category Girls Boys Total 

General Pants 207 1266 1473 

Sports Pants 94 233 327 

Tops 295 - 295 

Shirts 50 1031 1081 

Dupatta 139 - 139 

Sweaters 4 15 19 

Blankets 7 20 27 

Bags 35 64 99 

Towels 13 20 33 

General Shoes 40 96 136 

Sports Shoes 40 61 101 

Footwear 35 43 78 

Students colleting clothes and unused 

materials 

Packing Clothes for distribution 

Distributing material to the orphanages 
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Madhavi. S (B081500, CSE) 

       Breaking News..! Robots were found running on the desks 

of RGUKT-Basar. It wasn't an accident nor was it a mistake. It 

gives me great pleasure to say that the actions were deliberate. 

Fortunately, the robots were the size of a toy car. So, they could-

n't damage the desks nor could they collide with the laptops. Re-

cent information claims that about 200 students were behind this 

amazing, gutsy act. These were guided by 10 volunteers and 6 

trainers from ARK along with the support from faculty. 

        Getting into depth of the news, RGUKT-Basar had the op-

portunity of breaking the news with a robotics workshop by an 

A1 company, ARK Techno Systems. The workshop that we had 

here was a combination of iMacBotz and SixthSenseBotz. imac-

Botz includes robots controlled by Arduino Programme. 

Sixthsensebotz included robots related to sixth sense i.e., inter-

acting of physical world with digital world. (Related: Mr. Pranav 

Mistry's video on Sixth sense) 

       A Robotics workshop, when heard about it, resulted in a 

massive number of enthusiastic students. Considering the over-

whelming enthusiasm shown by the students, the possibilities of 

such a large workshop and the difficulties in it, it had been decid-

ed that it would be better if it is conducted twice. Phase-I includ-

ed 200 students from E-3 with entry fee of Rs.1210/-  for each 

student. About 40 groups were 

formed as for the interest of 

students. These groups were 

mostly from 3 Departments. 

They are ECE, CSE and ME. 

     On the First day of the 

workshop the trainers concen-

trated on giving us the very 

basics needed to build robots. They explained about the function-

ing of objects like DC motor, actuator, sensors, memory devices 

etc. They also gave an introductory class on programming in 

arduino, explaining about the syntax and small basic programme. 

Students received the kits and the trainers briefed about it's com-

ponents. 

       Second day was about hands on session. After giving an 

introduction on the assembling, students were successful in 

building various robots. It was amazing that students were able to 

do everything without much of the help from the trainers. Analo-

gy: Trainer said A and students spelled Z. They built and pro-

grammed sound- controlled, light-controlled, obstacle-avoider, 

obstacle follower and line follower robots. Trainers made sure 

that every team was successful by spending some quality time on 

the issues. 

       On the third day, students were introduced to sixth sense 

bots relating to image acquisition and processing using Mat lab 

software. This was useful in building ball follower and ball 

avoiding robots. It can also be used to control windows media 

player using hand gestures. Third day was supposed to be entire-

ly about sixth sense, interacting with the digital world using 

physical world. We had to face 

problems installing Mat lab 

since we lack the genuine ver-

sion of windows installed in our 

laptops. Best effort was put in vain to get Mat lab running. Facul-

ty coordinators and trainers tried everything they can, to solve 

the issue. At last, they had to conclude the session thanking the 

ARK team for their impressive work and promising that for the 

same students Sixthsensebotz will be taught along with the phase

-II students.  

       Students were greatly delighted with the miraculous experi-

ence of building robots in real. Three days of this workshop 

helped in satisfying the thirst of students to learn something new, 

something they were always interested in. Some students felt that 

these type of sessions should be present in the curricula. Putting 

our hands on practical sessions as 

soon as we learn the concept is 

sure to grasp the interest and in-

volvement of each and every stu-

dent. As a feedback, some students 

said that they found it difficult to 

attend the regular classes after 

completing the workshop as the 

dreams of robots didn't leave them. 

       Recently, sixth sense part of the phase-I that was left out was 

taught. Trainers explained everything regarding image acquisi-

tion (how to capture an image), threshold (recognizing a specific 

object), and image processing in order to work on ball follower 

robot. Thanks to the ARK trainers, who trained both Phase-I and 

Phase- II students, most of the students were successful in mak-

ing the robot to follow the ball. For some batches, there was a 

race to select the students for internship and for other, the com-

petition is to make the robot to follow given specification in the 

least possible time. Two batches were selected for each class of 

workshop under the supervision of ARK trainers. 

Things learnt during the workshop: 

 Arduino programming 

 Arduino program controlled robot 

 Light sensing robot 

 Sound sensing robot 

 Obstacle follower robot 

 Obstacle avoiding robot 

 Line follower robot 

 Image acquisition and processing using Mat lab 

       It was a great workshop for us to start with. As a first work-

shop, it helped us make a great start. The concepts learnt are 

greatly helpful to start a project with or work on innovative ide-

as. Things learnt here would constitute a basic knowledge to 

work on projects like robots controlled by TV remote, robot con-

trolled by PC interface, Obstacle detector robot, Object finding 

robot, Image compression, face detection, Voice recognition se-

curity system etc. Hope students find and implement more inno-

vative ideas. 

Dare to sense the RGUBOTZ 
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Sharada Chowdary. B (B091033, CE)  

Durgesh. P (B082638, Ch.E)  

Manisha. B (B083152, CSE),  

Maruthi Ram (B081067, Ch.E),  

Vamshi Krishna. N (B081828, Ch. E) 

 Hanuman, Ekalavya, Arjuna, Swami Vivekananda, Dr. 

Abdul Kalam Ajad, Sachin Tendulkar, Saina Nehwal. Who are 

these? The great people from their ages to present. Do these peo-

ple born great? No! But they are made. But by whom? Is that 

because of their parents? May be, to some extent, their influence 

will always be present but, they are not the only personalities 

behind their success. There are some others who carved them 

into a proper sculpture- The TEACHER. Yes! the Teacher. Our 

parents will teach us something but not everything. When we are 

at the age of 5, our parents will take us to the teacher saying, ―we 

did what we can, now it's your turn to decide his/her life from 

this moment! we are happy to leave our daughter/son with you‖. 

Then they leave us. From that moment it's the teacher who's eve-

rything to us. They reflect in the the way we speak, the way we 

walk, the way we behave and what not? Everything. They give 

everything to their students. Though their students were racing 

towards the sky, they stay here on the land and on the land itself. 

That's the greatness of a teacher. Teachers are the ones who 

make us know how to question, reason, wonder and think, there-

by play an important role in shaping out our personalities. Even 

we don't have the words to explain the greatness of a teacher! 

Except, making an Everest small by showing it in the mirror. 

More than that no one can explain the greatness of the teacher. 

 Teachers Day celebrated as a mark of TRIBUTE to the 

contribution made by teachers to the society and it is the day one 

must respect those personalities from the core of one's heart with 

gratittude and love. After all they are the persons who are re-

sponsible for our bright future. In many countries, teachers days 

are intended to be special days for the appreciation of service 

done by the teachers. In India, teachers day is celebrated on eve-

ry 5th September to commemorate the birthday of former Indian 

president, academician, philosopher, ―Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrish-

nan‖. 

 Teachers day was even celebrated in our college, may be 

for the first time, with much gaiety by the E2 and E3 students for 

felicitating teachers. The students decorated classes lavishly to 

make the day special for their teachers. For entertaining their 

guru's, students performed different activities like dancing, sing-

ing, etc. Few students spoke of the importance of teachers in 

moulding a student and in student's life. As a token of gratitude, 

students have shown their reverence in the form of small gifts 

and mementos to all the faculty. Students made the day to fill 

their heart with pleasure. The day also helped the faculty as well 

as the students to get out of their usual role and let their hair 

down. The faculty shared their feelings about the occasion, their 

teachers who carved them, their childhood experiences and the 

importance of career development. 

 Although it is very proud to say that we have celebrated 

the teachers day in our campus, it is very embarrassing to say 

that the seniors of this campus didn‘t even pay proper respect to 

their teachers. Except the Department of Chemical Engineering 

(E3), no other branch of E3 got involved in honoring their teach-

ers. But, it is very glad to say that each and every department in 

E2 honored their respective faculty members.  

Salute Day to the Sculptor 

Chemical Department:  (from left to right) Mr. Ravindra. Ch, Mr. Chenchaiah, Mr. Srinivasa Rajaram, Mr. Rama Krishna, Mr. 

Srisailam, Mr. Naresh Kumar. K, Mr. Hari Babu, Mr. Pradeep Santhosh 

Celebrations in ECE Department Celebrations in Mechanical Department 
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Creative Missiles from  

―AD Mission‖ 
Suresh. G (B081195, ECE) 

 The amazing add making competition was held on august 

26th 2012. In present fast growing computer world, to sustain the 

competition from others / rivals in the market, to show the unique 

features of our products to the people, advertisement is the best 

way. To show the 

unique features of our 

company / products in 

an effective and attrac-

tive way, we require 

creative skills. To en-

hance and bring out 

such creative skills 

from the young and talented engineering students of RGU IIIT 

Basar, the add making event ―Ad Mission‖  was conducted. This 

event was planned by Department of Management and conducted 

by Mr. Rakesh Reddy. Mr. Rakesh Reddy and Mr. Mukul Ali 

have played a crucial role in making this event a big success. 

Faculty form Management Department & Telugu Department 

(Mr. Gopala Krishna) have judged this event. Mallikarjun 

(B081119), ShivaPrasad. B (B081138) organized this event. To-

tal 51 teams  have participated in this Ad- Mission, in that top 5 

teams were selected as best. The top five ads are as follows. 

Karunanidhi & Team on Population 

Nehasree & Team of Teenage Suicide 

Umamaheshwar & Team on Mint-O-

Fresh 

Adi Sheshu & Team on Eclairs 

Mahesh & Team on Idea 

 Our honorable Director Prof. Rajendra Sahu was invited 

as the chief guest to the program. The Director, Judg-

es and Organizing Team appreciated the enthusiasm 

and active participation from the students. The top 2 

teams were given certificates and prizes by the judg-

es. The students were expressed their happiness for 

being participated in such a wonderful event. We 

hope such kind of events will continue in future to 

encourage and enhance the skills in students and stu-

dents will show off their creativity. 

 The event was conducted a bit differently, to say. The ads 

made by the participants were displayed on the screens which 

were made to hung at the class room corridors of ABI, while the 

center screen placed at the passageway, so that many students 

will be able to have the feast of ads. The participants were asked 

to sit on one side of the passageway, while the faculty members 

and organizers on the other side. Each and every ad was creative, 

reflected the talent and skills we posses and got cheered up by 

everyone. 

Bio-war of Students 

Bio Diversity @ Basar 

Raja Harish Kumar. M (B083290, ECE) 

Prasad. M (B082778, ECE) 

 With an aim to impart the importance of Bio- Diversity 

among the students of RGUKT, Basar, the Department of Biolo-

gy, under Dr. Rachana Goswami, organized the Bio- Diversity 

Program on 2nd October, 2012, on Gandhi Jayanthi. This green 

event consisted of three phases, which include Seminars, Debate 

and Drawing. Unlike many other events in the campus, the stu-

dents from P-1, P-2, E-1, E-2 and E-3 equally shared its success 

by taking part in this glorious event. In spite of their busy sched-

ule Mr. Keshav, Mr. Srinivas Rajaram and Mr. Sathish Kumar 

played their visit and judged the whole event.  

 The program, as scheduled, got started in the morning in 

ABI-004, with Seminar Session. It lasted till evening. At about 

20 students explained their views regarding the importance of 

biodiversity, its conservation and threats. All the seminars were 

informative and received great applause from the audience. Espe-

cially, the seminar on Agro-Biodiversity, by Sri Kavya, brought 

near the students regarding Subhash Palekar's Model of Zero 

Budget Spiritual Farming. Everybody got paralyzed with the fact 

that human being is the solemn predator of biodiversity. It is 

pretty clear from each and every seminar that human's greed to 

simplify his daily activities has resulted in serious environmental 

problems and extinction of many plant and animal species and 

many others were vulnerable to annihilation 

 After the seminar session, a debate is conducted for 8 reg-

istered students regarding the role of technology in affecting bio-

diversity. 8 students were divided into two groups, 4 each, one 

supporting technology and the other opposing it. On paper, it just 

a debate but the students fought as if they are waged in a war 

against each other. The Debate session is followed by Drawing 

Exhibition, where the drawings created by students were exhibit-

ed. They depicted the human's role in degrading the biodiversity 

in the importance of its conservation. The event ended by photo 

session, where the participants and organizers recorded their 

memories in snaps. 

 The results of the event were announced on 6th October, 

2012. They are as follows: 

RGUKT, Basar 

Faculty at AD Mission 

AD‘s being played on projector 

Category Rank Engg. PUC 

Seminar First B083290 B111005 

  
Second 

B081669 
B111279 

  B081443 

  Third B082061 B11122 

Drawing First B092860 B111870 

  Second B082985 B121058 

  Third B082238 B121006 

Debate Winner B082986 B111279 
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Amadender. B (B081707, ECE) 

 The Student Seminar Series (SSS), which is helping in distributing the knowledge in campus, successfully completed an year 

after its birth. In this one year, SSS has conducted 14 seminars. Since its inception, SSS conducted a summate of 15 seminars, which 

includes 10 seminars by students, 3 seminars by faculty and 2 seminars of a student along with a faculty. SSS conducted its last 6 

seminars in the duration of 5 months i.e., from August to December. These include two non technical seminars. The details of those 

seminars are as furnished: 

  On 6th August 2012 , a seminar on Validation of Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) was delivered by Mr. Raghava Reddy (ECE) 

and Mr. Praveen Kumar (ECE). This Seminar included invalidation of KVL, for inductors, when non-conservative fields applied 

and valid approach for the circuits having inductors. This was the tenth seminar conducted by the series. 

 The 11th Seminar is about Memristior, which is the 4th fundamental component of an electric circuit,  can act as a memory 

element and a resistive component. Ms. Neha. D (ECE), Ms. Asha. M (ECE), had presented the seminar on 16 th August 2012. This 

was the 1st seminar from engineering 2nd year students in SSS. 

 The next Seminar was on Multi-Modal optimization using genetic algorithm. This was held on 27th August 2012, delivered 

by  IEEE conference research paper credited students Mr. Harish (CSE) and  Mr. Kranthi Kumar (ECE). They had explained about 

conversion of the most famous Genetic algorithm for global optimization to Genetic Algorithm for 

multi- modal optimization, which is the problem of solving for multiple solutions. 

 The 1st non-technical seminar and the 13th seminar, in SSS was held on 8th September 2012. 

This is about Change in methods and practices of Democracy. The speaker Mr. Raja Harish Kumar. 

M (ECE) presented about the major changes, adopted by many democratic countries, since the an-

cient times. This also included unnatural methods used in the voting system, importance of voter 

turnout, citizenship and governance, role played by pseudo promises and political expenditure, wom-

en inclusive politics, generational politics and ideal democratic system. 

 The 14th seminar of SSS, which was on Radiation Hazards of Cellphones and Towers, was held on 11th October 2012. The 

speaker, Mr. Prasad. T of ECE Department presented the harmful effects of radiation due to cellphone technology. He also ex-

plained how cellphone acts as ―Possible Human Carcinogen‖ and the radiation effects of cell towers, which were placed mostly in 

the residential areas, for good signal coverage.  

 On 27th December 2012, Mr. Naresh. K (Faculty in Dept. of Chemistry) delivered a faculty 

seminar, venued at 206 AB II, on Learn Yourself, which is about knowing ourselves, like  strong and 

weak qualities with in us, and how to train our mind for achieving a goal. The seminar mainly focused 

on power of self talk & self confidence, our will power and strong desire, positive attitude and posi-

tive thinking, planning and time management, health and stress management, and how to solve our 

problems ourselves. This was the 15th seminar, 2nd non-technical seminar conducted in SSS. 

SSS – Success Series 

Sparkler which Sparkles Your Mind 

 To improve the logical thinking and reasoning abilities in the 

students, a competition named "Mind Sparkler" is being conducted 

in RGUKT, Basar on every Monday, to the students of engineering 

(E3, E2, E1). In this competition, single question will be given based 

on logical thinking or aptitude. The question will be sent to all the 

students through the local mail (Zimbra). The students are asked to 

submit the answers to the respective faculty coordinators before the 

time prescribed and prizes are being awarded to the winners of re-

spective E3, E2 and E1 batches.  

Student Organizers:  

Sikander (B082488), Irfan (B082486) and Irfan Feroz (B082497) 

Faculty Co– ordinator:  

Naresh. K (Faculty in Chemistry) 

(mail: fa09_chemistry@bas.rgukt.in) 

HC Chief Justice‘s Visit 

 The Hon. Chief Justice of High Court, Chandrakumar 

visited our campus on 8th November, 2012, along with Ni-

zambad Chief Justice Hussain and Bhainsa 

Chief Justice Nageshwar Rao. Hon. Director 

Rajendra Sahu and OSD Narayana. K re-

ceived them gladly by proffering flower bo-

quets. He interacted with students in the Yoga 

Hall of Lab Complex. In this interactive ses-

sion, he advised students, "One can achieve greater heights 

by strong determination, dedication and will power. Loyalty 

and obedience are the primary necessities of a human being 

and respecting the elders is a requisite for everyone." He then 

clarified students doubts on Indian Parliamentary and Judici-

ary systems. He also suggested the students to spend some 

time on Yoga and Meditation as they help in making an indi-

vidual complete in all spheres.  

Mr. Naresh. K  

Raja Harish Kumar. M 
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―Don‘t Go Blindly‖ : VC 

Moulik Reddy. P (B091450, ECE) 

 On the occasion of Teacher Day on 5th September, 2012 

our Hon. Vice Chancellor, Prof. R.V. Raja Kumar has visited our 

campus. Here are some main objectives of the meeting. The meet-

ing is conducted to the entire Engineering batch class CRs [E1, 

E2, E3]. 

 He enquired whether every class was allocated by faculty/guest 

faculty for all the subjects. 

 He came to know that E1 students are still not able to learn the 

subject on the conceptual base. He suggested all E1 students to 

change their way of learning methodology. 

 He was happy for that in this year the library books were dis-

tributed in time for E3 students. 

 He also stated that the mess survey must be given appropriately 

by students without any negligence, so that action can be taken 

on the mess management. If the overall survey average is be-

low  2.3 grade out of 5 grade points there will be 5-10% of 

deduction in their total fee. 

 He asked the students regarding lab sessions, that  RGUKT 

mainly focuses on the practical learning as it was the motto our 

university. ―Whatever you learn in the theory part by the class 

room teaching that should be applied practically in the lab ses-

sions. No student is supposed to do the experiment blindly 

without knowing the theory behind it‖ VC said. The students 

are also encouraged to do their own experiments after the lab 

sessions with the permission from the concerned faculty. 

 He hoped that RGUKT students (1st Batch) passing out as En-

gineers in 2014 would bag the highest number, as successful 

GATE qualifiers. 

 He also assured that the University would fulfill the aims and 

objectives by turning out the students of RGUKT into responsi-

ble citizens of India. Every year, all over India, only 20% of 

engineering students are getting into jobs. Our VC would like 

to keep our RGUKT students in that 20%.  

 He felt very bad regarding the students & their disputes with 

Director & other higher authorities in the late nights. He also 

warned the students that shouldn't be repeated again. 

 Many of  students raised their problems in meeting. If you 

have any type of problem first contact respective higher authority 

In-charges. If at all you don't get proper response or solutions 

please bring that problem to the notice of Director or VC by  writ-

ten complaint or through email [mail address are provided in the 

RGUKT website]. 

Triumph of Top Five Leaders of 

RGUKT 

Sahitinanda. B (B093007, CSE) 

Vinaya Vardhini. TLP (B092734, MME) 

 ―August 15th- Independence day‖ commemorates the 

arduous journey that was undertaken by millions of brave Indi-

ans to break away from the shackles of colonial rule and pay 

homage to the martyrs, who sacrificed their life for their home-

land. Celebrating the Day with ardent respect and immense pat-

riotism does not fulfill its objective, India needs a force which 

can make its freedom substantive. 

 Its time for youth to rescue its motherland from stump-

ers. Realizing this need the Human Resources Development 

Association (HRDA) and the Indian Medical Association 

(IMA) has unifiedly 

organized a Debate 

program called  

Leadership Transfor-

mation Program in 

Nizamabad, IMA 

hall, to explore the 

leadership qualities in 

the Youth. The Hon-

or chair of the pro-

gramme consisted of the Vice Chancellor of Telangana, Ni-

zamabad Prof. Akbar Ali Khan and Constituency MLA Mr. 

Lakshmi Narayana. 

 Besides IIIT-Basar, many Engineering colleges of Ni-

zamabad like Sri Gnana Saraswathi Engineering College, Vijay 

Rural Engineering College has actively participated in the pro-

gramme in which Ten sparkling Students of IIIT-Basar are a 

part. The Students of IIIT-Basar poised for a giant leap by 

touching on the jury with their Fantabulous and Inspirited 

speeches. 

The pride of IIIT rouse to the great height by getting placed in 

the top 5 of the winners. The Jury also got impressed with the 

patriotic songs sung by IIITians and IIIT-Basar became the 

Centre of Attraction of the Programme. The List of the Winners 

reads as follows: 

B. Sahithi Nanda [B093007] First Prize, U. Chandrakanth 

[B091102] Second Prize , G. Vamshi Krishna [B091415] Third 

Prize, T. Sandeep [B082795], Fourth Prize, Ch. Adiseshu Red-

dy [B091383] Fifth Prize . 

Partiji‘s Visit: Brahmarshi Subhash Patri, 

widely known as Patriji, visited our campus on 

November 8th , 2012 to  introduce to the students 

the importance of Yoga and the role played by it 

in framing a persons character. There was a huge 

gathering in front of the Old Mess Hall– I where a 

large number of students welcomed him and paid attention to 

his valuable words.  He was accompanied by his disciples who 

shared their real– life anecdotes with the students.  

Hon. VC, Prof. Raja Kumar 

interacting with students 

RGUKT Basar students in the Leadership Transfor-

mation Program 
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Durgesh Pattem (B082638, Ch.E) 

Vamshi Krishna (B081828, Ch. E) 

  In a row, from the bow of E-3, last but not least, 

the Department of Chemical Engineering lit the arc of its cultural 

event in the name of ―Chem Spark‖, on August 7th, 2012. They 

came with a tag line of ―We Catalyze you 2day”. 

 The event of Chem Spark made everyone say ―The Ta-

gline suits you the best!‖ at the end. The motto of the event was 

to feed the spirit and to awake the hidden energetic talents of the 

students of Chemical Engineering and also to habituate them of 

working together in a team.  

Fresher's Park Chem Spark : 

 On the 7th August 2012 itself, the seniors of Chemical 

Engineering have given away the fresher's party before the cul-

tural event. Some games have been 

conducted and the winners are 

showered with attractive prizes. An 

interacting session between the stu-

dents is held. Five lucky people of 

the day were given surprising gifts. 

Two of the juniors are given the Mr. 

& Ms. Fresher 2012. A brief intro to the department is given to 

all the juniors. It was inaugurated on the hands of the Mr. Ravin-

dra, the coordinator of Chemical Engineering accompanied by 

the presence of Mr. Pradeep, Mr. Chenchaih, Mr. Haribabu, Mr. 

Naresh, Mr. Ramakrishna, Ms. Supriya, Mr. Durgesh Verma and 

Mr. Manish Kumar. 

 The curtains of the show raised up at 07:30 pm. Our hon-

orable Director Prof. Rajendra Sahu lightened the lamp as an 

indication of our Indian tradition and de-

livered a catalytic speech. It's the event 

which dragged the attention of huge audi-

ence. 

 ―Why will you look at me when I'm 

indifferent from you? Isn't it?‖ Yes! exact-

ly, that's what they thought & they made 

the event differ from the earlier ones. This event made the audi-

ence taste many new & delicious flavors. The event started with 

the classical dance to give their classical touch. Then came the 

turn of FORMATIONS, which presented the avatar of goddess 

beautifully & also some beau-

tiful formations. 

 Next, some energetic 

dances came like storm of 

thunders. ―RAMP WALK‖ 

made everyone submerge in 

the river of love. It delivered 

its bestow to five best pairs of the ages (Heer & Ranjhna, Jodha 

& Akbar, Salim & Anarkali, Romeo & Juliet, Shahjahan & 

Mumtaz). Till the Chem Spark, many didn't know how the 

world's best pairs appear. Everybody knew that night brings 

darkness into our life. Can that darkness entertain you..? Yes ! It 

can. They proved it with their special, pleasant & thunder cool 

shadow-dance. Its the one of major attractions of the event. It 

made everyone to enjoy the darkness of cool night. 

 Then came Dhandia! It made everyone remember their 

beautiful villages at the time of dusshera. The other different 

item is Robot dance. What if Robots fall in love? What do they 

do? How will they celebrate 

their happiness? An energetic 

strip-dance cleared the doubts 

of all. Soon after it has com-

pleted, there is a power inter-

ruption. The audience thought 

that the show will be delayed 

for some time because of power interruption and some started 

walking out. But immediately they started running in to the audi-

torium again. It's not that power is back but its the special torch-

light performance that made them to do so. In that torch light 

performance,  everybody have seen plenty of moons in the audi-

torium. Immediately the power came back after the torch perfor-

mance. The next special is glow-stick dance. Everyone enjoyed 

at their summit. The auditorium reverberated with whistles and 

claps. Flatus Group's eternal and energetic mass dance took eve-

ryone to the peak.  

 NTR came down to the earth again for our Chem Spark. 

Danced with the ―Sandy group‖ & Congratulated our Coordina-

tor Sir for making such a fantabulous show ―Chem Spark‖. Its 

the only event which kept everyone in the excitement from the 

starting, till the end.  

Mantra + Meditation = Control Upon Mind 
Sahithinanda. B (B093007, CSE) 

Vinayavardhini. TLP (B092734, MME) 

 In Concrete world of today, No Relations  exist between mechanical human beings. Due to immense stress and robotic life, 

Man no longer possesses a stable mind to take wise decisions. This results in Negative thinking, Drug Addictions and Suicides. 

―Meditation is the only way to escape from the demerits of stress and induce positive thinking which in turn reflects healthy mind‖, 

says Mr. Srinath who visited IIIT-Basar to empower RGUKTians in this issue. Mr. Srinath did his B.Tech in NIT Warangal and is 

presently giving his services to Amazon company, Chennai. He riveted the importance of Meditation and Work prioritization in the 

life of a Human-being. He made the seminar more interesting with his examples from Mahabharata, Ramayana, Quran and Bible. 

Mr. Srinath also jotted out some of the names of the present day winners who are continuous practices of Meditation. He said that 

―Mantra chanting‖ is one way of meditation. He quoted saying, ―Either you control your mind or it will control you‖. He inspired 

the students with his calm and informative lectures along with live examples. The Students Checked out of the hall with strong de-

termination of change in their life by making meditation a part of it.  

Scintillating Spark that Catalyzed the Crew 
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Mounika. B (B082942, ME) 

Vashista. Ch (B082734, ME) 

―MECHELITE'12‖ is a cultural fest, 

which was held on 10th October, 2012, proved to be a  'True ave-

nue of Fun and Entertainment'. This event left a scintillating im-

pact on the audience and successfully created  a new culture of 

authentic and precise organization and presentation. The event 

has lived up to its prom-

ise of delivering and 

overcame the expecta-

tions. 

 The fest was or-

ganized under the super-

vision of Mr. Ramesh 

Babu. P, Coordinator of 

ME  Department and the 

faculty with an aim to 

welcome the freshers (E2 ME).  The entire process was started 

two months before the event. The venue was decided as the open 

place before the Lab Complex. Though, it is very tough task to 

conduct in the open place, the whole department took it as a 

challenge . With the best support from ME faculty, ―Students 

Organizing Team‖ coordinated all the events (ground cleaning, 

selections, procurement & fest) very successfully. 

 As part of the fresher's party and cultural fest, E-3 ME 

students conducted some events like Chess, Caroms & Quiz 

competitions to the juniors (ME-E2) to en-

courage and enhance the abilities to create a 

competitive atmosphere among ME-E2 stu-

dents. In this, Quiz competition has became 

a ―Center of attraction‖ that made everyone 

to think and overwhelm in competitive 

world. These competitions created healthy 

and good communicative relationship be-

tween ME seniors and juniors. 

 ―Fresher's Party‖ was held for one hour before the 

―MECHELITE'12‖event. All the mechanical department stu-

dents, faculty gathered at one place and made the party colorful 

and cheerful. Faculty and senior students gave their message to 

the juniors. Fresher's shared their feelings with  everybody over 

there and interactive sessions were conducted. 

 In the presence of pleasant 

evening, beautiful moon crescent and a 

gentle wind,  the fest ―MECHELITE'12'‖ 

has begun. Hon'ble Director, Prof. Rajendra Sa-

hu attended the fest as a chief guest and inaugurated the ceremo-

ny. A beautiful traditional song welcomed all the faculty & stu-

dents over there and the winners of chess, caroms, Quiz were 

awarded by the director sir. The ME-AV was released by the 

CSO, Mr. Vazubuddin 

before the prize distri-

bution. It impressed all 

the students and facul-

ty and it justified the 

importance of the ME-

CHANICAL ENGI-

NEERING‖. 

 As the program 

moved on, it got inten-

sified and electrified. The performances are immense and their 

energy levels thronged the whole campus into a platform of fun 

and entertainment. 

 The total number of performances were 44. Every perfor-

mance has its own way to reveal the endowment to rock the 

stage. The Anchors entrapped everyone's attention and they 

played a key role to success the event. Some of the performances 

like Team India, Mirror dance (Behka..), RK Group, Charitra 

group, Hand Puppet Show, Pranay's remix songs are sterling 

attractions of the fest. Remaining perfor-

mances also stood as the biggest entertain-

ers. 

 Even the faculty became fans to 

Sheshu (anchor) and Pranay (singer) for 

their rocking performances. The crowd 

found themselves lost to the beats of rocking 

performances. 

 The fest was tremendous and pleasur-

able without any problems. The entire campus liked  and enjoyed 

it very much. A big applause to everyone who put their effort to 

make the event success.  

Technical Trip Fruitful 
Vinaya Vardhini. TLP (B092734, MME) 

 The Science and Technology Fair in RGUKT-Basar is going to grasp the attention of the Technical world. Tyranno, a magic 

show which uncovers the mysteries of sciences, is a part of the enormous fair which adds fun 

and excitement to the visitors along with immense knowledge. Tyranno is the creation of an 

ultimate team of 24 students which aspires to give the best of the best. Under the proposal of 

Mr. Ravindra Sir, the Convener of Science & Technology Fair, Tyranno team went on an trip 

to discover the science wonders to exhilarate the viewers and add to the pride of RGUKT, un-

der the guidance of Mr. Ramesh and Ms. Sonia Sharma. The Team visited the Raman Science 

Centre in Nagpur staying there for a day. The Trip was full of wisdom and Knowledge which 

immensely added to the creative minds of the team.  

 The Team returned to IIIT-Basar after acquiring an extra opportunity of class from the researchers in the Institute. The Team 

coveys their sincere thanks to Mr. Ravindra sir, Mr. Ramesh sir, Ms. Sonia Sharma madam. 

Tyranno team along with the researchers  
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శీ్ర కృష్ా షటమి 
Naresh. A (B082285, ECE) 

Sathish. K (B082283, ECE)  పారత థేశం భినన సంసకితీ యంరథాయాలఔు ుట్టితులుు . మన 
థేశంలోతు రజలు చాలా ండెఖలు జరుుఔుంట్ారు. రతి ండెఖ ఔ 
రణేేఔ యయషితనఽ సంతభించఽఔుంథి. మనయౌన ఉణాసహ భిచి, మనలో 
థాగి ఉనన నాతధోణేేజాతున తుదరలేడఫే యట్ట యొఔక ముకయే థేేశం . 
 పారతథేశ సంసకితీ, యంరథాయాలనఽ  రంచ థేరలకూ 
భిచయం చేయడంలో మన ండెఖలు తృర ముకేతనఽ 
సంతభించఽఔుధానబ. అలాంట్ట గొప ండెఖలోు  యౕీ ఔియౖా షిమి ఔట్ట. 
మయౘపారతమధే ఔ గొప అంకతున తన చేతేలణో ూభిే  చేల, 
ధభాతున ఏ శకూే  ఒడుంచలేదఽ అతు రంచాతుకూ చాట్టన ‚యౕీ మథాాఖవతం‛ 
థాాభ  సరాజనళిణాతున ఉథేయంచిన  మయౘ యషేా వు యొఔక 
అయౖి వణారం  యౕీఔియౖా వణారం. నంద గోతృలుతు జనాథినంనఽ 
ురసకభించఽకొతు మనం ఈ  ‚ఔియౖా షిమి‛  యభథిధాతున జరుుఔుంట్ాం. 
 నందనవన గోఔులంలో బాలఔిషేా డు అలు భి అంణా ఇంణా కదఽ. 
రంచాతుకూ చియౌన చేషీలనఽ , అలు భి నఽలనఽ భిచయం చేల, 16 యేల 
మంథి  చెయౌఔణేెల యరహంలో ఊయలలగిన  ఆ నంద గోతృలుతు 
జనాథిధాతున రజలు ఎంణో య ైభవంగ జరుుఔుంట్ారు. ఈ యేడెఔలోు  
అతి ముకేఫ ైనథి ‚ఉట్టి  మహో తసవం‛. బాల ఔిషేా డె, గొలు  పామల 
ఇంట్లు  థ ంఖతనంగ చొరబడు యళ్ళ ఉట్టిలలో ఉనన య నననఽ థ ంగియౌంచి 
తనణోట్ట యభికూ ంచేయడె. అలా గోఔులంలో భోజుకూ కొతున  వందల 
ఉట్టిలు గియౌతృొ బేయ. అలా ఆ చితున ఔిషేా తు జాా కరథఫే మనం ఈ 
యతరథిధాతున ‚ఉట్టి  మహో తసవం‛ గ జరుుఔుంట్ాము. 
  ఈ ఉట్టి  కొట్టి  యేడెఔలు పారతథేశం అంతట్ా ఎంణో సంణోషంగ 
జరుుఔుంట్ారు. మభి అలాంట్ట సంణోయౖతుకూ   మన యశాయథాేలయం 
అతీతం కదంట్ృ మన ఇ-3 (E-3) యథాేరుథ లు ముటి్ముదట్ట యభగి 
ఉట్టి  యేడెఔతు బాసర ఐఐఐటీ్ లో జరుుఔుధానరు. ఈ ండెఖనఽ లు 
తృర ంణాలలో లు రకలుగ జరుుఔుంట్ారు. మన యశాయథాేలయంలో 
ఔడా ఈ య ైయధేం ఔనబడుంథి. కొందరు యథాేరుథ లు ఔళ్ళఔు ఖంతలు 
ఔట్టి కొతు ఔరీణో ఉట్టితు కొటి్గ, మభికొందరు ఎలాంట్ట ఖంతలు లేఔుండా 
వట్టి  చేతేలణో ఉట్టితు కొట్ాి రు. ఎవభెవరు ఎతున యదాలుగ జరుుఔుధాన, 
ఈ ండెఖ యొఔక ముకే ఉథేేశం  మాతరం అందభితూ కైచోట్ ఏఔం చేల, 
మనలో ఐఔమణాేతున, ఆతాయరాయతున చేయడం.అథే మన 
యశాయథాేలయంలోనా రౄు థాయౌచంథి . 
 ఎలాఖంట్ే ఈ ండెఖనఽ అరేష యథాేరుథ లు యౘజభెై  మనయభ 
ఆయాథించారు. కొంతమంథి ఎంణో ఉణాసహంణో యేడెఔలో తృల్గ ంట్ే 
మభికొందరు తృల్గ ననయరు యజయోణాసహృలబేే యధముగ తమ 
జయజయ దాాధాలు యౌకరు. ఉట్టితు చేథిసఽే నన రతియభీ తమ ఔరణాళ్ 
ధానఽలణో యభితు ఉణేేజరచారు. ఇలా రతేక్ష్ేంగ  ఈ యేడెఔలో 
తృలుంచఽఔుననయరు మభియు ఈ యేడెఔనఽ దఖగరుండు 
ఆయాథించినయరు, ఆనందంగ ఉట్టిమహో తసయతున జరుుఔుతు, 
ఔులమత పేథాలఔతీతంగ తమ ఐఔేతనఽ చాట్ారు. ఔభికొఔరు 
యపాకంక్ష్లు ణెలుుఔుధానరు. ఇట్టవంట్ట మయౘ యేడెఔలో ధేనఽ ఔడా 
పాఖఫ ైనందఽఔు సంణోషంణో తృట్ట ఖరాడెతేధాననఽ. 

హభై భమ హభై భమ  
    హభై ఔిషా హభై ఔిషా   

 

SARP Steers Again to Triumph 

Amulya Deepthi. K (B081208, ECE) 

 SARP continues to reign as one of the most successful 

clubs in the campus. Huge cheers of audience welcomed the par-

ticipants on Friday here dur-

ing the EXTEMPORE event 

held on 21st august. The 

competition started simulta-

neously in three classrooms 

of AB-I wherein huge partic-

ipants turned out, out of 

which 12 were promoted to 

the finale. Faculty made the event even more scintillating by 

their presence as judges.  As the speeches of the participants 

were really mesmerizing, judges were bewildered to choose the 

best. Anxious filled eyes turned on the judges as the results were 

announced. 

Here are the winners: 

1st Prize : N. Surya [B101372], 2nd Prize:  Subash [ B092648], 

3rd Prize:  Ashritha [B081433] & Vamshi Krishna [B091415] 

 There was joy filled in the hearts of them including the 

audience and the competition was no more a competition but an 

occasion rather. Three  students from E-2 joined the club as or-

ganizers whose work was really appreciable and they deserve it. 

 University Lecture Series 

 Honorable Vice Chancellor Prof. R 

V Raja Kumar delivered a lecture on “ Per-

formance of Analog Communication System 

in Noise” to ECE Students at RGUKT 

Basar on 5th September 2012, as a part of 

University Lecture Series.  

 Dr. Govinda Rao, currently working as a Senior Professor 

in the GVP College of Engineering, Visakhapatnam, delivered a 

lecture on “ Partial Indetermi-

nacy of Networks and Initializ-

ing and solving the Electrical 

networks having all inductor 

loops and all capacitor cut-

sets”, as a part of University 

Lecture Series on 24th and 25th 

November, 2012. Honorable 

Vice Chancellor, Prof. R.V. 

Raja Kumar, presented a memento to him for his valuable Guest 

Lecture and visit to Basar campus. 

Mr. Sravan Kumar presiding over SARP 

Participants along with the Faculty 

Prof. R. V. Raja Kumar 

Dr. Govinda Rao being presented a 

memento by Prof. RV. Raja Kumar 
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RGUKT, Basar 

Definition of Discipline– NCC 

Ramya. Ch (B101935, E1) 

 Students of IIIT are not only talented in technical fields 

and also in Service organizations like NCC and NSS, Sports, etc. 

 To brings out the hidden talents of  Students they have  

EAA    (Extra Academic Activities). In this course Engineering 

students have NCC, NSS, NSO, Music, Yoga, Dance etc. 

 NCC, NSO & NSS was envisioned to involve young and 

dynamic students of the country in the nation's very own Devel-

opment, Strengthening and Integration. 

 The National Cadet Corps is the Indian military cadet 

corps with its Headquarters at New Delhi. It is open to school 

and college students on voluntary basis. National Cadet Corps 

(NCC) is a Tri - Services Organization, comprising the (1) Army, 

(2) Navy and (3) Air Force, engaged in molding the youth of the 

country into disciplined and patriotic citizens. The Indian Parlia-

ment passed the National Cadet Corps Act on April 16,1948, thus 

creating the NCC. The formation of the NCC under the National 

Cadet Corps Act, 1948 was a major milestone for the develop-

ment of the student community. At the Headquarters level, this 

organization is headed by an officer of the rank of Lieutenant 

General. He is the Director General of the NCC. 

Aims of NCC : 

 To Develop Character, Comradeship, Discipline, Leader-

ship, Secular Outlook, Spirit of adventure, and Ideals of Selfless 

Service amongst the Youth of the Country. 

To Create a Human Resource of Organized, Trained and Moti-

vated Youth, To Provide Leadership in all Walks of life and be 

Always Available for the Service of the Nation. 

To Provide a Suitable Environment to Motivate the Youth to 

Take Up a Career in the Armed Forces. 

On Campus : 

 In our campus as a part of Extra Academic Activities 

(EAA) the students of E-1 have NCC program. This NCC group 

comes under 32 (A) Battalion, Adilabad. Though NCC direc-

torate did not allot the vacancies to admit the students in NCC, 

many students are showing great interest and waiting for vacan-

cies from the directorate. Out of 1000 students in our campus, 

nearly 600 students are interested in NCC and on every Wednes-

day the NCC program is conducted, headed by the instructors. 

Nearly 50 students have completed their NCC−'A' Certificate, 

Scouts and Guides course at their SSC level. Now they are play-

ing a key role to educate the remaining students in various activi-

ties in the ground. 

NCC Instructors : 

G. Vinod Kumar M.Sc., B.Ed.., (Ph.D.,) 

 − Mentor in Biology ( NCC−C certificate − Army Wing) 

Ch. Ravi M.Sc., B.Ed.., (Ph.D.,) 

            − Mentor in Biology ( NCC−C certificate − Air Wing) 

 

―Network of Chess‖ in RGUKT 
Jawed Akthar (B082832, ECE) 

N.Srikanth (B082340, ECE)  

N.Swamy (B082346, ECE) 

 Have you known something called Chess? Of course as an 

engineering Student, we are not unaware of this game. For me as 

an ECE Student I can say it as a two Port Network, where both 

ports individually represents opponents of each other‘s. 

It may be lossless or loss with respect to the winners or 

losers of this game, and it is Non-Reciprocal as both of them 

have different thoughts  which doesn't reflect on one another, of 

course sometimes it may be sym-

metric when the opponent doesn't 

know anything.  

 So, this is the brief introduc-

tion about chess game. The Chess 

competition was conducted in 

RGUKT Basar The 1st and 2nd 

prize winners are Sai Baba 

(B082300, ECE) and Srikanth.G (B083179, ECE) respectively.  

 The thought of conducting chess competition among 2000 

students was tackling to the minds of the organizing committee 

but however it became easy for  them to conduct as the less 

members have shown their interest towards it.The total number 

of participants were 180 members who were divided into 3-

Batches (Each batch of 60 members) and total 90 matches were 

played,30 for each batch and based on points in every round the 

participants were promoted to the next round.   

 However the competition was time limited (about 15 mi-

nute for each member individually). Hence there is no question 

for propagation delay of your turn However because of the tran-

sient responses (frequent moves) of the opponent were fast at one 

side in each game, the rise time & the settling time (to under-

stand the game) was considerable. 

 Coming to the last round, there were six members, Sai 

Baba(B082300, ECE), Srikanth. G (B083179, ECE), Murlikanth 

(B082192, MME), Rajashekhar(B082295, ECE), Srinath. D

(B083239, ECE), Vinaykumar (B081452, CE) among which Sai 

Baba & Srikanth played first semi-final while Srikanth & Mur-

likanth played the second Semi-final, before that Quarter-final 

was played in between Murlikanth & Rajashekhar and finally Sai 

Baba and Srikanth came into the final round. 

 Coming to the views of 1st and 2nd prize winners of this 

game; according to Srikanth, it was quiet interesting to play with 

Saibaba even after loosing in 1st semi final, he played second 

semifinal with Murlikanth and came back to the game in the final 

again with Saibaba. According to Saibaba, for him Semi-final 

was quiet meaningful to learn so many things and Srikanth has 

given him a tough competition but at the last moment pulses 

raised with large amplitude in his mind and he won the semifinal 

and subsequently final also, which was quiet easy for him to am-

plify his thoughts and get the output (i.e. to win) 

 Finally, the Chess competition among the engineers has 

been organized, conducted, results were obtained successfully. It 

was controllable and Observable and the system has been charac-

terized to be Stable. 

Sai Baba, winner Srikanth, runner

– up and Muralikanth, 3rd 
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RGUKT, Basar 

Basar Bags ―4‖ at Nuzvid 

Vamshi Krishna. G (B091415, CSE) 

 National Mathematics year-2012 celebrations at our cam-

pus came out to be a great success. National Mathematics year is 

celebrated as a tribute to the Indian Mathematical genius Sriniva-

sa Rumanujan‘s 125th birth anniversary. As part of celebrations, 

various competitions like 

Article writing, Poster 

presentation and  Math 

Quiz were held with great 

spirit and enthusiasm of 

the participants. After 

various rounds of pre-

lims, finals of the above 

the competitions were 

held on 16th December 

after the inaugural cere-

mony under the judgment and guidance of Prof. K. Satyanaraya-

na and Dr. N. Nageswara Rao, Dept. of Mathematics CEST, 

RGUKT, Hyderabad. Results were announced on the day ending 

after a great informative and sportive quiz final session conduct-

ed by Prof. K. Sathyanarayana as Quiz master. 

 The 2nd day of the celebrations i.e., on 17th December, a 

guest lecture was delivered by Prof. G. Radhakrishnamacharya, 

NIT Warangal, entitled ―Mathematical Modeling‖ to the engi-

neering students in the morning session and Prof. K. Satyana-

rayana delivered a lecture on ―Fibonacci 

Numbers‖ to PUC students in the after-

noon session. The event was organized 

successfully by the Department of Mathe-

matics. 

 All the first prize winners from 

each category went for the inter mathemat-

ical competitions, which held at Nuzvid on 

the National Mathematics Day i.e., 22nd 

Dec 2012. It is very proud to say that the students of our campus 

gave a tough competition for the participants of Nuzvid and RK 

Valley. In the five competitions, we bagged four prizes (1 First 

and 3 Third). Here are the winners: 

 Quiz Competition: T. Prashath (B091794, E2, ECE), M. 

Kiran Kumar (B101884, E1) and A. Soumya (B111301, P2) 

(First) 

 Article Writing (PUC): Sreehita. L (B111279, P2) (Third 

 Article Writing (Engg.): Haseeb ur Rehaman (B082841, E3, 

Ch.E) (Third) 

 Poster Presentation (Engg.): Asia (B083113, E3, CSE) 

(Third) 

 Hon. Chancellor of IIIT‘s, Dr. Raj Reddy attended the 

carnival as a chief guest and handed over the prizes to the win-

ners. He promised that inter-university competitions will be con-

ducted not only in the field of mathematics, but also in the other 

subjects. 

Results: 

PUC- Article Writing and Presentation: 

I  Sreehita. L- B111279,  Mathematics Tricks and Puzzles 

II  Naga Raju. S- B111690, Magics in Mathematics 

III Shiva Prasad. G- B111986, Uses of Matrices 

Consolation-1: Durga Prasad- B121010, The History of Zero 

Consolation-2: Vennela-B12159, Trigonometry 

Engineering - Article Writing and Presentation: 

I Haseebu ur Rehaman- B082841, Numerical Methods of  

      Heat Conduction 

II Purushotham- B091089 Magic of Fibonacci Number 

III Sarika.M- B082669, Maths- Everywhere and Every day 

Consolation-1: Suresh. G- B081195, Application Of Conic Sec-

tions 

Consolation-2: Mounika. B - B082942, Application of Differen-

tial Equations 

Consolation-3: Srilatha. B - B082057, Cryptography 

Consolation-4: Sharanya. S-B082266, Man Vs Mathematics 

Quiz:  

 1) Prasanth Goud. P (B091794, ECE, E2) 

I 2) Kiran Kumar. M (B101884- E1) 

 3) Sowmya. A (B111301, P2) 

     1) Ramesh. K (B092934, ECE, E2) 

II   2) Vasanth. M (B101603, E1) 

     3) Surekha. P (B111422, P2) 

      1) Roopa. M (B082946, CSE, E3) 

III   2) Anil Kumar. V (B091877, ECE, E2) 

      3) Shetti Avinash (B111304, P2) 

PUC- Poster Presentation: 

I  Durga Prasad. K-P1- B121010 Euclid‘s geometry 

II  Shivaprasad -P2-B111986 Indian great scientist Aryabhat-

ta     

III  Pallavi-P1- B121007 Easy and enjoyable Maths 

Consolation-1: J. Kumar-P2–B111003 Inter stellar distance 

measurement 

Consolation-2: Nizamuddin-P2– B111110, Applications of 

mathematics 

Engineering- Poster Presentation: 

I  Saritha. L- B082952, ME, E3- History of women Mathe-

maticians 

II  Suresh. G- B081195, ECE, E3-  Keeping things in focus 

III  Bargavi. U – B081963, CSE, E3 Graph coloring 

Consolation-1: Asia- B083113, CSE, E3 Graph Theory and its 

Applications 

Consolation-2: Sharath. N B092731, ECE, E2 Applications of 

Trigonometry 
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RGUKT, Basar 

గురుజాడలు - గురజాడ 150వ జయంతి ఉత్సవలు 
మారేలి్ల భిక్షం, (B083039, ECE) 
 ఖురజాడ 150వ జయంతితు ురసకభించఽకొతు మన 
యశాయథాేలయంలోతు ణెలుఖు రక మభియు సంగీత రక ఆధారేంలో ఖురజాడ 
150వ జయంతి ఉతసవ కరేఔమీాలు గనంగ జభిగబ. ఈ కరేఔీమాతుకూ 
ముకే అతిథఽలుగ మన యశా యథాేలయ సంచాలఔులు రజేంద్ర సహు గరు, 
ఆభీీయుకైట్ట ణెలుఖు యపాఖం ఆచారుేలు యచసపతి. కె.కుసుమారెడ్డి  గరు,  

బహృముక రజారయౌ అబన 
ఆచారే బేత్వోలు రమబరహమం 
గరు  యౘజరయాేరు. చదఽవుల 
తయౌు సరసాతి థేయకూ జయేతి 
రజాలన అనంతరం  
సంచాలఔులు భజైందర యహృ 
గరు మాట్ాు డెత దఽభచార 
సమాజాతున రౄుథిదేడాతుకూ 
ఔలాధేన ఆయుధంగ మయౌచిన 

ఔ మయౘ ఔయ ఖురజాడ అతు రశంలంచారు. ముదట్ ఆంఖు రచనలు చేలన 
ఖురజాడ ఆంఖుంలో ఆనయేల ణెలుఖు యళితేంలోతుకూ య ళ్ుడం అధేథి ఆంఖు 
యళితేం చేసఽఔునన దఽరదిషిం అతు తన పాయతున వేఔేం చేయరు. ఆంఖు 
యళితేం ఔ మహతూయుతున కోలోపబందతు అధానరు. ఆచారే ఔుసఽమా భెడుు  
గరు మాట్ాు డెత ణెలుఖు యభి ముంగిట్లు  ముణాేల సభలనఽ జయౌున 
మరణంలేతు మయౘ ఔయ ఖురజాడ ఖుభించి యభి మహో ననత యళితీ లేవల ఖుభించి 
యవభించారు. యథాేరుథ లు యళితేం ట్ు  మఔుకవనఽ న ంచఽకోయలధానరు. 

మాతిపాయౖ యళితేంన ై ట్టి  
యదిలేే  యేభై ఇతర పాషలన ై ట్టి  
యదించడం సఽలువవుతేందతు 
చెతృపరు. రంచ ణెలుఖు మయౘ 
సభలు జరుఖుతేనన ధేథేంలో 
ఔ ఔయ రణానతున ఖూభిచ మనం 
ఇలాంట్ట కరేఔమీం జరుుకోవడం 
చాలా అదిషింగ పాయంచాలధానరు. 

అలాగై ముకే అతితి ఆచారే. బేతయోలు భమబరహాం గరు తనథెైన ర ైయౌలో 
ణెలుఖు థాేలలో తృొ థిగి ఉనన యట్ట ఓననణాేతున రుచి చానంచారు. ణెలుఖు 
యళిణాేతుకూ, సమాజాతుకూ ఖురజాడ చేలన లేవలనఽ యథాేరుథ లఔు యవభించారు. 
ఖురు జాడలనఽ యథాేరుథ లఔు భిచయం చేయరు. యేమన రచించిన ‚ఉుప 
ఔుపరంబు‛ అధే దేంలో ఉనన అంతభభే తున యవభించారు. థేశంలోతు యేల యేల 
పాషలనఽ అధేయనం చేలన భజ ఔయ యీౕ ఔిషాథేవభయలు చేత  ‘థేశ పాషలందఽ 
ణెలుఖు లెసస’ అతు అతునంచఽఔునన పాష మన మాతిపాష అతు ణెలుఖు పాష 
మధఽరణాాతున ణెరచి చానంచాడె. రజాపాషఔు యళితీ గౌరవం ఔయౌపంచిన ఔ 
రజాఔయగ ఖురజాడ రజల ఖుండెలోు  తుయౌచి చిరకలం య లుఖుణాడె అతు 
అధానరు.  
 మన యశా యథాేలయ సంచాలఔులు ఆచారే భజైందర యహృ గరు 

బేతయోలు భమ బరహాం గభితు, యచసపతి 
ఆచారే ఔుసఽమా భెడుు  గభితు గనంగ  
సధాాతుంచారు. సధాాన అనంతరం సంగీత 
రక యభి ఆయౘాన గనంణో యంసకితిఔ 
కరేఔమీాలు ముదలయాేబ. ఈ 
కరేఔమీంలో యంసకితిఔ నిణాేలు, 
ధాట్టఔలు, గనం, నితే రౄకలు, ధాట్కలు రదభిశంచారు. సమాజంలోతు 
ఔధాేయలాకతున వేతిభైకూసాే  ఖురజాడ రచించిన ఔధాేయలకం అధే ధాట్టఔనఽ, 
ఔకథాభి డెతేనన భరేల యషయంలో తమ పారేలు ఏయధంగ వేవహభించాయౌ 
అతు ణెయౌనే థిదఽే బాట్ట ఔథనఽ ధాట్టఔ రౄంలో, బాలే యయయౘలనఽ తురలసాే  
ఖురజాడ రచించిన ఔనేఔ, ూరామా ఔయతలనఽ నితేరౄకలుగ రదభిశంచి 
అలభించారు. ఖురజాడ థేశ భకూే గైయాతున గన రౄంలో ఆలనంచారు. 
అనగభితృో తేనన దే యంరథాయాతున ఫేల్కయౌనేందఽఔు థాేలనఽ గన 
రౄంలో ఆలనంచారు. ఖురజాడ 150వ జయంతి ఉతసయలనఽ 
ురసకభించఽకొతు తురాళించిన వఔేితా, యేస రచన, ఔయణా రచన, చితరలేకనం, 
రజంట్ేషనఽు  మభియు లగు చిణరా ల యజైతలఔు ఆచారే. ఔుసఽమా భెడుు  గభి 
చేతేల మీదఽగ బహృమతి రదాధోతసవం జభిగింథి. జయేతిరజాలనణో ముదలెైన 
కరేఔమీం జాతీయ గీతం  జనఖణమన గైయంణో ముగిలంథి.  
 ఈ ఖురజాడ జయంతి ఉతసయల సందరాంగ తురాళించిన ఔమా రచనల 
తృో ట్ీలలోతు యజైతల యవభలు: 
1. వాసరచన- తెలుగు సమాజం, సహిత్ాం - గురజాడ రబావం: 
న.యు.ల యథ బ: 
 రథమ- B111557, థిాతీయ- B121039, తితీయ- B111986 

ఇంజతూభింగ్ యథ బ:  
 రథమ-B092700, థిాతీయ- B082795, తితీయ- B092860 
2. వకతృత్వము- గురజాడ - సంఘ సంసకరణ: 
న.యు.ల యథ బ- 
 రథమ-B121473, థిాతీయ- B121039, తితీయ- B111857 

ఇంజతూభింగ్ యథ బ- 
 రథమ- B092098, థిాతీయ- B082383, తితీయ- B1011613. 

3. కవితా రచన- గురజాడ, అత్ని రచనలు: 
 రథమ- B081813, థిాతీయ- B083039, తితీయ- B101436 

4. చిత్ర లేఖనం- గురజాడ ,  గురజాడ పత్రలు: 
న.యు.ల యథ బ-  
 రథమ- B121006, థిాతీయ- B121473, తితీయ- B121464 

ఇంజతూభింగ్ యథ బ- 
 రథమ -B092617, థిాతీయ-B092858, తితీయ- B091875 

5. పో షటర్ రజంటేషన్: 
 రథమ- B092858, థిాతీయ- B092860 , తితీయ- B111303 

6. లఘు చితార లు :  
 B082858  

సంచాలకులు రజేంద్ర సహు గరు, బేత్వోలు రమబరహమం 
గరు, కె.కుసుమారెడ్డి  గరు, 

దిద్ుు బాటు నాటిక 

కనాాశులకం నాటిక 
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―Education is Key‖: N.C. Babu 

G.Raju (B082443, CE) 

 Opposition Leader and the former Chief Minister of our 

state, Nara Chandra Babu Naidu, of Telugu Desam Party (TDP) 

visited our IIITB campus on December 6th evening as a part of 

his ―Vasthunna Meekosam‖ march, along with Rathod Ramesh, 

MP of Adilabad and his crew. 

All the students received the leader of TDP with warm 

wishes. Many students gathered at cricket ground in front of the 

office to hear the addressing of Chandhra Babu Naidu. He inter-

acted with students in the open talk and cleared doubts regarding 

different aspects of 

governance like scams, 

corruption, judiciary 

system, etc. which are 

asked by students. He 

was enthralled by the 

diverse views and opin-

ions of students regard-

ing the governance. He 

repeatedly affirmed that 

education is the key for 

the development of the nation. He assured students that he will 

play his part in solving the infrastructure problems in the campus. 

He uttered that this was quiet a fruitful session of discus-

sion with the students and it fulfilled him a lot. He stayed for 

about one-and-half hours in the campus and later, departed to 

Mudhole as a part of his march. 

Magazine in Telugu 

Md. Nasir (B081425, CSE) 

Vashishta. S (B081129, ME) 

 On the respective lucky day numbered as 12-12-12, ‗T- 

Magazine‘ emerged out from the talents of our friends (P-1, P-

2, E-1, and E-2& E-3) from IIITB. The main scope of this maga-

zine is to protect our ancient Telu-

gu language and its prosperity. 

The students brought out a spec-

tacular idea of launching a maga-

zine in which all the contents are 

from the enriched thoughts of our 

IIITians. 

 The thought of this maga-

zine came from, G.Raju 

(B082443, CE). His friends Bik-

sham. M (B083039, ECE) and 

Paramatma (B092860, MME) 

didn't  let this thought into astray but given their valuable ideas 

and this all went to Mr. Gopala Krishna (Faculty of Telugu), 

who then stood as the Chief Editor and paved way for the com-

pletion of T-Magazine and its appearance on the screens of 

IIITB. The T-Magazine was inaugurated on 12-12-12 in AB-II, 

312 of CSE Department. 

Advisory Committee: 

 Dr. Vijay Kumar. B (Dept. of Telugu), Ms. Vijaya-

bhanu. K (Dept. of Telugu), Mr. Balakrishna. B (Dept. of Telu-

gu), Ms. Suribabu. M, (Dept. of Telugu), Mr. Naresh Kumar. T 

(Dept. of Telugu), Mr. Srinivas. P (Dept. of Telugu), Ms. Ra-

madevi. M (Dept. of Telugu) and Mr. Ravi (Dept. of Biology) 

Chief Guests: 

 Mr. Chandrasekhar (CSE Coordinator), Mr. Sravan 

Kumar (Dept. of HSS), Mr. Naresh (Faculty of Chemistry), Mr. 

Revenayak (Faculty of CSE), Mr. Ranjith (Faculty of CSE) and 

Ravi sir (Mentor, Dept. of Biology) attended this ceremony and 

made the event successful. 

Special Thanks to: 

 Prof. Kusuma Reddy (Central Coordinator of Telugu) 

 Prof. Rajendra Sahu (Director of IIIT Basar) 

Chief Editor of T- Magazine: 

Dr. Gopala Krishna 

Organizers: 

 G. Raju (B082443), CE 

 M. Biksham (B083039), ECE 

 G. Paramatma (B092860), MME 
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Champions of SCL (Staff Cricket League) 

 The Academic and Non– Academic staff IIITB played a 

cricket league in the name of Staff Cricket League (SCL). The 

got divided into four teams viz. Groups A, B, C, D. The competi-

tion was inaugurated on 6th December, 2012. The final was held 

between Group– A and Group– D from which Group– D 

emerged as the winner. Mr. Ravi Kumar was given the Man of 

the Match award and Mr. Pradeep Santhosh was awarded the 

Man of the Series. 

SCL Champions: Group– D 

Nara Chandrababu Naidu interacting with students 

First T– Magazine 
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Campus on Marathon 

Sanjana. L (B091035, ECE) 

Normal Day: 

Time: 5:45- 6:00— Density in ground: 50-75 (Boys: 60-65,  Girls:5-10) 

6th December: 

Time: 5:30— Density:50  

 5:35— Density:100  

 5:40— Density:200 

 5:45— Density:400 

 6:00— Density: Nearly 800  

 Many of us wake up after 7 am in the winter and it may 

be after 8 if it is a Sun-

day but that day was not 

a normal day. Boys and 

girls in their sports dress 

reached the ground be-

fore 6 am in the freezing 

cold and that morning 

became more special 

when the faculty ar-

rived. The excitement 

reached its peak when 

Director Sir waved the flag and a whistle was given to finally 

start the race. 

 It was a 5K Run for boys followed by 2K Run for girls. 

The 5K Run was for 2 laps and the boys ran 2 laps with full en-

ergy, enthusiasm and a lot of rejoice. The run was started from 

the office. To maintain energy of the runners, volunteers were 

ready with glucose at different spots in the path, a medical van 

followed the runners to aid them if any medical support was 

needed. The cool morning made all the participants run faster 

than they could. Boys, who were first in the first lap, maintained 

it in the second lap also. Some faculty gave a tough competition. 

It was very exciting till the last moment. There was only a few 

seconds of difference between the winners. 

 Everybody were very eager about the 2K run for girls. 

With a lot of encouragement from many boys and girls, the 2K 

run was started. As it was only a single lap, everybody were 

curious about the first place. Girls accelerated more on the verge 

of finishing. 

 Director Sir and the faculty congratulated the winners 

and prizes were distributed to them, which included different 

sports shirts. He appreciated all the participants and reminded 

every one about the importance of physical education and fit-

ness. 

Director Sir waving the flag to commence the race 

కొవవత్తత లతో నివళి..! 
 నాేఢుయ్ులో అణాేచాభతుకూ ఖుభైెన బాదితేభయౌకూ సంణాతృతున 
ణెయౌయజైసాే  బాసర కేంస్ తృర ంఖణంలో 31-12-2012 భోజున యయంతరం 
ఎతుమిథి ఖంట్ల నఽండు ఎతుమిథి ఖంట్ల మున ైపతుమియౖల వరఔు కొవాతేి 
రదరశనణో యమూళిఔ అణాేచాభతుకూ ఖుభైెన  బాదితేభయౌకూ యథాేరుే లు తమ 
సంణాతృతున ణెయౌయజైయరు. 
ఈ సందరబంగ యథాేరుే లు 
ధేట్ట సమాజంలో ల఼ే కీూ లేాచాా, 
రక్ష్ణ లేఔుండా తృో తేందతు, 
యట్టతు అభిఔట్ాి లంట్ే 
ముందఽగ యువతలో 
చెైతనేం భయలతు, ధేట్ట 
మళిళ్లు ఆతారక్ష్ణ కోసం 
అతున యదాలుగ సంలదేం కయలతు, ఇలాంట్ట తుపలఔు కలుదఽయేా 
కమాంధఽలనఽ ఔఠినంగ యక్ుంచాలతు యథాేరుే లు కోరుఔుంట్ృ 
తుయళ్ైలభిపంచారు. 

E - Campus Website 

 After a long await, the first local website that could be 

accessed by each and every student, was launched on 12th De-

cember, 2012. The main reason behind this website is to digital-

ize the library which will be helpful to the students in case of 

data loss. It also aims at providing an overview of all the compet-

itive exams as well as help 

the students in preparing for 

them. Apart from the li-

brary, it also helps the stu-

dents to connect with the 

outer world happenings thorough newspapers and other maga-

zines. Recently, a section called ―Daily Dose‖ has been added to 

unveil the aptitude skills of students through mind racking and 

brain teasing questions.  

Director Sir handing over the prizes to the winners 

 

— Vijay Kumar. T, B092882, ECE, E2 

Shiva Ram Reddy. K, B092949, CSE, E2 
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 Internship is a short time work in a 

particular job in order to gain experi-

ence. Internship ply a platform for in-

novative thoughts and facilitates to 

work on real   time research projects. It 

facilitates a student to do some sort of 

research in the field of his/her own interest. 

Today in this competitive job market, it is not suf-

ficient if a student is good enough in his/her subject 

knowledge, one should be in a position to apply his/

her knowledge and skill whenever required. This ulti-

mately require more experience which he/she can get 

from internship. 

Why internship: 

 A student with firm academics is perpetually excellent. 

But unfortunately, today in this competitive world, it is difficult 

to determine whether or not a student would be good at work 

environment. Internship throws an opportunity to get the acquire 

real time work experience and training for judging classroom 

learning in a real world environment. It also helps to unveil hid-

den talent of a student. It invests chance to interact with techno-

crats, work together with diverse group of individuals. A good 

internship channelizes future planning, will sharpen the under-

standing of the subject in design of new product. Student would 

get experience in problem solving skills and the ability to work 

in a team. Thus, a student can develop the skills necessary for a 

particular job. Finally it adds weight to your profile. 

How to start: 

 One should ought to have a straighten out idea about what 

he/she is expecting from internship. He/She must have crystallize 

idea about the area of interest, then know about the companies or 

educational institutions offering intern in chosen field. 

Tips to find intern:  

 Most of the people feel that getting intern is difficult but it 

is delusive. 

Things to be followed in order to get intern: 

1. Attending the work shops 

2. Searching online  

3. Contacting firms/companies 

4. Contact people (friends, family members) working in different 

companies. 

5. Some social network sites such Facebook, twitter, Google Plus 

and Orkut.   

 Many educational institutions and companies are ready to 

provide intern to the student with innovative ideas. 

Certificates necessary for internship: 

1.Resume 

2. Permission letter from Head of the Department 

3. Recommendation letter from Placement Officer 

How it is helpful: 

 Student will be gifted with worth full experience and 

ocean of knowledge about firm or industry. One can show it as 

work experience, working in a team, tangible accomplishments 

and ultimately it gives good stamp at the time of searching for a 

job. A potential student can empower organizing skill such as 

coordinating, managing, administering, problem solving, asking 

thoughtful questions, leadership and ability to manage compli-

cate situations. By working for 2-3 months, a student can acquire 

the skill required for an entrepreneur if he/she is interested in 

establishing his/her own business unit/firm. At the same time, the 

student can enhance his/her contacts with many other company 

people.  

— Sk. Minhaj, B091295, CSE, E2 

Ramesh, B092834, CSE, E2 

Out pass: The Grapes of Greedy Fox 
 When we hear this, one would basically question ―Did 

you get it?‖, ―Are you kidding?‖, ―Where are your parents?‖. 

Yeah, it is hard to believe that one has got out pass in our campus 

because the office has became more rigid to permit the students 

out without parents. 

 Previously, contacting the parents on mobile is sufficient 

to go out. Their presence is not at all required. But, this ―rule‖ 

has been removed because there are some more important rea-

sons why the office is more concerned regarding this. There are 

many cases were some students, who got the out pass without 

parents, found to be misusing it (both the girls and boys). This 

resulted in police to enter into the picture, suggesting ('warning' 

to say) the office to not send any students without their parents. 

The parents of accused also suggested not to send students out 

without parents. When it comes to the phone calls from the par-

ents, some have been found misusing this opportunity as well. 

Hence, the administration has put up a notice saying that no stu-

dent will be permitted to go out without their parents and that too 

on important occasions.  

 But, this decision is causing some serious problems. For 

elementary reasons such as going to Nizamabad or Basar to buy 

foot wear or visit a doctor, calling our parents makes no sense at 

all and we find it hard to make the administration understand 

this. We are questioned back ―Will you take the responsibility for 

all the students and will you answer the parents who have sug-

gested the office not to send students in their absence?‖ Of 

course, calling parents who are staying in the nearby premises 

(districts to say) is not a problem. But, what about those who are 

staying in Rayalaseema and Coasatal Andhra? We ourselves mis-

used the golden opportunities we got and restricted the limited 

means of going out. Hence, we are (we should) be the sufferers.  

 Now all of us must think of a solution to sort this problem 

out through which we can please both the administration and 

students at the same time. Here come another problem. Though 

the students are very good at generating great ideas, they do not 

take a step forward to make them count. So, please come up with 

a solution, put forth your ideas in front the representatives. 

— Sk. Minhaz, B091295, CSE, E2 
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 If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, 

do more and become more, then definitely you are a leader. Don't 

we think that our parents are our true leaders?? They lead us in 

every walk of our life, they show us the good path, they take the 

blame of our wrong doings but never take the fame of our good 

works same as a leader. 

LEADER Stands for: 

L-Leadership 

E-Encouragement 

A-Aims 

D-Delegation 

E-Engagement 

R-Response 

If we possess all these traits then we will be a part of  

RGUKT Stands for: 

R-Respectful 

G-Great 

U-Unity/Unique 

K-Knowledgeable 

T-Team 

Which can give tough competition to any other team in 

India. Our University has provided many things to us. Shall we 

take a little step forward to make our RGUKT be proud of us... ?

For this we need not climb mountains, need not to break the 

Guinness records. The simple but important thing we have to do 

is to lead ourselves as well as the people around us. 

Let our motto be — ―LEAD, DON'T FOLLOW‖ 

 Leadership is nothing but solving problems and leading 

the team. Leadership and teamwork are the critical components 

to success in today's world. If the leader is not perfect then the 

entire team gets the disgrace. So, choosing the leader is the im-

portant thing. Leaders create an environment in which everyone 

has the opportunity to do work which matches his potential capa-

bility and for which an  equitable differential reward is provided. 

Is Leadership a success or a failure in our campus??? 

 It not only depends on leader but also on us. For example: 

The principal is commonly thought to be the school leader. How-

ever school leadership may include other persons such as leader-

ship team who contribute towards the aims of the school. A suc-

cessful leadership will always leave behind good name, fame and 

always stands as an inspiration for others whereas a failure of 

leadership leaves behind  reasons for the failure. The most effec-

tive leaders are those who can successfully influence the way 

other people influence themselves. As a leader one has to moti-

vate and inspire others. When everyone thinks‖ I am the leader‖, 

takes the responsibility and encourage others, then there would 

be a noble change for the better future. Then everyone will be a 

leader. Thereby our university will turn into the best university. 

Which will be an inspiration for other Universities. 

―LEADERSHIP IS A PERSUASION NOT DOMINATION‖ 

— Amani. A, B101746, E1   

Sheetal. K, B101747, E1 

Our university has made some changes in academic 

regulations of Pre University Course (PUC) students from this 

academic year 2012-13 onwards. This includes changes in pat-

tern of examination, an optional semester in an academic year.  

The erstwhile 2010 batch, 2009 batch, 2008 batch students had 9 

Weekly Tests (WT), 3 Monthly Tests (MT) and an End Semester 

Test (EST) with 10%, 30% and 60% weightages with respective-

ly. This is also known to be as M.Bi.P.C with IT subject as their 

course curricula. This is a unique course curriculum of our 

RGUKT University. 

According to the prospectus provided by the institute, 

the changed examination pattern includes Assessment of daily/

assignments (DHA), mid-semester (MSE) and an end semester 

exam (ESE). Among these 30% of total marks awarded for 

DHA, 20% to MSE and 50% to ESE for a course of a semester, 

for DHA students are given by daily assignments, these to be 

submitted by the evening 10 p.m. of that particular day. MSE 

will be conducted on 8th week of every semester. Each MSE ex-

am will have duration of 90 minutes with 24 objectives and 2 

descriptive questions to solve. In the final week of the semester, 

end semester exams will be held. 

Previously a student in PUC has to complete all three 

semester, to pass in the academic year, but from this academic  

year onwards a PUC  student have choice of one [3rd] semester  

in an  year. According to institute a student in PUC must register 

for 2 mandatory semesters, in which Mathematics, Physics, 

Chemistry, Telugu and English will be taught and the 3rd semes-

ter of academic year is and optional semester for students. In this 

optional semester the students who wants to prepare for IIT, AI-

EEE or any competitive exams have more flexibility to prepare 

for it.  3rd semester having Biology and IT courses. In this semes-

ter the students who want to improve their marks and the stu-

dents who flunked in any subjects of last two semesters can reg-

ister for betterment and remedial courses. Those exams will be 

conducted in this semester. Now the PUC Course curriculum is 

known as M.P.C which is same as other colleges of Andhra Pra-

desh.  

— Amarender. B, B081707, ECE 

Ship needed in RGUKT— ―Leadership‖ 

Change in PUC Curricula 
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 BZ Flag became the most favorite LAN game of many 

boys and even girls in no time. The game is so exciting that many 

boys are not even watching movies now-a-days, but  they keep 

on playing the game. 

 ―Battle Zone capture the Flag‖ is abbreviated as BZ Flag. 

BZFs is the server for BZ Flag, and it must be running to play. It 

can be run on any system on the network (including the player's 

system) Terminating the server terminates the game in progress. 

 BZ Flag is a 3D multi-player, multiplatform tank battle 

game that allows users to play against each other in a network 

environment. There are five teams: red, green, blue, purple and 

rogue.  Destroying (shooting) a player on another team scores a 

win, while being destroyed or destroying a teammate scores a 

loss. Rogues have no teammates (not even other rogues), so they 

cannot shoot teammates and they do not have a team score. 

 There are two main styles of play: capture-the-flag and 

free-for-all. In capture-the-flag, each team (except rogues) has a 

team base and each team with at least one player has a team flag. 

The object is to capture an enemy team's flag by bringing it to 

your team's base. This destroys eve-

ry player on the captured team, sub-

tracts one from that team's score, 

and adds one to your team's score. 

In free-for-all, there are no team 

flags or team bases. The object is simply to get as high score as 

possible. 

 There are many flags in the game which have specific 

power. Guided missile is the favorite flag of many, we can lock 

the opponent and kill him with this flag. Laser is also very pow-

erful but it takes time to reload. Cloaking makes you invisible 

and opponents keep on searching for your foot prints whenever 

you jump. Stealth makes you invisible on the graph. Shock wave 

kills everyone near by. 

 The  game is so exciting that  girls are also learning to 

play it, and every one gets addicted it to it in no time. So, be 

careful. 

— Adi Sheshu, B091383, Ch.E, E2 

Sk. Minhaj, B091295, CSE, E2 

Battle Zone of Systems — BZ Flag 

 Four times a day, I will be in 

the mess.  Four times a day, I expect 

something better to fill my stomach.  

Four times a day, I fail to understand 

why I hate filling my tummy. Four times a day, I walk out with 

hatred on the guys in mess. Four times a day, I am disappointed.  

Four times a day, I plan to do something. But, before that, I 

planned to figure out the problem, whether the problem exists 

only with me or with all the other four thousand students who are 

eating with me.  To my horror, I was shocked to see that I was 

one of the four thousand who behaved in the same manner. Eve-

ryone were eating very consciously not for maintaining their 

BMI (Body Mass Index) or for saving their time to rush to the 

classes but to leave their food or throw it because of the most 

unexpected to be seen in their plates every now and then, the 

enemy of the students, the insects. They are either burnt, fried, 

boiled, cooked or sometimes even live to scare away the stu-

dents, dump the food in the dustbins and finish their meals in less 

than five minutes. When we enter the kitchen of the mess to 

complain, will we get the fragrance of the rotten vegetables.  We 

had no other choice but to come out to and take the assistance 

our mess in-charge.   

 Once, twice, thrice. But it still goes on. The problem per-

sists and we suppress our agony. Not once did we have the 

chance to appreciate the food that we are eating. The profit mo-

tive drive of the mess vendors got paired with the absence of 

efficient staff around made the situations even worse. The ground 

realities might be up to the students and others to understand the 

way it stands.  I am not writing to let somebody down, but my 

feelings, at least now are erupting this way. Let me narrate you 

an incident that took place a few days back. There was Zeera in 

Rice.  Few of the students ate it.  Their ignorance and their hun-

ger made them not see what they were eating. They found it the 

next day again. Can this be the mistake or the purpose of the 

Chef to put Zeera in Rice. One of the students carefully observed 

and found that the Zeera was half alive. He was amazed to find 

that it was not Zeera but it was an insect. My goodness, my 

friends were all ignorant of the insects they were eating. Only to 

my horror again, on of my friends pulled out a ten times bigger 

one, half cut and deeply fried  from the curry of his plate.  This 

was brought to the notice of the mess authorities but to no avail. 

The quality of the food remained poor.  So, the students went on 

strike. 

 The Director, realizing the suffering of the students, spoke 

to the mess vendors to be a little careful about the food that is 

being served to the students.  We were served the food again and 

it was a bit better than the food that we ate the in previous days. 

We also had some student volunteers to take care of it and our 

Director sir also helped us having our faculty members as the 

Student Welfare Officers to take care of the students woes, be it 

mess or hostel. The situation improved after a few regular check 

ups by the welfare officers but it has become a habit of the mess 

vendors to get back to their normal ways and careless self.   

 Our Director also voiced that the opening of a new dining 

hall is in progress to accommodate a thousand from the remain-

ing thousand in a few days. So, expecting the best, I also request 

my friends to be clean from their side; not to leave the plates on 

the table, not to wash hands in the plate, not to wash hands with 

the drinking water, not to waste food, not to put anything on the 

table while eating and not to go and shout at the workers or the 

mess vendors. Instead, it would be better if they write their com-

plaints in the complaints book, take the assistance of the student 

mess volunteers and the Student Welfare Officers before doing 

anything.           — Sk. Minhaz, B091295,CSE, E2 

Messy Mess 
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 Established             : 15 August, 2011 

 Proprietor         : Shyam. K 

 Working Staff       : 5 members 

 Initial Deposit     : Rs 5,00,000(Refundable security) 

 Monthly Rent       : Rs 70, 200 /- per month 

 Salary for staff     : Rs 3,500/- per month (for each  

       member) 

 Transportation charge    : Rs 9000/- per month 

 Running timings      : 9:00 to 21:00 (on Sundays too) 

 Budget      : Rs 6, 00, 000/- per month 

 Gross revenue     : Rs 7,35,000 per month (approx.) 

 Profit      : Rs 38,300/- per month (cutting  

     campus rent & salaries) 

 Appreciating Work     : Serving 7000 students at a glance 

       on New Year 

  

 It is the store which served Above 7000 students, Faculty 

Members,  Mentors, HRT's and Non-teaching staff since 15 

months. Its very great achievement for a single store to serve in 

IIITB. 

 As per the details, the store contains daily stuff (puffs, hot 

chips, cakes, ice-creams, chocolates, etc.), minimum needs 

(soaps, shampoos, tooth brushes, per-

fumes, talcs etc.)  including gifts, 

bags, pouches and stationery. 

  Most selling and popu-

lar items in our canteen upon which 

our students show maximum interest 

are ice-creams, Cadbury (mainly 

Munch), hot chips, soft drinks and 

biscuits (20-20). 

  Coming into the picture, the ice-creams are import-

ed from Nizamabad two times in a week (fresh stock for every 3 

days). 'Cosmos' ice cream is the running brand in our campus. 

Venkateshwara home foods in Nizambad is our brand partner of 

hot chips to our store. All the bakery items are imported from 

Minar bakery in Nizambad. 

 Biscuits viz. 'Britannia' and 'Parle' will be sold as hot 

cakes  in our campus. The most mouth watering soft drinks are 

imported from Nizamabad day by day. 

 Recharge cards 

are the most important, 

apart from the snacks, 

without which we cant 

survive here, are run-

ning with sustainable 

speed. The store people 

will collect one rupee 

against the MRP. Airtel, 

BSNL, Idea are the most selling cards in our campus. 

 Santoor is the brand which is known by every IIITian, 

goes good in selling at our store rather than Pears, Dove, Liril 

and Mysore sandal. Out of all shampoos, Head & Shoulders got 

the chance of cleaning the hair of IIITians. Hope that students of 

IIITB smell with San-

toor and Head and 

shoulders. 

 Dry Fruits are 

running at times in our 

campus with little re-

sponse as we know that 

students can't prefer 

healthy food which is hygiene. With little cooperation of Doctor 

at IIITB, the store people are getting fruits from Nizamabad,  viz. 

Apples to our friends who are sick. Apple selling is stopped due 

to hike in price. 

 As per the words of proprietor, in the last year, due to 133 

days of holiday vacation, the store loosed 4 months rent as they 

have to pay Rs 70,200/- per month. 

 Taking the issue on books, typical example of Rs 12/- 

book, the books will be purchased (taken in kgs) in Begum Bazar 

at Hyderabad. The cost for each book will be 985 paisa, (for each 

kilogram) and for transportation, 15 paisa; a total of Rs 10/- per 

each book will be bared by the store and they are selling Rs 12/- 

for each book. Profit of Rs 2/- will be fed into their pockets. 

They say that some of the books get spoiled in the transportation 

drastically, which is casual and usual. 

 As we know that petrol and diesel rates are hiking, so big 

issue has come for the budget of proprietor. Hope so he will have 

good times in near future. 

 Any way, if any IIITians is hungry apart from dining 

times, the Jai bhavani store doors will be open to serve and will 

satisfy the needs of students. 

 

 A sincere request to the house keeping staff and NSS is 

that some of the dust-in-bins are in wrecked stage, please replace 

them with newer ones so the students can make up their minds to 

throw the wastes at the proper place. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

— Vashishta.S, B081129, ME E3 

Raju.G, B082443, CE, E3 

―Jai Bhavani‖ — Goddess of Canteen Serving Our Campus 

Pro. Shyam. K 

Reeling Dust-in-bins 

Single room but houseful  

Canteen, busy in the evenings 
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RGUKT, Basar 

Online లో మీరు ఎవరు ? ళీభో or  యలన్ ?  సఽభిచితేడా or  అభిచితేడా ? 

 భము, వరుణ్,  హభితు,  నరయా... నేరు ఏథెైధా ఇంట్టనేరుణో సయౘ 
Google Search Engine లో ట్ ైప్ చేలేే  ఏం వసఽే ంథి ?  
 మీ యజయాలు, అరహతలు, ధ ైుణాేలు, అయర్డ్ు్ వలేే  మీరు ఆన్ లెైన్  ళీభో. 
 మీ తుపలు, భయన ట్ేి  సంగట్నలు, Horror, Terror వలేే  మీరు ఆన్ లెైన్ 

యలన్. 
 మీ నేరు మీద యేభై వేఔుే ల ఖుభించి వలేే  మీరు ఆన్ లెైన్ లో చాలా య నఽఔబడు 

ఉననట్టి  అతు  అరథం 
నేను ఎవరని ?  
 ఈ రశన గౌతమ  లదఽధుడుతు బుదఽధుడు గ మాభిచంథి. ఇథే  రశన  ఆన్ లెైన్ 
ళీభో లనఽ తయారు చేసఽే ంథి . ఆలోచించండు. ఔయభి మీభెవరు...? మీరు ఎవభో 
ఈ రంచాతుకూ ణెలుయ...? మీ ఖమేం ఏమిట్ట...? Good Job, Banks, Groups, 

Gate, Cavil‘s, Police, Business Field. ఇలా ఎందఽలోధ ధైా  ఆన్ లెైన్ నఽ ఎలా 
ఉయోగించఽ కోయలనఽఔుంట్టధానభో కొంచఫ ైధా సపషిత ఉండాయౌ. 
RGUKT Students Internet : 

 

Facebook  =   Like +Share+ Comment =Trash 

Twitter      =   Tweet Some Waste thing 

Blog          =   Writing Bad words 

                                                                                                          

      ముతేం  Entertainment + Enjoy   అబణే లాభం ఉండదఽ. యదించథే ి 
సఽధానసమయం విదా. ఉథయ ేగతునచేచ  వేకూే గతు , ఔంన తూ  గతు ఏథెధైా    
ఇంకైథయ  Cityలో ఉండవచఽచ. మన అలోచనలు, అరహతలు, యజయాలు, 
ధ ైుణాేలు నలుథిఔుకలఔు ణెయౌయాలంట్ ే      Online Reputation Manage-

ment   తపతుసభి. ఈ భోజులోు  రతి యషయంలో నఽ  ఆన్ లెైన్  చాలా   రపావం 
చానేడెే ంథి. మన   అరహతలు, ధ ైుణాేలు, creativity… ఏథెధైా ఆన్ లెైన్ లో 
ఉంచడం మంచిథి . 
Internet --వడకం: 
 Steve Jobs : Apple Phone  రౄఔరే   Steve Jobs.   Appl Phone ఔంన తూ 

రచాభతుకూ  ఆన్ లెైన్  చాలా ఉయోఖడుంథ.ి తథాాభ రంచంలో  No. 1 

ఔంన తూ అబేంథి . 
 Barack Obama : President  of the United States. ఎతునఔల  రచారంలో 

ఆన్ లెైన్ థాాభ ఒట్రుణో రజల అభితృర యాయౌన, ఆలోచనయౌన ంచఽకోతు 
అఫ భిక అధేక్షుడె అయాేడె. 

 Dhanush : ధనఽష్ తన కొలయ భి తృట్ నఽ YouTube లో Share   చయేేడం 
థాాభ మంచి సపందన వచిచ ఎధోన రశంసలు అందఽఔుధానడె . 

 A.R Rehaman : ముదట్లు  A.R Rehaman   లతూ  ఇండల఼ి  ీ లో  వచాచఔ  
చాలా ఔయౖి లు డాు డె. ఆన్ లెైన్ లో తన Music  నఽ  Share  చయేేడం 
థాాభ Hit అబే చాలా offers  వచాచబ . చివరఔు Oscar Award ఔుడా 
గెలుచఔుధానడె. 

 

Networ-King Student : 

 

Online లో Students  రణేేఔత తులుుకోయలంట్ే... 

 Yahoo  Answers :  లో రఔరకల రశనలఔు సమాదాధాలు భయవచఽచ . 
 Wikipedia : మీఔు  ణయెౌలన అంరలన  ై యేయలు భయవచఽచ. Essays నఽ 

Edit చలే Extra Information  భయడం థాాభ Google లో   మీఔంట్ృ ఔ 
యథ నం ఉంట్టంథి. 

 YouTube :  నలుఖుభికూ ఉయోఖడే సమాచాభతున Video రౄంలో   
తయారు చేల   YouTube  లో ఉంచండు. 

 ఆలోచన కొతే గ ఉంట్ే ....అందరు మిమాయౌన ఆదభియే రు.  
Internet  - త్పులు  : 
 మనం  మాట్ాు డెఔుధే  మాట్ాలతున గయౌ ఔబుభైు.  గలోు  ఔయౌలతృో ణాబ. 
కతూ ఆన్ లెైన్ లో భలే చినన భణెైధా భికర్డ్ు అబేతోృ తేంథ.ి Upload చలే ేpho-

tos యషయంలో జాఖతేీ అవసరం. 
 అరుణ్   రండ్ వరుణ్ ఔు Job వచిచంథ.ి Weekend Party  కూ నలుు 
వచిచంథి.  Arun లఖుగ డెతేధే న ఖుగ  ుచఽచఔుధానడె. ఔట్ట భెండె అబంథ.ి  
భెండె  మూడెైంథి. ల఼య కాయ అబేంథి. ణాఖభపాయ్    ణాగి  ఊఖరపాయ్ 
అంట్ృ Kick ఎకూక తృడెతేంట్ ేCamera Phones Click  అతు అధానబ.  మతేే  
థగైిలోు   తోృ ట్లలతూన  Facebook లో  ఎకైకరబ. Next Day Arun   Inter-

view - Rejected.  మభో ఖంట్కై మభోఔ  యౖక్ య ైజాగ్  న యళ   సంబంధం   
థ తబంథి.  
 Reason = Facebook Photos. అరుణ్  అందంగ   ఉంట్ాడె   కతు    
అలయట్ేు   అథయ  రఔంగ ఉంట్ాబ. అతు న యళ సంబంధం Cancel చరేరు . Note 

book  ణో ముదలుకొతు Facebook వరఔు   జాఖతేీ గ యడెకోయయౌ. ఉథయేఖ  
లథిే రసఽే కైెధా, ఔలాేణ తృర నే రసఽే కైెధా online  చభితర నఽ జాఖతేీ గ ఉంచఽకోయయౌ  
 
సందేశం  :  IIITians 

 సే సముథరార లఔు అవతల భజమయౘల్ లో ఉనన బంగరు చిలఔ   నఽ   
తీసఽఔభవడాతుకూ   య యళన   భఔుమారుడుకూ థాభోు  చాలా సమసేలు  
ఎదఽరవుణాబ.  థాభి తనపంచే రయతనం చేయే బ. ఆన్ లెైన్ లోనఽ అలాంట్ట 
ట్ఔుకట్మార చేషిలు చాలాధే ఔతునయే బ. చాు తితృపమా ? థాభి తుపణాం. 
ళీభో అయాయౌసన యళ్ళం కయే  జీభో గ మిగియౌతృో ణాం. Online లో మన Attitude  

ఏలా ఉంథయ ... Real  life లో ఔడా అథే యధంగ ఉండాయౌ . 
మతుఱ  వేకూేతాం   చెట్టి లాంట్టథి.  
మానవ  రచారం   తూడ  లాంట్టథి. 
చెట్టి లా   న ైన ైకూ  ఎదఽఖుతేధే . 

తూడల  నలుథిశలఔు  యసేభించాయౌ . 
 

Heart and Soul of IIITians  =   Internet  

 

Use Internet  to  reach your  Target. Every IIITians should become 

an  Internet  Hero /Heroine 

 

     

— G. Ramesh Varun,  B101521, E1 

Internet Hero/Heroine 
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RGUKT, Basar 

 

Interviewer- మీ కలేజ్ నేరు?  

IIITians- మా కలేజ్ నేరు ఔక మాట్లో చెపలేనఽ...! ఎందఽఔంటే్ 

RGUKT, IIIT, APIIIT, RGUIIIT… అతు ఇలా చాలా ఉధానబ. 

Interviewer- మీరు రతీభోజు ఎుపడె డెఔుంట్ారు? 

IIITians- భోజు  ణెలుయరుజామున డెఔుంట్ాము (00:30 am) 

Interviewer- మీరు Daily attendance ల ైట్ లో login అయాయౌ, కబట్టి   

Daily కు సఽలు  attend అవుణాభ?  

IIITians- Automatic Attendance login Program run చేయడాతుకూ 

ఔకయభి య మాు యౌ. 

Interviewer- థేవుతు ండెఖ. అథీ ఆథియరం భోజు వలేే మీఔు 

MESSలో specials ఏఫ ైధా చేయే భ...?  

IIITians- రతీ ఆథియరం న టిే్  CHICKENనఽ బంద్ చేయే రు. 

Interviewer- పారత్ బంద్ కతు, ణెలంగణ బంద్ కతు రఔట్టలేే ... ఆ 

భోజు కాయ ఔథా, Hostel room లో   REST తీసఽఔుంట్ాభ?  

IIITians- Rest తీసఽఔుంట్ాము కతు  Hostel room లో కదఽ, భోజులా 

class roomలోధే  తిసఽఔుంట్ాం. ఎందఽఔంటే్ మాఔు NO బంద్ 's  

Interviewer- రతి కు సఽ 2ఖంట్ల ఉంట్టంథ,ి అంత periodఅంటే్ చాలా 

ఔషిం ఔథా!  

IIITians- అవునఽ, ఔషిఫే!! అందఽకై songs వరఔు forward చేల 

భెండెననర ఖంట్ల మూయతు భెండె ఖంట్లోు  ధే చాయే mmm… 

Interviewer- మీ Canteen లో అతునంట్టకూ భటై్టు  చాలా ఎఔుకవ ఔథా 

థాతుకూ రతేమానయంగ ఏఫ ైధా  అదికరుయౌన అడుగభ?  

IIITians- Canteen దఖగర ఔ ATM machine provide చేయమతు 

అడుగం..! 

Interviewer- మీఔు రతీ యరం Exam అంట్ే ఔషిం ఔథా.. బాగ 

భసఽే ధానభ? 

IIITians- బాగ భలేథి Exams కదఽ, "Automatic exam writing 

without student"అధే  program.  

Interviewer- రతీథి Laptopలో చదవడం గొప యషయం. ఆ laptop 

రభుతాం ఇనపంచిచంథా?  

IIITians- ఆ  laptop రభుతాం ఇనపంచిచంథ,ి అథే laptop మా అందభకిూ 

ధాలుఖు ఔళ్ైళ ఇనపసఽే ంథి(eye-glasses). 

Interviewer- చివభిగ... తూ ఆశయం. అందభిలా కఔుండా చాలా కొతేగ 

చెపయౌ. 

IIITians- రతీ IIITయథాేభిేకీ ఔ ఆశయం ఉండేలా చేయడఫే ధా 

ఆశయం...!!! 

—  Priya Bharath. G, B093006, ME 

☻ Indians Don't Need Govt. 

School, Govt. Bus, Govt. Hospital, 

But they only need Govt. Job 

☻ Sweet line at hospital —  

 If you want to see so many 

Beautiful Girls and handsome Boys 

Even after your death then "Donate 

your Eyes" 

☻ At Government office —  

―Don‘t make any noise.‖  

Someone added the following 

words: 

―Otherwise, we might wake up‖ 

☻ E-1 Faculty is saying ―E1 

students  are very  Lazy‖ but they 

don't know we are saving energy 

for End Semester Exams. 

☻ First line to write in exams: 

―All the answers written below are 

imaginary and work of my creative 

mind. Any resemblance to content 

or reading material pages is unin-

tentional and purely accidental‖ 

—Ramesh Varun, B101521, E-1 

DUS KA DUS... FATA — FAT 

A small interview with IIIT student.  

RGUKT లో ల఼ట్ట...  

భీక్ుంచింథి ధా ేట్ట...  

ఎలాగో అలాగ వచాచనఽ ధేనఽ ఇట్ట...  

కతూ ఏమి చేయలేఔతోృ తేధాననధ  లోట్ట...  

ఏథయ చెయాేలతు ధా తాట్ట...  

అందఽకై భయ ఈ ఱ఼ట్ట...  

ఎయ ైధా తుపలు ఉంట్ే అథి ధా తృొ రతృట్ట...  

కతూ ఇలాంట్టథి భయడం ధా అలయట్ట...  

— Vani, B082103, Ch.E 
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RGUKT, Basar 

 Enthusiasm- Artha defines enthusiasm as ―a feeling of 

excitement/ a lively interest‖. Stardict says: ―a strong feeling of 

interest and enjoyment about something and an eagerness to be 

involved in it‖. If English is the largely spoken official language 

in the world, then both the definitions should be the same. As 

each dictionary has its own way of defining a word, our diction-

ary (RGUKTs) has its own unparalled definition of enthusiasm, 

which explains: 

―excitement and 

eagerness to be in-

volved in studies 

and sitting in front 

of the black body‖. 

I am extremely sor-

ry. Even I don't 

accept this bloody 

definition but think-

ing in a rational 

perspective, the 

definition holds good. As the Aditya Birla Group says, ―An Idea 

Can Change Your Life‖, Acer says that ―Our Laptop Can Change 

Your Life‖. Though it is hard to conceive the truth, Acer is cor-

rect 100%.  

 To be honest, knowingly or unknowingly, fortunately or 

unfortunately, I am enslaved to Acer Travelmate. This small 

Travelmate has shown me the meaning of life, the life which 

includes 9 WTs, 3 MTs and 1 EST and infinite number of games 

and movies per semester. Recently, it added an additional flavor 

in the form of Zimbra. In this breathtaking schedule, I have con-

fined myself to the classroom from morning 8:00 am to 10:30 pm 

i.e., 14:30 hours a day in front of a small black body radiator. 

This routine schedule lasts for 112 days per semester. I should 

thank ACER for providing me the black body radiator. But when 

I typed ―Extra Academic Activity‖ in our dictionary, it showed, 

―Queried string not found in the thesaurus‖. Of course, the out-

come of the random experiment is expected beforehand. Just wait 

a minute...am I misguiding? I think I am. I should enter into the 

picture.   

 When Naveen and Balaram announced that they are going 

to start ―Quizzes Club‖ during the time of Summer, 2010, very 

rare students came to know what a club actually mean. Soon af-

ter, we have various clubs in the form of e-magazine, The Stu-

dent, Student Seminar Series, SARP Club, Waste Material Man-

agement, Child Labor Education and Sahaai Program. One 

should appreciate the coming up of these clubs in the span of just 

two years. We are very fortunate that they still exist.  

 Shiv Khera, in his documentary entitled ―Freedom‖, men-

tioned that ―Indians can lead but they cannot be lead.‖ The rea-

son I am using this sentence here because it applies to us too. 

This is the solution less problem we are facing. There will be 

many reasons to explain why IIITians can lead but they cannot 

be lead. But the answer for all those reasons is the same-- We tell 

others to do something but we don't follow our words. We can 

form clubs but we cannot participate. We can give stimulate oth-

ers by giving electrifying seminars and messages but we won't 

get stimulated. That's the area where we lag. Take the example of 

this magazine itself. This magazine was established to bring 

awareness about what's going in and around our campus and to 

develop writing and analytical skill for those who are interested 

to participate in it. But, as the time progressed, publishing the 

magazine for each edition got delayed due to the busy routing 

schedule mentioned earlier. As a result, the interest among our 

friends to participate in it reduced. There is point of time where 

the survival of the magazine is in stake. The same formula can be 

applied to each and every other club in our campus.  

 Every time when the Quiz Club organizes Quiz Competi-

tions, participants give their names with lot of zeal. But, the same 

zeal cannot be seen among the audience. Of course, we rarely 

find audience at the back. Our friends don't even come to cheer 

our classmates. Then, what is the use of conducting quiz for? 

What is the use of 

magazine which is 

scrolled only once, 

for images, on the 

day of release?  

 When SSS 

organized the Semi-

nar Contest, the 

participants rushed 

to the organizers to 

give their names. In 

the league stage, at 

least the classroom in which the contest has been held is margin-

ally filled. But, in the finals, the participants themselves became 

audience. There's nobody even to clap at the presentations. 

Whom are they presenting their seminars to? To the empty chairs 

and desks and the four walled huge classrooms. When Child La-

bor Education Club members announced their motto in the class-

rooms, everyone raised their hand (even I raised my hand) indi-

cating that they are ready to take part in liberalizing the child 

labor. But, there's no need to explain how many got stuck to their 

words (hands to say) and the current status of the program. 

 SARP Club was formed with an aim of enhancing soft 

skills and professional development among the students. Its first 

activity was a competition on Group Discussion. Hon. Director, 

Rajendra Sahu and faculty members were invited to the competi-

tion and hence there is appreciable audience to view it. But, the 

number of viewers decreased for the second activity, Extempore, 

although the number of participants were high. Extempore-2, its 

sequel, was conducted on Gandhi Jayanthi. But, it remained fruit-

less for the participants as well as organizers. On the same day, 

marking the initiation of XI conference of parties, the Depart-

ment of Biology organized Bio- Diversity Program, which in-

cludes seminars, group discussion, etc. The number of partici-

Hit-Average-Flop 

Loud Cry of Clubs for Participants & Audience too 

Empty chairs in the back: Quiz Club 

Empty chairs in the middle of the room:  

SSS Seminar contest Finals 
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pants is appreciable. Many of them registered for giving semi-

nars. But, as the program went on, everybody got the same but 

big question, Whom are they presenting their seminars to? Even 

the class in which the program was held is barely filled. These 

are some examples where we can find appreciable number of 

participants. 

 If we take the examples of NCC, NSS, essay writing com-

petitions, etc. one can count the number of participants directly 

by looking at them. NCC will be seen only on the two sweety 

National Holidays, Independence Day and Republic Day. NSS 

don't even bother about service (we should exclude NSS Girls 

Wing here). Out of 7000 students, only 70 participated in the 

essay writing competition on ―Olympics and India in Olympics‖, 

1 participant from 100 students. Baron Pierre de Coubertin, in his 

Olympic Motto, explained that taking part in Olympics is itself a 

great honor, win or lose doesn't matter. But, we quit from the 

competition without taking part in it and we don't even encour-

age our friends those who are willing to participate.  

 Imagine the situation where the Indian cricket team play-

ing the World Cup Final, 2011 in the empty Wankhade Stadium! 

Imagine the situation when MSD hits the winning shot but no-

body cheers him up, except the teammates. Imagine the situation 

when Shared Power handed over the World Cup to the team, but 

the team finds nobody to give their poses to. Even the players 

don't get interest to play in these horrible situations. But, we are 

doing the same thing here, in RGUKT. If the participants and 

audience were insufficient, the organizers find it difficult to or-

ganize any event.  

 It is not that we don't have enough capacity and capability 

to take part in those kind of events but, interest is what that mat-

ters. We are interested in attending classes from 8:00 am to 5:00 

pm, attending ABC courses in the evenings, taking exams every 

weekend, having 4 shows on Sundays, etc. One black body radia-

tor has changed everything. If the black body radiator performs 

its functioning in the same manner as earlier, it will be very diffi-

cult for the existing clubs to sustain in IIITB. New Clubs will 

form, but the already existing clubs perish. Of course, we may 

need to wait for one more year or more to witness Science Fair.  

—Raja Harish Kumar. M, B083290, ECE, E3 

 Universities in India are recognized by the University 

Grants Commission (UGC), which draws its power from the 

University Grants Commission Act, 1956. 

 In our state, we have 3 Central, 30 State and 7 Deemed 

universities. And ours is the one among the deemed universities. 

Our university provides a great opportunity for the rural youth 

who wants to shape their future in a better way. Here we are pro-

vided with dual degree in B-Tech by formulating 6 years Inte-

grated course, which is found no where else in our state. There is 

no ragging in the campus and we can even find security guards 

everywhere. And there will be no entrance exam to get into B-

Tech course. Your capacity is also being checked over here by 

considering your CGPA for branch allocation in B-Tech 1st year. 

Our campus is equipped with modern technology of 

present generation which is seen no where else in 

Andhra Pradesh. Every object has a positive and neg-

ative side. It's common for all. Even the coin has two 

sides. Thinking about positive or negative depends on 

the person himself/herself. If we neglect the negative 

part, then we can appreciate the usefulness of it. What 

do we feel when we think about our campus ? 

 

 Firstly we would like to talk of problems 

but we don't even consider are benefits we earn here. Our 

content is prepared after referring to many university courses 

which are effective and successful. From this, we can conclude 

that our course content is very valuable. But most of us don't 

realize this truth. So, we are neglecting and not utilizing that 

even 90%. As ambitious students, we need not depend upon oth-

ers (may be friends) for our success. Don't think that someone is 

going to come and help us after leaving RGUKT, it's like finding 

―mirages in desert‖. So, we have to try ourselves first and then 

seek help. 

 If we talk about lecturers over here (may be faculty or 

mentors), they are really fantastic regarding their academic quali-

fications and their explanatory techniques are really unique and 

versatile. They make the students understand everything, giving 

all the required tips. Students really should be thankful for their 

patience in clearing their doubts. Students are also provided with 

different extra academic activities. They have yoga classes, early 

morning exercises and sports ground separately for boys and 

girls. The hostel environment is also very excellent where all the 

students live together as one family and share their sorrows and 

happiness with others. 

 Students of RGUKT are trained in such a way that they 

use water and power judiciously. Students are even encouraged 

in other activates like essays, drawing, singing & it 

even conducts painting expos, extempore and fests 

for different branches. There is RYTHM Trust and 

SAHAAI for helping the students and the poor respec-

tively. Here, we can find the humanity of the students. 

RGUKT proposed uniform system even in the college which 

you can't find outside. In our campus we can find every 

student in uniform unlike other colleges where students 

don't follow the rules even if they are have the rule 

of wearing uniform. It is a good thing to be appre-

ciated as equality will be maintained and there would be no dis-

crimination on any degree. There are several other norms which 

make the students know the displinary values. 

 

This is how our RGUKT is and it will be remained RGUKT. 

 

— Sravani. D, B101703, E1 

Vaishnavi. B, B101748, E1 

RGUKT to ―Our RGUKT‖ 
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Hello friends, 

 Now I would like to portrait our travelogue to the city of 

oranges, Nagpur. As a part of science fair, we (Team Tyranno) 

have visited Raman science institute therein. Though, it was of 

only two days this sojourn went substantive. We thought of go-

ing to Nagpur as per the directions of faculty to learn more for 

exhibiting our models in upcoming Science fair. So that we can 

exhibit them in a photogenic way. A team of 14 members along 

with 2 faculty members, we began our journey by bus from NI-

ZAMABAD. Our souls filled with replete of zest and everyone 

were passionately curious about the next day in city of ―0‖mile 

for maiden time. By morning we got imported and were wel-

comed with vast lands of ripe oranges of the city. We got our self 

ready and had some palatable local parota. The Centre was locat-

ed opposite Gandhi Sagar lake which is the heart of Nagpur. Ra-

man Science Center, a premier institute in Nagpur, dedicated to 

the promotion of science and technology. The centre carries out 

numerous programs to spread science and technology knowledge 

amongst the general public. Invention Gallery interactive exhib-

its, one can empathies the fundamental scientific principles be-

hind these inventions. The centre is part of the National Council 

of Museums (NCSM), which is also the largest network of sci-

ence museums. 

 We found that institute timings were scheduled from 

11:30 am to 7:00pm.We got there by 11:30.By the moment we 

entered into the institute we our self felt that we were entering 

into the different world of science. Every part from complex 

models to simple sitting chairs exhibited some phenomenon of 

science. The institute has versatile series of sections. At first, We 

started with TARAMANDAL SHOW which explained sky ob-

servations and basic principles in theater thereby. Then we went 

for visual perception of the working models and poster presenta-

tions domain. Out of those, poster presentations have drawn eve-

ryone's attention. The way they presented their models was pho-

togenic and was in most illuminated mode. Coming to Working 

models, we can find large amount of working models. There we 

collaborate examined the projects of miscellaneous streams and 

analyzed the basic principles involved. And many of them mes-

merized us and put us in illusions especially the arrangement of 

reflecting and refracting glasses. The paper presentations over 

there like Invention 

time line, Morse 

Key, Future Tech-

nology, bicycle 

generator and 

many more were 

fantabulous. We 

even attended the 

Science lecture on vacuum and traced out outcomes of presence 

and devoid of vacuum. 

 In the meanwhile, we thought of exploring Nagpur as 

much as we could. As it was situated at center of Indian peninsu-

la far from the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, it has a tropi-

cal wet and dry climate. Nagpur enjoys a very dry or semi-humid 

climate throughout the year excepting the monsoon months of 

June and September. The city contains a large conglomeration of 

people from other Indian states as well as people belonging to the 

world's major faiths. People from various religious and cultural 

backgrounds arrived from different parts of the country dwell 

here in peaceful and unified equilibrium. Nagpur plays host to 

cultural events throughout the year. The real amusement com-

menced when we happened to see the geographical centre of 

India ―Zero Mile stone‖, located at the centre of Nagpur city. 

That spot is root for measuring distances to all parts of India. 

 We even visited sanctuary famed for possessing wide 

assortment of flora, fauna and marine museum which included 

sloth bear, blue bull, recus macaque, bonnet macaque, rose 

ringed parakeet, milvur migrans, elbino tiger shark, kissing go-

rami, black gold fish, red carp fishes, etc.Then we called in for 

some devotional places like 'Deekshabhoomi' i.e., the largest 

hollow stupa or the largest dome shape monument and 'Durga 

mata' temple. Overall trip wouldn't be that delighting and amus-

ing, if we were not accompanied by the esteemed faculty mem-

bers. 

 However, over head trip ended on 11th sep,2012 with 

immense rejoice…! 

— H. Gauthami, B092773, E2 

     T. Karthik Reddy, B092847, MME, E2 

Trip to Nagpur– A City of Oranges 

RGUKT, Basar 
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జీవిత్ంలోగెలవడభే కద్ు.... జీవితానిి  గెలవండ్డ 
Jayakrishna Reddy. M,  

M.Sc., M.Ed., M.S. (Counseling & Psychotherapy), 

Mentor in Mathematics.  

నరయఫ ైన ధానన గభికూ,  

 ధేనఽ ఎంణో ఔషిడు చథియధా మీరు ధా నఽండు ఆయంచే మారుకలు ణెచఽచకోలేఔ తోృ తేధాననఽ. అందఽకై మీఔు ధా ముకం చానంచలేఔ ఈ 
జీయణాతున వథియౌ య యళ తృో తేధాన. ననఽన క్ష్మించండు. అమానఽ జాఖీతేగ చాసఽకోండు. 

ఇట్టు , 

తూ ఔుమా రుడె. 

 ఉతృదాేయుడె తరఖతి ఖథిలో ణోట్ట యథాేరుథ ల ముందఽ అవమానభిచాడధో, ఼జులు ఔటి్లేదతు తృఠరల నఽండు ఇంట్టకూ ంనంచేరరధో, 
సభిబ ైన మారుకలు, భేంఔులు భవట్ం లేదధో, కోరుఔునన ఉథయ ేఖం థ రఔ లేదధో ఇలా కోక కరణంణో చాలా మంథి తమ అమూలేఫ ైన 
తృర ణాలనఽ యడెసఽే నన గట్నలు తరచఽగ మనం యభే  తిరఔలలో చాసాే  ఉంట్ాం. జీయతంలో ఏథయ  యదించాలతు తన డణాం. అథి 
యదించేందఽఔు ఎంణో ఔషి డణాము. కతూ, అథి యదించలేఔ తోృ బనుపడె అదైెరేడు, ఇఔ జీయతఫే వేరథమతు తుభశఔు ఖుభి కవలలన అవసరం 
లేదఽ.  

 చిననతనంలో ల ైకూల్ ణొఔకడం ధేరుచకోయలధే ఆసకూే అందభికీ ఉంట్టంథి. కతూ ఔకభతిరలోధే ల ైకూల్ ణొఔక డం ధేరుచకోవడము జరఖదఽ ఔథా. 
అథి ధేరుచకొధే ఔీమంలో ఎధోనయరుు  ల ైకూల్ న ై నఽండు కూీంద డణాం, థెబబలు తఖులుణాబ. అబధా మభోమారు రయతినసాే ధే ఉంట్ాం. మభి 
ల ైకూల్ ధేరుచకోవడంలో ఉనన దైెరేం, ట్టి దల జీయంచడంలో మాతరం ఎందఽఔు ఉండటే్ు దఽ?  

 ఔ దవ తరఖతి యథాేభిథ బాగ చథియ, భషియీథ బ రథమ భేంఔు యదించాలనఽఔుంట్ాడె. థాతు కోసం బాగ ఔషిడు అనఽఔుననథి 
యదియే డె. ఆ తభాత ఇంట్భీాడుయట్ బ ై.న.ల కోరుసలో చేభి మంచి భేంఔుణో యమ్.త.త.యస్ ల఼ట్ట తొృ ంథాలనఽఔుంట్ాడె. అతనఽ 
అనఽఔుననట్టి గధే ఎంల ట్ లో మంచి భేంఔుణో యమ్.త.త.యస్ కోరుసలో ల఼ట్ట సంతృథియే డె. తన తయౌు దండరె లు ఔ మంచి, అందఫ ైన అమాా 
బణో తనఔు యయహం జభినంచాలతు అనఽఔుంట్ాడె. అతడె అనఽఔునన య ంట్ధే అతతు తయౌు దండరె లు ఔ అందఫ ైన అమాాబణో అతతుకూ      
యయహం జభినయే రు. అతతుకూ ుటి్బో బే ఇదేరు నలు లలో ఔభితు డాఔిరుగ, మభొఔభితు ఇంజతూరుగ చేయాలతు అనఽఔుంట్ాడె. అతడె 
అనఽఔుననట్టి గధే కొతున సంవతసభల తభాత అతడు నలు లు ఔరు డాఔిరు, మభొఔరు ఇంజతూరు అవుణారు.  

 ఇథీ ఔథ. ఈ ఔథణో లతుమా తీలేే ఎతున భోజులు ఆడెతేంథి? ఎంతమంథి ఈ లతుమా చాయే రు? ఈ లతుమా ఎవభికీ నచచదఽ. ఎందఽఔంట్ే ఆ 
ఔథలో అతడె అనఽఔుననథి అనఽఔుననట్టి  గ జభిగితోృ తేంథి ఔథా. అందఽలో ట్టాసి్ ఏముంథి? బో ర్డ్ కొడెతేంథి. అతు అంట్ారు.  

 మనం చాలే భెండెననర ఖంట్ల లతుమాలోధే ట్టాసి్ లేఔతృో ణే బో ర్డ్ కొడెతేంథి ఔథా. మభి మన వంద సంవంతసభల జీయతంలో అతూన మనం 
అనఽఔునట్టి  గధే జభిగితృో త ఏ ట్టాసి్ లేఔ తోృ ణే మాతరం బో ర్డ్ గ అతునంచథా? 

 జీయతంలో ఏథైెధా యదించాలనఽకోవడం, థాతుకోసం ఔషిడట్ఫే కదఽ... అథి లభించనుపడె తట్టి కోఖల దైెరేం ఔడా ఉండాయౌ. డు లేచిన 
కెరట్ంలా మభోమారు రయతినంచాలే కతూ అదైెరేంణో తుభశ డఔడదఽ.  

 జీయతంలో జభిగై రతి సంగట్నకీ ‚ఇలా ఎందఽఔు జభిగింథి?ఇుపడే ఎందఽకూలా జభిగింథి? ధాకై ఎందఽకూలా జభిగింథి?‛ అధే రశనలు వథియౌ 
‚ఇుపడేం చేయాయౌ?‛ అతు ఆలోచిలేే రతి సమసేఔు భియౖకరం థ రుఔుతేంథి.  

 ‚ఔతూనళ్ైళ‛ చాలా యలుయ ైనయ. అయ మనకోసం ఉయోగించడం కదఽ... ఎదఽట్ట యభి బాధలో ఒథారుప కోసం, చేయూత కోసం 
ఉయోగించినుపడే యట్టకూ యలువ ఉంట్టంథి. జీవిత్ంలో గెలవడభే కద్ు.... జీవితానిి గెలవండ్డ.  

“ఒకకటంటే.... ఒకక ల ైఫే.... ఏడ్డపంచకు దానిి.” 
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 Intelligent people have more Zinc 

and Copper in their hair. 

 Pig is the fourth most intelligent 

animal in the world. 

 The average computer user‘s eye 

blinks 7 times per minute. 

 Mercury is also known as Quick 

Silver. 

 The names of all continents end 

with the same letter with which 

they start. 

 The blue whale is the largest ani-

mal on earth. The heart of a blue 

whale is as big as a car, and its 

tongue is as long as an elephant. 

 Turtles have no teeth. 

 Navigation is derived from the San-

skrit word Navgath. The word 

‗navy‘ is also derived from the San-

skrit word Nou. 

 

 Ants don't sleep. 

 Fingernails grow nearly 4 times 

faster than toenails. 

 The only two animals that can see 

behind themselves without turning 

their heads are the rabbit and the 

parrot 

 The game of snakes & ladders was 

created by the 13th century poet 

saint Gyandev. It was originally 

called Mokshapat. The ladders in 

the game represented virtues and 

snakes indicated vices. 

 The original meaning of quiz was 

trick. 

 Like fingerprints, everyone's 

tongue print is different. 

 Your feet are bigger in the after-

noon than any other time of day. 

 

 

Vowels 

 The words that contains all the 

vowels: Authentication, Remunera-

tion, Education, Automobile, Mis-

cellaneous. 

 Words that contain all the vowels in 

order: Facetious and Abstemious. 

 Words that contain all the vowels in 

reverse order: Uncomplimentary, 

Unproprietary, Unoriental and Sub-

continental. 

 Words with no vowel in them: 

Myth, fly, sky, dry, spy, cry, 

rhythm, crypt. 

— Saritha. G, B082969, CSE , E3 

 

The earlier name of tomato 

is Love Apple. 

 

A rat can last longer with-

out water than a camel can. 

When you sneeze, all bodily functions 

stop, even your heart also. 

24carat gold is not pure gold since there 

is a small amount of copper in it. Abso-

lutely pure gold is so soft that it can be 

molded with the hands. 

The average lead pencil can draw a line 

that is almost 35miles long or you can 

write almost 50,000 words in English 

with just one pencil. 

The original name for the butter fly was 

―flutterby‖. 

Dragonfly eye contains 30,000 lenses. 

Language Facts 

 TYPEWRITER is the longest word 

that can be made using the letters 

only on one row of the keyboard. 

 ―Go‖ is the shortest complete sen-

tence in the English language. 

 The words "abstemious,‖ and 

―facetious‖ both have all the five 

vowels in them in order. 

 No word in the English language 

rhymes with ―MONTH.‖ 

 The ―sixth sick sheik's sixth sheep's 

sick‖ is said to be the toughest 

tongue twister in the English lan-

guage. 

 The sentence ―the quick brown fox 

jumps over the lazy dog‖ uses every 

letter in the English language. 

 The word ―lithological‖ describes 

the state of not being able to re-

member the word you want. 

- Nikhila. G, B091925, ECE, E2 
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  We all know that humans can survive with their 

persisting defects in their health but what happens when the hu-

man‘s clock (The Heart) stops it function. 

 The immediate answer we get is that the 

person is going to die, but we are very familiar 

with heart transplantation. The thing is that 

this works only when there is an immediate 

availability of heart donor. If incase there is 

an absence of donor, in such an emergency 

situation..? 

 You can track the situation by implanting 

an artificial heart. But, is it a complete replace-

ment of the existing heart or something different 

from this? Here comes the answers for all the ques-

tions. 

What is an Artificial Heart?  

 It is a device that replaces the two lower chambers of the 

heart, ventricles, which can supply purified blood to the whole 

body parts. 

 Heart failure occurs at a condition in which the heart can‘t 

pump the enough blood to meet the body‘s need. Here comes an 

end where the situation has become so severe that all treatments 

except heart transplant, failed. 

Reasons for the implantation of Artificial Heart:  

 To keep you alive while you wait for a heart transplant. If 

you‘re not eligible for a heart transplant, but you have end-stage 

heart failure in both ventricles. 

Where it can be placed? 

      It is attached to the heart‘s upper chambers—the atria and 

works as if our natural heart‘s ventricles. Between the Artificial 

Heart and the atria are mechanical valves that work like the 

heart‘s own valves. Valves control the flow of blood in the heart. 

 AbioMed, Syncardia Temporary Cardio West are some of 

the Artificial Hearts we have now. 

  Here is a detailed description about 

AbioMed. It uses an  internal pump and 

battery, which can be charged via 

transcutaneous energy transmis-

sion. Transcutaneous energy 

transmission is a method of 

transferring power under the 

skin without having to pene-

trating it, thereby decreasing 

the chance of infection. In 

these type of AbioMed hearts, 

an electronics package is im-

planted in the abdomen of the re-

cipient of the transplant to monitor and 

control the pumping of the heart. 

Principle: 

 Power is supplied from an external source to the compo-

nents under the skin, without penetrating it, using inductive elec-

tromagnetic coupling – the same principle as used by transform-

ers to transfer electricity between different circuits. 

 The systems of transcutaneous energy transmission will 

use an external power supply connected to an external coil of 

wire, generating a magnetic field in it. This magnetic field 

in turn, produces an induced voltage in a second coil im-

planted under the skin. A rectifier is used to change this 

alternating current into direct current that can be used to 

power the electronics of the heart and its controller. 

 Here it needs to keep the two coils aligned correctly as 

the patient moves, in delivering the correct level of power so that 

there is no excess dissipation, as heat, to potentially damage sur-

rounding tissue in the patient‘s body, and in making the compo-

nents small enough to be carried around without too much dis-

comfort. 

Monitoring blood flow: 

  A replacement heart needs to be able to monitor the flow 

of blood to regulate its pumping and ensure that the correct 

amount of blood is delivered around the body. Ultrasound is used 

because it can monitor the flow of blood without having to be in 

contact with it. 

Materials being used: 

 Artificial hearts need to be 

made of light but durable materials – 

the Syncardia version is plastic where-

as that made by AbioMed is a combi-

nation of titanium and a specially de-

veloped polyurethane, called 

‗Angioflex‘. It weighs 2 pounds(0.9 

kg). Although the Abiomed heart is 

designed to have as few moving parts 

as possible, those that it does have are made from Angioflex and 

are tested to ensure that they are safe for contact with blood and 

capable of withstanding beating 1,00,000 times a day for years 

on end. 

Techniques being used: 

 Condensed-Matter Physics, including Electron Microsco-

py X-ray diffraction Neutron diffraction 

 An artificial heart being produced by the French medical 

company, Carmat and expected to be available by 2013, will use 

chemically treated animal tissue to help avoid rejection by the 

host‘s immune system. 

— Sunitha. D, B091003, ECE, E2 

 Roja. T, B092219, ECE, E2 
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How communication takes place? 

 When the caller start the call, the electromagnetic filed trans-

mit from his mobile antenna which is received by the closest 

base station ―BS‖. 

 Then the signal is transmitted from the BS to the switching 

center ―SC‖ in order to check the authentication of the caller 

and receiver. 

 After that, the SC will transmit the signal to the closest BS in 

the receiver side. 

 Next, the BS is going to transmit electromagnetic wave which 

should be received be the receiver mobile antenna. 

 Finally, after the receiver opens the line, the two way com-

munication connection establishes between two persons. 

Caller (1)            Receiver (2) 

How the radiation is produced by a cell phone ? 

 Cell phone radiation is transmitted by cell phone antenna in 

all directions. 

 Most of the energy will be lost in the space. 

 A part of the energy will be received by base station. 

 A part of energy will also be incident on human head. 

 The increased use of cell phones has bought about serious 

concerns regarding the probable health hazards. This is because 

mobile phones use electromagnetic radiation in the microwave 

range. 

Maximum Power Transmit: 

 The Federal Communications Commission sets specific 

absorption rate ―SAR‖ standard which is acceptable power radia-

tion. For cell phones it must not exceed 1.6 W/KG. 

 

Thermal Effects: 

 Heat generated on the face will be 15 minutes more with 

the use of  cell phone which uses electromagnetic radiation.  

Radiation penetration in the head of a 5 yr, 10 yr and an Adult: 

 When radiation hits the head, it penetrates the skull. The 

pictures below is the result of an experiment, shows how radia-

tion penetrates the skull of an adult (25%) 10 year (50%) and 5 

year old (75%). The younger the child, the deeper the penetration 

due to the fact their skulls are tenner and their brains contain 

more fluid than adults. Radio frequencies travel through chil-

dren‘s brains much more easily and therefore increase the risk of 

cancer. 

Consider the following while using your mobile phone: 

 Use a hands free set: The further 

away from your body the phone 

is, the less radiation you are ex-

posed to. Using a hands-free set 

is the easiest way to radically 

reduce the amount of radiation 

you are exposed to if you use a 

mobile phone. 

 Hold it at the bottom: By covering large areas of the phone 

with your hand, you reduce its ability to send and receive 

signal. The phone then 

increases its power and 

transmit stronger radia-

tion to compensate 

this. So hold the phone 

as far down as possi-

ble, so it can operate at low power. 

Hazardous areas of use: 

 Don‘t use a mobile phone while driving a car. Stop at a safe 

place and talk. 

 Don‘t use your mobile phone in places where there is a lot of 

electrical equipment, such as hospitals and aircraft. 

 Don‘t bathe your mobile phone. 

 Don‘t let small children talk on your mobile phone for long 

periods. They are more susceptible then adults. 

— Jyothi. A, B082153, ECE, E3 

How do Mobiles do Friendship ??? 

Electromagnetic signal transmitted from cell phone antenna 
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Olympic (& Political) Games (in India) 

Olympics:  

 As we all know, the Olympic Games are considered to be the 

world's foremost sports competition with more than 200 nations partici-

pating and largest multi sport event in the world, with more than 400 

events in 35 sports and 30 disciplines. 

 The Olympic Games took their birth at Olympia in Greece 

(Athens). The Olympic Games,  which were held in  between  BC 786  

and AD 393, are called ―Ancient Olympic Games‖ and these are reli-

gious and athletic festivals (here, the athletes are gods, kings and their 

ancestors) and only the kingdoms around the Greece used to participate. 

In the early stages of the games, the participants who are interested to 

participate should qualify in the tests conducted by the King (Lord of 

Greece). These Ancient Olympic Games were continued till the Roman 

emperor Theodosius I suppressed the Greece by invading their region in 

394 AD. 

 After a huge timeline gap in the history of sports,  Modern 

Olympic Games were started by  Baron Pierre de Coubertin in 1896 

and he was one of the pioneers of International Olympic Committee 

(IOC). Just years after their initiation, they drastically captured the atten-

tion of the whole world and soon after, they became the world's most 

populous and fabulous MULTI SPORT EVENT. Common Wealth 

Games and Asian Games occupy 2nd and 3rd positions respectively.  

What is the importance of the Olympics: 

 As it is the greatest multi sport event, countries from all over the 

world participate without any discrimination based on the level of econ-

omy status. Every country tries to perform to their level best to compete 

with others in the medal tally. With the motto of Citius, Altius, Fortius 

(Faster, Higher, Stronger), each and every athlete considers participating 

in Olympics is itself a great honor, win or lose doesn't matter.  

India at Olympic games: 

 Though the Modern Olympic Games started in 1896, India has 

been taking part in it since 1900. The first participant from India to rep-

resent Olympic Games, which were held in 1900, 

Paris was Norman Pritchard, an Anglo- Indian. Since 

then, India's preference to the sports and participation 

in the Olympics was enhanced to large extent. India 

have won Gold Medal in Hockey in 1928 and from 

then,  its winning streak continued till 1956 winning 6 

Gold Medals consecutively. That was the unforgetta-

ble Dhyan Chand's golden era in the history of our 

national game, Hockey. From 1928 to 1980, India received 11 medals in 

12 events, which is a great achievement which cannot be explained on 

paper. Dhyan Chand, who is considered as the 'Hockey Wizard', is the 

main architect behind the rise of Hockey in India. But after 1980, our 

Indian Hockey team faded away the hopes of winning a medal in Olym-

pics for unknown reasons.  

 Indian woman athletes started participating in the Olympics 

since 1984 Olympics.  Though India didn't get any medal in that year,  it 

was really memorable for the Indians because of PT Usha's disappoint-

ing magical performance in 400 m Hurdles and Shiny Abrham's semifi-

nal of 800 metres. After that, in 1996 Atlanta Olympics,  India have won 

a medal after a very long waiting. Leander Paes won Bronze Medal in 

Men Jr. Singles Tennis. In the 2000 Sydney Olympics, 52 member Indi-

an squad returned with a Bronze Medal in weightlifting by Karnam 

Malleswari. With Rajyavardhan Singh 

Rathore's Silver Medal in Men's Shooting 

(Double Trap), the 2004 Athens Olympics 

didn't improve India's performance in Olympics.  

 In the 2008 Beijing Olympics, India experienced the weight of 

Gold Medal for the first time (in individual event), in its medal tally 

when Abhinav Bhindra won Gold in 10m Air Rifle. Including him, 

Sushil Kumar (Bronze in Wrestling) and Vijender Singh (Bronze in 

Boxing) also got decorated with medals.  

 In the recent 2012 London Olympics, which is considered to be 

the most successful Olympics India has ever had, India was able to pro-

duce 6 medals. Indian players never had such a streak of success at the 

Olympics before. This was the first time that India could send 83 partici-

pants to compete in 13 sports. The six players who received medals at 

Olympics were Saina Nehwal (Bronze, Badminton), Sushil Kumar 

(Silver, Wrestling), Yogeshwar Dutta (Bronze, Wrestling), Vijay Kumar 

(Silver, Shooting), Gagan Narang (Bronze, Shooting), Mary Kom, 

(Bronze, Boxing). Sushil Kumar was the flag bearer at the opening cere-

mony and Mary Kom carried the flag at the closing ceremony. 

Degradation of our national game Hockey: 

 After Dhyan Chand, nobody replaced his place in our national 

game. He such a tremendous power in Hockey he creates some sort of 

shivering in other competitors. He was known as ―The Wizard‖ for his 

superb ball-control and his eye contact with the 

ball. In his era, Indian National Hockey team 

won 3 consecutive gold medals in the Olympic 

Hockey. It was in its peak stage that the opposi-

tion was even dared to compete. In all, India 

bagged 8 Gold, 1 Silver and 2 Bronze medals. 

Thus, Indian Hockey team is considered as the most successful field 

hockey team in the Olympic history. 

 But, as the time progressed, India's performance in the Olympics 

and World Championship degraded. After the 1980 Moscow Olympics, 

India secured 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th place in the consecutive games. It even 

degraded to such an extent that it didn't even participate in the 2008 

Beijing Olympics.  

 As the glory of hockey blew away, the aura of cricket blew in. It 

is very unfortunate that both happened at the same time. The Indian 

Cricket team winning World Cup in 1983 made the conditions favoura-

ble for cricket. It roused to such an extent that people started worship-

ping the game. It revolutionized the passion of people. The rise of stars 

such as Kapil Dev, Sunil Gavaskar, Dilip 

Vengsarkar, Mohammed Azharuddin, Sachin 

Tendulkar, etc. were more highlighted than 

that of Dhanraj Pillai, Dilip Tirky, Pargat 

Singh, etc. For almost 30 years, India became 

a one game nation. It overtook the popularity of all the other games.  

 Hockey has been our national game of our past, present and will 

be in the future too. It is symbolic and will not be changed forever. It is 

our duty to to improve it's condition in India and  at any cost, we should-

n't let others ignore it. It's our responsibility to bring back the days of 

golden era in the field of hockey by providing a good encouragement 

and funds.  
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Olympics Scenario in India: 

 In India, most of the parents want their children to study, fly 

abroad, earn money and fame, have a luxurious life. Parents motivate 

their children towards that and influence them by comparing with other, 

who have taken the breath of foreign air. They restrict their children by 

creating a circular margin. They don't even think about the society 

around them.  

 Actually, the Indian people not give much more preference to 

the games. They always want their kids to study and get good ranks in 

IITs and IIITs to earn a good living. But, in my view, study itself won't 

give good results and study itself won't help us to survive in the society. 

 Parents should know the capability of their children and they 

should encourage them according to their respective fields of interest. 

They should give value to their children's decisions. Forceful actions 

cannot create good atmosphere. Some may be interested in studies, some 

may have  skills such as painting, drawing, singing,  dancing  and sports. 

Parents should take the responsibility to take over their hidden talents. 

As Swami Vivekananda said ―Youth is the back bone of the country‖, 

we have a great responsibility over our shoulders. We are born to create 

an aesthesis.  

Why??? 

  Politics has been playing a vital role in development of 

our country (either sarcastically or realistically). It is not just confined to 

one particular field of interest. It has been interfering in all the areas of 

interest by indirectly involving in them, including sports too. We are in 

such an era that a person with recommendation from a politician can 

perform better than that of others, who are with recommendation of 

natural talent. The government (central and state) releases huge funds 

for the empowerment of sports.  I think there is no need to explain in 

what form the funds are utilized. Instead of providing proper facilities 

for the enthusiasts, politicians themselves provide facilities for their 

proper living. Intervention of government (stare) yields good results but 

intervention of politics ruins them.   

 We are in such a position that the sportspersons have to pay 

themselves to acquire better training. 2008 Beijing Gold medalist, Ab-

hinav Bindra, trained in London (with his own money) and he openly 

admitted the fact that coaching in London helped him. Does money 

make medals? If so, India should be placed in a better position in the 

medal table, for spending more money than others. Some coaches have 

their own private academies to train their students, with better facilities 

than that of national academies. Saina Nehwal receives special training 

in Gopichand's Academy, not National Academy. Before achieving 

something, nobody will be ready to support or sponsor them but when 

they acquire enough reputation, money will be flooded to them. Take the 

example of 2012 London Silver medalist Vijay Kumar and Bronze med-

alist Yogeshwar Dutt. Vijay Kumar accepted, ―I got more reputation and 

money than before, just by one medal. But, what about the previous 

medals?‖ 

 A factor which hurts us a lot is that one may not get enough 

reputation for what he/she achieved. Indian Mens Kabaddi Team is the 

unbeaten champion in the Kabaddi World Cup, victorious in all the four 

world cups held. But, nobody know their achievement. Dipika Pallikal 

is the Indian squash player who have won 3 WISPA Tour titles in 2011, 

runner-up of Tournament of Championships, 2012 and reached semifi-

nals of Australian Open 2012. We cannot find a single article on her in 

the newspapers. But, we'll find many articles and discussions on India's 

failure in test cricket in recent times and on Sachin's retirement, with lot 

of graphics and stats included. When India won World Cup 2011, 

Manmohan Singh and Sonia Gandhi gave their messages. Can we find 

their messages when India won Kabaddi World Cup? Achanta Sharath 

Kamal won three Common Wealth Golds and a Bronze in Table Tennis 

but nobody knows him. Thank God, small 

column (of few inches) is dedicated for ten-

nis grandslam performances of Indians, ei-

ther they get runner-up or championship. 

Despite her successes, Deepika Kumari is 

remembered only during some world class archery 

events. How can a person overcome all these hurdles? 

Changing Scenario: 

 Everybody accepts that India's performance in 

the planet's greatest sports festival is improving, but 

slowly. We have 1 Bronze in 1996, 1 Bronze in 2000, 1 

Silver in 2004, 2 Bronze and a Gold in 2008 and 4 

Bronze and 2 Silver in 2012. Number of medals has 

been increasing. Hope that it increases exponentially, 

not linearly.  

 For 2012 London Olympics, the government 

selected 732 core probables‘, with 121 Indian coaches 

and 29 foreign coaches to train them, 65 member sup-

port staff to assist them. The mission was named Opex 

2012 and made 146 'foreign visits', spending 200 crores. 

This resulted in 81 persons getting qualified for the 

Olympics, higher than all the other Olympics. Hence, 

we got 6 medals, without a Gold in them.  

 After the country‘s best-ever haul of six medals 

at the London Olympics, the Government has set the 

goal much higher and the target for the 2020 Games is 

25 medals. Sports Minister Ajay Maken told that a tar-

get of 25 medals have been set in the 2020 Olympics. 

MP Sachin Tendulkar opined that by making systemic 

changes in the Indian sports, 12 medals in Rio or 20 in 

2020 is not a pipe dream. Tendulkar expressed a desire 

to promote  sports in educational institutes, said sports in 

curriculum and history books highlighting the monu-

mental achievements of greats like hockey legend 

Dhyan Chand will help stir a passion for the games hith-

erto less developed.  

 Olympic Gold Medalist, David Rudisha, who 

made his visit as an Event Ambassador for Delhi Half 

Marathon, said ―India have the potential to produce 

athletes like Kenya and Jamaica but the problem is lack 

of inspiration and motivation. It is not talent or ability 

that Indian athletes lack. You need strong sporting cul-

ture to produce world-class athletes. Why cricket is so 

famous in this region because you have inspirational 

figures. Likewise in Kenya, youth look up to athletes 

like us. We have produced so many legends in athletics 

that we always wanted to be like them. It‘s all about 

training and changing their attitude towards the game 

because running comes from inside. It‘s natural. I believe in producing 

world-class athletes and, apart from good training, good coaching and 

infrastructure, you need a strong feeling from inside.‖ Apart from infra-

structure and training, if Indians get that kind of motivation and inspira-

tion from others, we can reach great heights in Olympics. 

— Padma. P, B083073, ECE, E3 
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 One of the major problems afflicted to our Indian Econo-

my is the degradation of agriculture. Agricultural profit is always 

compared to the population who consume it. Before 1960‘s, our 

country didn‘t face any elusiveness regarding agriculture due to 

sufficient population. But in 1960, the world‘s population 

reached 3 billion 

and a third of those 

were chronically 

undernourished. 

Forty years later, 

the world‘s popu-

lation has doubled 

to 6 billion but 

food production 

has grown even 

faster and the num-

ber of people who are chronically undernourished has fallen. On 

the global scale, agricultural growth is in its peak stage. But, on 

the contrary, the situation is quite opposite in India. Let‘s discuss 

some of the reasons for the degradation of agricultural growth in 

India. 

 Agriculture is the backbone of Indian Economy. Sardar 

Vallabhai Patel once said, ―There is only one culture in India, 

Agriculture‖. It is the lifeline of Indian Economy. But, as the 

nation got modernized, the share of agricultural income in the 

national income declined. Number of people who depend on ag-

riculture is still high. The Indian Economic Survey revealed that 

the percentage of people who directly depend on agriculture and 

related livelihood is 58% and the percentage of people who indi-

rectly depend on agriculture is 70%. But, it accounts for only 

14% in the total national income (GDP). The is the factor to be 

worried about.  

 Agriculture is also important for industrial market. Be-

cause most of the industries in India are based on agricultural 

goods and hence it may dampen the industrial growth. It is also 

crucial for food production and security. We cannot depend on 

international market for good grains. Jawaharlal Nehru said, 

―Everything else can wait but not agriculture‖. But, for 60 years, 

agriculture has been waiting for proper agricultural productivity.  

 In these glorious 60 years of Independence, agricultural 

growth has substantially increased. Food production is increased 

to a great extent. In 1950s, the food production is 50 million 

tones. But, in 2011, it roused to 241 million tones, i.e., 4 times 

(4x) in 60 years. We should also take in to consideration, the 

exploding population. In 1947, the population bearded by Indian 

soil is 347 millions. There is no need to tell present magic num-

ber. It increased 3.5 times in 60 years. Though agricultural 

growth is higher than that of population, it could not meet the 

demands. Since 9th Five Year Plan, targets were missing in agri-

culture. 9th Five Year Plan recorded only 2.5% growth and 10th 

accounted for 3.2%. Both 11th and 12th Five Year Plans set the 

target of 4% growth but 11th recorded only 3.2% and the 12th is 

yet to come. Now, agricultural growth is accompanied by sui-

cides, migrations, rural-urban imbalances, price hikes, socio-

economic inequalities, etc. For every 1% growth in agriculture, 

there will be decline in the poverty by 2.3%. But, the population 

is continuously exploding and hence the poverty decline is not up 

to the mark.  

Causes for slow growth in agriculture:-  

Agriculture has become a negative economic propagations:- 

 National Sample Survey (NSS) revealed that 40% of the 

farmers are willing to give up agriculture if they are provided 

with any other alternative profession. This is the factor to be wor-

ried. The main reason behind this is that, as the cost of produc-

tion increased, the prices of agricultural commodities unaltered 

or decreased. Agriculture has become financially viable. The cost 

of seeds, irrigation (pumps, diesel, etc.), fertilizers, and labor 

(according to the National Rural Employment Act, agricultural 

wages roused by 60%) increased significantly. But the prices of 

agricultural products didn‘t increase. For example, the cost of 

production of rice is 921 Rs/ Quintal. The minimum supported 

by state government is 1382 Rs/ Quintal. But the minimum sup-

port price offered by the central government is 900 (actual) + 50 

(bonus) Rs. The local farmers are not even getting the break 

even. Then, what is the use of agriculture?  

Non-farm Rural Employment:- 

 It is very obvious that agriculture lonely cannot provide 

income, anywhere in the world. There will be additional sources 

of income such as livestock, fisheries, agro-based industries, 

food processing industries and many other side businesses. But, 

unfortunately, agriculture is not ac-

companied by any of the above men-

tioned fields. Most of the farmers just 

depend on agriculture only. Thus, non

-farm rural employment opportunities 

are not encouraged in a proper man-

ner. Hence, value addition for agri-

cultural commodities have to be 

encouraged. Kenya, Vietnam, China 

and many others follow the same policy of value addition along 

with agriculture, and they have obtained fruitful results.  

Provision of Irrigation Facility:- 

 In general, productivity in irrigated areas is more than the 

productivity in the rain fed areas. But, unfortunately, rain-fed 

agriculture is the main source of agriculture in India. 48% of the 

food crops, 68% of commercial 

crops and 77% of pulses grow 

in rain- fed areas. If proper 

irrigation facilities are provid-

ed, there will be huge improve-

ment in agricultural productivi-

ty. But, many of the irrigation 

projects cannot satisfy the de-

mands of productivity. Due to the poor irrigation system, the 

irrigation projects are not even implemented in a proper manner.  

A Culture Put Waiting: Agriculture 
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Science & Technology, Research & Educational Extension:- 

 Research play a vital role in the advancement of agricul-

tural growth. Unfortunately, India spends very little amount on 

agricultural research. India still depends on the foreign agricul-

tural techniques. There is no scope for agricultural education in 

India. Land, water and men are limited, but scientific and techno-

logical research has no bounds. But, in India, nobody even care a 

person as a human being if he/she performs agricultural research. 

Thus, we‘re writing our own destiny.  

 Along with these 

four major reasons, there 

are many other factors 

which influence agricul-

tural productivity. Cli-

mate change is one of the 

crucial factors to be con-

sidered. According to 

FAO, hotter nights are 

leading to crop loses; er-

ratic monsoon, delayed 

entry of monsoons, early withdrawal of monsoons, unpredictable 

weather conditions, etc. have been affecting agricultural growth. 

Timely availability of institutional credit is also became a prob-

lem. Many farmers depend on money lenders for credit. Their 

illiteracy is being captured by the money lenders. Even after pro-

ducing the required output, there is no proper guarantee of proper 

storage facilities. Supply chain will be very poor, public distribu-

tion process will be very weak. There is no guarantee that farm-

ers will get the minimum support price for their products. They 

barely get break even.  

 Added to these woes, there are physical, chemical and 

biological factors which determine the agricultural growth rate. 

Physical: Deforestation, biomass burning, tillage up & down the 

slope, excessive animal, human and vehicle traffic, uncontrolled 

grazing. 

Chemical: Excessive irrigation, lack of adequate drainage, ex-

cessive use of inorganic fertilizers, land application of industrial 

or urban wastes. 

Biological: Little use of bio-solids, excessive tillage, monocul-

ture without growing crops in the rotation cycle, removal/burning 

of residues. 

— Preethi Rathod, B101773, E1 

 Sindhu Rathod, B101970, E1 

Raja Harish Kumar. M, B083290, ECE, E3 

 ―Money doesn‘t grow on trees‖ 

 How many times have you heard that before; by a parent, 

a concerned teacher, an advisor to be more specific. A few days 

back, we witnessed how future is secured and dreams destroyed 

as many times as Edison prototyped the light bulb. The cause: 

Aptitude tests, GD‘s and Personal interviews of the crowding 

industries in the town. The pressure on the performers is phe-

nomenal, everyone wants 3.5 lakhs per annum and above. Please 

inform me if any explanation has been pro-

duced yet to properly demonstrate the con-

dition of one‘s brain at such a particular 

time; and at the end of it, there is no as-

surance what your timeless efforts will 

yield. 

 In this case, disappointment and 

joy go hand in hand. Some joy, for at least 

getting the 3.5 package. Disappointment for 

not getting through those Rs. 45,000 odd each 

year to get there. Both the temporary feelings 

are experienced by everyone, appearing for this so-

called career nightmare. This is an imaginary fear. This fear that 

causes us, when our time comes, to replace words with whimpers 

as you are preoccupied with the horrific thoughts travailing dras-

tically through your mind. You start feeling that under-

performance can lead to the disappointment, reason being: You 

know that your results will bear fruit, but later, you will discover 

that you have only peeled the skin and it will take more effort to 

reach the core of the apple, thus giving rise to a feeling of 

unhappiness, the root cause of disappointment. You will also 

realize that your good results will only uncover the gateway to a 

land of amplified agony of life. While people keep reminding 

you that your path to heaven is getting near, the painful wait will 

get to you before you can reach your target. Yet again there is 

disappointment, as you are not even assured whether you will 

reach the core someday or your dreams will perish even before 

they ripen. 

This is not an article written to dishearten any-

one, but it is out of a personal experience. 

No, the journey is not easy. Yes, assur-

ance is never acquired. However, there 

will always be one day during our strug-

gle on which we will be assured by the 

one above that the path we have chosen 

is right, and the core of our very own 

apple is nearby. So never give up, never say 

die. There are bad days and there are good days, 

but never in that order. So remember, tomor-

row‘s past. Our past secures our present, and 

our present assures our future. So people enjoy this 

wait at the iron gates of life from where we will soon walk out in 

search of the core. Munnabahi always said ―Majjani life che‖, 

make it true as every stage of life can be fun and every dream can 

be worth the wait. Try your best, just, Dare, Do and Win… 

— Y. Anand Kumar, B091012, CE, E2 
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When I joined B.Tech in Electronics and Communica-

tions nearly two decades ago, I was told that whatever I learn in 

the college will be of little use to me in my life because we will 

not be using any of the stuff taught in the program. I took that 

advice quite seriously. Instantly I convinced myself that it didn‘t 

really matter if I did not pay any attention to the classes. I just 

had to pass and somehow make it through the 4 years. The cam-

pus itself had enough reputation that it will carry me through in 

my life, so why waste time in studying something which is of no 

use to me in the long run? 

The graduating seniors who had passed out came back a 

year later to visit us and reaffirmed the same opinion that not 

much of what I learn in my B.Tech will be of any use in ‗real‘ 

life. Because the ‗real‘ life is so different that I would end up 

doing something quite different. It was true. Most of my seniors 

who graduated from the college ended up in MS programs in 

USA but had already switched to Computer Science, while few 

others got into IIMs thereby leaving nearly 95% of our subjects 

behind, and some others got into jobs at Hindustan Lever, In-

fosys, HCL, etc., securing jobs in marketing or software for 

health, insurance, banking, never having to bother with B. Tech 

subjects ever again. 

I guess I was always a ‗big‘ picture person even as a 

student. My ‗big‘ thinking suggested that the scores and marks in 

the B.Tech subjects will not affect my life at all. I decided not to 

study more than what was required to pass the exams. Why un-

necessarily waste time on something that is irrelevant in ‗real‘ 

life? Instead, I spent time on other things which seemed to make 

sense- like painting, art, debating, and of course, making friends 

and falling in love. Since I believed these other things will re-

main with me for the rest of my life, it made sense to invest in 

them. 

An engineer uncle told his graduating engineer nephew 

that he will not use more than 5% of what he studied. That‘s 

what we have been told and that‘s what we believed. After nearly 

16 years since my graduation, I have a completely different story 

to tell. I hope this reaches out to some of the passionate engineers 

in the colleges of India. I am a part of a technology product com-

pany in wireless space and this is our story. 

During my first year in engineering, we had a course in English. I 

skipped most of the classes, and for the exams I spent only 2 

hours of studying, enough to pass. We all reasoned, ‗we are engi-

neers, so why do we need to learn this language?‘ Today, I write 

many articles, prepare brochures, and write letters and reports to 

customers and investors. I write business plans and analysis on 

various topics in the industry. And I need to be correct, concise 

and lucid. I speak in public on a regular basis. There is so much 

importance to language in my daily work that nearly 50% of my 

job is communication. If I had known this I would have paid 

more attention to those English classes 20 years ago. 

Then we had Chemistry. Since I wasn‘t a chemical engi-

neer I told myself this is another subject of waste. Today, we 

paint our wireless units with the right kind of paint taking into 

account the temperatures it has to withstand. We deal with vari-

ous kinds of materials and choose the best ones that withstand 

rains and overcome the problems of rust. We experiment with 

materials that have right amount of conductivity, electrical re-

sistance and other chemical properties. 

Then we had a course in Physics. I was passionate about 

physics so I learnt a lot. But I always bemoaned that an engineer 

may not actually use it ever. Fortunately for me, now we deal 

with convection, conduction, radiation, and other shock and vi-

bration characteristics while designing our wireless units which 

work in extreme weathers as outdoor units. We spent nearly 24 

months on engineering a product that could cool itself and during 

this exercise we went back again and again to our basics in phys-

ics. 

Then we had Mathematics. Today we use Fourier Trans-

forms, Arithmetic and Geometric Series, and many other mathe-

matical tools in our development of algorithms. Few days ago we 

used techniques to convert Cartesian to Polar Coordinates to use 

them in our algorithms. To do this we had to open the Engineer-

ing Mathematics text book taught in our first and second year. 

One of the most neglected subjects was Accounting, 

called Economics. We hated it, ridiculed it, and completely dis-

missed it. ‗We are engineers, not accountants‘, we told ourselves. 

I wish I paid little more attention – because now I continuously 

fail to grapple with balance sheets and profit & loss accounts 

though it is my mandate to understand them to take decisions. 

We also had Engineering Drawing. Thankfully I liked it, and 

now it comes again and again to aid us in making designs of our 

products, making CAD/CAM drawings for manufacturing them, 

and making 3D drawings for visualizing the product before fabri-

cating them. 

Then we had workshop in our first/second year. There 

we worked with lathe machines, cutting mechanical tools, and 

also casting and moulding where we actually dirtied our hands. 

For most of us, it didn‘t make sense back then. We complained, 

‗why should electronics engineers go through workshop?‘ Today, 

we spend time and money in making casts for our enclosures and 

have to take a decision on sand cast, gravity cast or pressure die 

cast, and conduct great deal of research to mill, grind, and cut the 

exact design for our heat sinks that dissipate heat for many days 

and nights. Hopefully in a year we will have our own workshop. 

I look forward to that day with excitement. 

We program our software using linked lists that we 

learnt in the courses on programming language and data struc-

tures. Our embedded software uses microprocessor programs in 

Assembly and C. We design electronic circuits, both Analogy 

and Digital. We have a soldering iron and oscilloscopes that we 

use daily. Our baseband software uses Digital Signal Processing, 

and we continuously work on the internals of Data Networks. We 

use all topics of Digital Communications. We use antennas and 

its technologies to decide on the antenna propagation techniques 

―Look for A Real Engineering Job‖: Sujai 
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and antenna patterns. 

I realize that I am currently using more than 90% of 

what I learnt in my B. Tech, on a regular basis. I didn‘t know this 

would happen. If I had known, I would have treated by B. Tech 

little differently. There is beauty in building things and seeing 

them work. There is satisfaction in engineering products and 

solutions that find a place in this ‗real‘ world. There is no other 

joy for an engineer than being able to use the length and breadth 

of entire gamut of engineering. While trying to build a working 

product I wouldn‘t trade this job for any other. May be we are 

not as rich, maybe we are not as successful, but we are all proud 

engineers. While most other engineers may say that they don‘t 

use 90% of what they learnt, we can actually claim that we use 

more than 90% of what we learnt. 

I want the young engineers in India to know that what 

they learn can be used in their lives. Instead of looking for the 

highest paying non-engineering job, they have a choice to look 

for a real engineering job. Hope we have more technology com-

panies in India, and hope we create a generation of engineers 

who can actually claim they make use of what they learnt in their 

B.Tech. Hope they build airplanes and design ships. Hope they 

make cell phones and electronic gadgets. Hope they make com-

puter games and robots. Hope they go through fun of what it 

means to be an engineer. Hope they will not be satisfied with just 

the title, but become real engineers building things. 

Article by:  Sujai Karampuri, Founder of Sloka Telecom 

(Source: sujaiblog.blogspot.com) 

- Shiva. N, B091395, ECE, E2 

Ayyare… Ayer‘s Rock 
 We have often heard about the chameleon changing its 

color, but any hill doing so seems to be a strange happening !!! 

 But it‘s happening so. There is a hill in South Australia 

called ―Ayers Rock‖, a rock that changes its color everyday. It is 

the most recognizable natural icon of Australia. Ayers Rock is 

the most commonly used name, especially outside Australia. 

Uluru is the aboriginal and official name. 

 Uluru is the world‘s second largest monolith next to Mt. 

Augustus in Western Australia. A monolith literally means a  

geological feature consisting of a single massive stone or rock, 

such as some mountains, or a single piece of rock placed as, or 

within, a monument. Ayers Rock is a large sandstone rock for-

mation in the southern part of the Northern Territory, central 

Australia. Its cir-

cumference is just 

over 9km, and it 

rises 349 meters 

above the sur-

rounding plain. 

Only one-seventh 

of the rock is visi-

ble above the 

ground. The rest 

lies beneath the 

ground. It is located in Kata Tjuta National Park 450 km south-

west of Alice Springs. 

Age and Origin: 

 550 million years ago, the area was lifted and folded to 

form the subsequent mountain ranges. These ranges eroded in the 

following millions of years, leaving huge sediments at the bot-

tom. Uluru is the left over of a huge sediment that has formed 

hundreds of million years ago. The first white person to see 

Ayers Rock, at least from a distance, was the explorer Ernest 

Giles in October 1872. The first European to actually visit the 

rock was surveyor William Gosse on the 19th of July, 1873. He 

named it Ayers Rock after Sir Henry Ayers, the Chief Secretary 

of South Australia at the time. 

Geology: 

 Uluru is an inselberg, literally “island mountain”. An 

inselberg is a prominent isolated residual knob or hill that rises 

abruptly and is surrounded by extensive and relatively flat ero-

sion lowlands. The 

remarkable feature of 

Uluru is its homoge-

neity and lack of 

jointing and parting at 

bedding surfaces, 

leading to the lack of development of scree slopes and soil. The-

se characteristics led to its survival, while the surrounding rocks 

were eroded. 

The Enigma: 

 One might think it as a magic hill or there is some super-

natural miracle about it. But the reason is that this rock‘s struc-

ture is such that it changes color according to the change in the 

angle of the Sun‘s rays, weather and also because of special 

structure of the rock‘s sandstone. Uluru is naturally grey, but the 

iron content of the rock is ―rusting‖ at the surface, resulting in 

the distinctive red iron oxide coating. The remarkable changes in 

its color occur during Sunrise and Sunset because the sun is at a 

very low angle at that time. From the morning till evening, this 

hill changes color from Yellow to Orange, then to Red and at 

times to Violet or even Black. It seems as if the entire hill is on 

fire and deep red flames come out of it when Sun rises. In the 

same way, violet shadows appear on this massive red rock when 

the sun sets and sometimes when Sun rises also. So that‘s all 

about  the captivating natural icon of Australia… 

— S.Ramya, B091073, ME, E2 
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 October 2nd is celebrated as Gandhi Jayanthi every year-

the birth anniversary of ―Father of the Nation‖. This year, it is his 

143rd anniversary. His method of winning independence was 

unique. He preached and practiced non-violence and non-

cooperation to achieve his goal. He campaigned to uplift the 

downtrodden, to ease poverty, expand women‘s rights, build reli-

gious and ethnic amity, end untouchability and many more. 

Inspiring: 

 The main reason why people are inspired by Gandhiji is 

his philosophy of non-violence. He used non-violence to free 

India from British. His manner of dressing shows us his unwill-

ingness to abandon foreign products. He always told the people 

to do their work on their own without depending on others. He 

tried to eradicate the evil existing at that time - untouchability. 

Unforgettable: 

 What Gandhi achieved in his life was a miracle. He lived 

in the hearts of millions of Indians and was respected by all. He 

moved the people with his sincerity and sacrifice. At his behest, 

they were ready to lay down their lives for the freedom of the 

country from foreign powers. 

Determination: 

 He was a freedom fighter but differed from other freedom 

fighters because of is determination. He never gave up, he never 

lost hope, even when his struggle met with failure. He didn‘t let 

go his belief in non-violence. 

Total Understanding: 

 People of India were inspired to follow Gandhiji because 

he never claimed to be a God or a super human. He admitted his 

mistakes and never blamed anyone. He was just another simple 

Indian, and his methods could be easily understood by both the 

educated and the poor. His humility and depth of understanding 

in the simplest of actions has made him the ―Mahatma‖. 

Showing by Doing: 

 Mahatma Gandhi's life is a text book. He never asked 

anyone to do anything, but showed everyone how to do it. He is 

also a true role model for new generation since he himself was an 

ideal example for everything he spoke and taught. He inspires 

because his life still shows the most beautiful picture of love, 

peace, honesty and truth. 

Positive Energy: 

 His truthfulness inspires us the most. He was also a hu-

man like us, but he tried to overcome his weaknesses and has 

succeeded in it. Liberating the country was his true desire and not 

for any other motive or self-interest. Unlike today‘s politicians, 

he didn‘t have dual personality. He didn‘t crave publicity. People 

who came in contact with him felt his positive energy. 

Intellectual: 

 The person freed our nation without even a thought of 

violence is our Gandhiji. He 

was an intellect and turned 

negative things in to posi-

tive. I am inspired by his 

sense of sacrifice. 

Extraordinary will: 

 Gandhiji has shown 

us how to live by setting an example. He is an ordinary man with 

extraordinary will to live his life according to the principles of 

truth and non-violence. What he preached, he first practiced. 

Four Points: 

 People followed Bapu and respected him because: 

 1.He led a simple life. 

 2.He was kind to others. 

 3.He always spoke the truth. 

 4.He fought the British and gave us freedom. 

Walk in Truth: 

 Gandhiji is known as Father of the Nation and for students 

like me, as Bapu, is the inspiration for millions of people, not 

only during the freedom move-

ment, but even today. He used 

tools like upavas, satyagraha, 

ahimsa and non-cooperation to 

achieve his goal. His most endear-

ing qualities were his insistence to 

always tell the truth and his disci-

plined way of life.  

Simple and Peace-loving: 

 Gandhiji led a simple life. 

He helped people in need without expecting anything in return. 

He encouraged the people of India to fight for freedom and bring 

peace and harmony to the nation. Gandhiji himself was a peace-

loving human being and detested any kind of violence. He didn‘t 

believe in wars and conflicts as solutions. 

Brave and Confident: 

 He followed ahimsa and sacrificed his life for the sake of 

the country. He was a great leader and showed as simple living 

and high thinking. 

Patriotism: 

 It was Gandhiji‘s simple way of living and his strong, 

determined character that influenced millions of people to rally 

in his support. His concepts of Satyagraha and Ahimsa sparked 

interest and enthusiasm in many Indians. He inspired patriotism 

in every single Indian. 

Devotion to Work:  

 Gandhiji, affectionately called Bapu, was deter-
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mined and dedicated towards his work. Some of his works are 

like Dandi March, Satyagraha, Non-Cooperation Movement, 

Civil-Disobedience Movement, Quit India Movement, etc. 

No Fear: 

 He never hesitated to be on the path of truth and needed 

no one to support him. He knew for certain that he was doing the 

right thing. When we do the right, we need not have any fear. 

 

From the villages: 

 Mahatma Gandhiji had a large following of people from 

the villages because he said ―Graamraajya hi Raamraajya‖. It 

means that if villages live in prosperity with adequate agriculture 

and irrigation, the village would flourish as if God himself was 

ruling the village. He meant that the growth of cities and towns 

depended on the growth of the villages. He believed in 

―Graamraajya‖. So, he told them that this would be the root of 

India‘s glorious Independence. 

— Vaishnavi, B101748, E-1 

India: A Danger for Womenen & Children 
 Disparity between the men and women is probably the 

most disturbing aspect of many of the modern societies. Though 

gender discrimination is a global phenomenon, yet it is promi-

nent in developing countries like India, Angola, Afghanistan, etc. 

The recent deaths of babies facing cruelty at the hands of rela-

tives have shocked the whole country. According to 2011 Census 

of India, there are 914 girls/1000 boys. This report shows a sig-

nificant decrease in the number of girls com-

pared to boys in the category of 0-6years. 

State Health Society report reveals that child 

sex ratio has fallen in 9 out of 14 districts in 

past 10 years. It is true that gender discrimi-

nation is not only confined to particular eco-

nomic class or community. It is widespread 

and even the states which are in top positions in literacy also has 

a skewed sex ratio. Thomas Reuters Foundation Survey says that 

India is the fourth most dangerous country in the world for wom-

en to live in as women belonging to any class suffer. 

 The main causes of this problem are sexual harassment, 

selective abortion and female infanticide, violence against wom-

en and dowry. As per the literature, female child has been treated 

inferior to male child and this is deeply engraved in the minds of 

the female child‘s. Due to this, females fail to avail their rights. 

Dowry is derived from the ancient Hin-

du customs of ―kanyadan‖ and 

―stridhan‖. In ―kanyadan‖, the father of 

the bride offers the father of the groom, 

money or property, etc. Whereas for 

―stridhan‖, the bride herself gets jewel-

ry and clothes at the time of her mar-

riage, usually from her relatives or 

friends. In ―varadakshina‖, the father of the bride presents the 

groom cash or kind. 

     All of these could be done voluntarily and out of affec-

tion and love. The payment of a dowry has been prohibited in 

1961 by the Indian government. Despite protest by women's or-

ganizations, serious activism, legal amendments, special police 

cells for women, media support and heightened awareness of 

dowry being a crime, the practice continues unabated on a mas-

sive scale. Despite every stigma, dowry continues to be the sig-

nature of marriage. Women need real 

social, political, financial and moral 

support in their fight against the sys-

tem. They have to be empowered so 

that they can take their decisions about 

their own life by refusing the dowry 

system. 

 The need of the hour is to im-

plement the laws more strictly with 

heavy punishments as deterrents. An-

other measure could be to introduce 

fast track courts to look at the cases that involve the rights of 

minors. A 2007 report of the ministry for women and child de-

velopment revealed that more than 53% of children in India been 

sexually abused and many have never shared the fact of this 

abuse with anyone. 

 They need speedy justice to move on and leave the past 

behind. The institutions involved in child protection should be 

given more teeth so that they can take some effective measures 

against child abuse. 

— Abhishek Jaiswal, B101515, E1 
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We all hear about the saying, One Idea Can Change 

Your Life. Whether that one idea changes our life or not, we 

don‘t know but one thing is for sure, “One Smile Can Make You 

Healthy”. 

The wonderful words by Norman cousins are: ―It always 

seemed to me that a hearty laughter is a good way to jog internal-

ly without having gone to outdoors.‖ 

Almost all the people in the world, mostly educated,  

start thinking about their activities to be done, immediately when 

they wake up. They do the works in very hurry-burry manner. 

Many of us will always think about the next moment like, A stu-

dent: ―Oh! I have to fin-

ish my breakfast very 

quickly, by the time Sir 

may come into the class‖ 

or about an exam or 

about an assignment. An 

employee thinks about 

his job. A millionaire 

thinks about his compa-

ny. Mother, Father think 

of their work at home 

and in the society. Who not, every body of us, isn‘t it? As the 

time moves on, people to forget laugh in their life. Have you ever 

observed in your life that one day was passed without having a 

single smile on your face? 

If it is so, the reason is simple. We will be worried about 

small things. As a result our mind will be stressed. Instead of 

that, if you laugh for a small moment, here are the benefits we 

will get: 

Your whole body gets a kick out of a good chuckle. 

Your heart and lungs get stimulated. 

Your heart beats faster and blood pressure rises temporarily. 

Your breath get deeper and oxidizes more blood. 

Your body releases endorphins, your own natural pain kill-

ers, and you produce more immune cells. 

You burn seventy-eight times as many calories as you would 

in an idle state. 

Your diaphragm, facial muscles, and internal organs all get 

bounced around in what called ―Internal Jogging.‖ 

 After you‘ve laughed, your muscles and arteries relax, 

which are essential for easing pain. 

 Do you know? The Researchers at the University of Cali-

fornia‘s Centre for Complementary and Alternative Medicine 

have found that laughter can increase the body‘s ability to stave 

off infection by bolstering levels of key immune system compo-

nents of stress hormones associated with poor immune function. 

The latest research this centre, however, showed that merely an-

ticipating a funny event improved people‘s mood. 

  In our every-day-life, we can ob-

serve around us a few people who will be 

happy most of the time and their smiley fac-

es make other people to laugh, even by joking 

on themselves. But that sense of humor is a natural gift given by 

God to them. But what we people do? We just treat them as crazy 

fellows. When we see them, a negative opinion automatically 

grows in our mind and sometimes, we even hurt them. But they 

never change their attitude because they want to see the happi-

ness in the people around them. We can say Charlie Chaplin as 

the best example. In our life, such people are very rare. We need 

not do a miracle or any magical things. Just once you practice 

wishing your parents, friends and neighbors with a small smile, 

you will see a glow in their faces and it is a one good thing to 

start the day and feel yourselves happier. 

Remember one thing that Laughter is infectious. Share 

your jokes with others and laugh with them whenever possible. 

Thereby you will be spreading good cheer and merriment all 

around, contributing to the well-being of our life. 

Have laugh in life but don‘t make life to be laughed by 

others. Finally, we want to say one thing, just Laugh… Laugh … 

Laugh… 

-Father: If u kids don‘t stop making so much noise I'll go deaf! 

-Kid: Too late - we stopped an hour ago! 

-First robot:  Does you have any brothers 

-Second robot:  No only transistors. 

-Child:“Mom can I go out and play cricket?” 

-Mom: ―With those holes in your socks?‖ 

-Child:―No, with kids next door‖ 

 

-Tinku: How long can a person live without a brain? 

-Banku:  How old are you? 

 

— Sathyanarayana. B, B081734, ME, E3 

Madhu. S, B081749,  ME, E3 

Suresh Kumar. K, B081760, ME, E3 
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Why didn‘t females have free to live and right to edu-

cate..? India has a male literacy rate of 82.14% and female litera-

cy rate of 65.46%. Kerala is with 93.9% literacy rate and it occu-

pies top place in India.  

It includes the areas of gender equality and access to 

education, and its connection to the alleviation of poverty. It also 

involves the issues of single-sex education and religious educa-

tion in which the division of education along gender lines, and 

religious teachings on education, 

have been traditionally dominant, 

and are still highly relevant in 

contemporary discussion of fe-

male education as a global con-

sideration. 

 Now-a-days the number 

of females keeping end to their 

life by getting marriage early is 

increasing and then there is also a chance of getting the 

―Heredity Diseases‖ to their children. All these are due to female 

illiteracy. 

―She can save herself from idiots and easy to face any 

problems by understanding those idiots. She can turn whole 

world back of her, if she literates.‖ Families may attach much 

more importance to male offspring than a female. There are a 

number of reasons why the problem of female illiteracy has been 

increasing. At micro level, educated woman help in making the 

whole family including the older family members, understand the 

values and importance of literacy. 

There is a strong correlation between female literacy 

and population because if female literates then she can also know 

the causes to increasing in population. 

―Women play a role in a 

family but a literate female can play 

an important role in society.‖ Female 

education is the need of the honor, 

which gives respect to our country. 

Without educating the women of the 

country, we can't hope for a devel-

oped nation. 

So the important thing is that we have to stop and re-

move the word of ―Illiteracy‖ from our country‘s future history. 

And say don‘t to  single-sex education and religious education. 

We have to hope that there is no word of ―Illiteracy‖ after 2020 

in India.  

―Avoid Illiteracy of Nation by Avoiding Illiteracy of 

Females‖ 

—Ramesh Naik. B, B111255, P-2 

Female Literacy  Population Decrease 

Right to Education to All 

“One Woman Can Change Anything. Many Women Can Change Everything.” 

 I am an Indian. Being an Indian, I am very much dis-

turbed to see its pathetic condition. Is India a developed nation or 

still a developing one? From the past 50 years, we are saying that 

it is a developing nation. I don‘t underestimate my country which 

is a great nation with beautiful culture. Apart from it, its also the 

largest democracy with lot of poor, unemployed and corrupted 

people. 

 India is heading towards child labor, corruption, overpop-

ulation, and poverty. Rich become rich and the poor become 

poor. Is the picture beside depicts the 

future? May be! The child, bearing 

our tricolor flag and running in the 

slums, to an undefined destiny. 

 What‘s wrong with our coun-

try, the people or the system? My an-

swer is absolutely the people who vote 

the representatives at the cost of a some 500/- note or cheap liq-

uor. In America, the President participates in public debate and 

answers all his doings. Even the press and people are very alert. 

That‘s the reason behind their development in all aspects. 

 Size of a Japan or Italy may be equivalent to the smallest 

states of India but their GDP is much higher than India (a country 

with much more manpower than them). Its pity to say that we are 

panting to get at least one gold medal for India in Olympics 

where as Phelps from U.S. could alone get more than 5 for his 

country! Why people from our country are going to other coun-

tries and endeavoring them? One should not only think to full his 

pocket but also should think of the mother who brought him up 

i.e., our INDIA. 

 This is the photo of a girl who is 

sitting in front of a garbage yard on the 

World  Poverty Day in Hyderabad. 

 How sorrowful it is to see  our 

brothers and sisters who are not even 

fortunate to  have at least a meal a day. 

 We are the future citizens, we are responsible for the fu-

ture of our country. Please serve our mother land in the way you 

like but wish to die after telling proudly that my country is the 

best and the most developed nation in the world! 

— Ch. Sai Sushmitha, B111034,  P-2 

―Wake Up My Child‖ says: India 
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 కగ్ అంట్ే  ఇుపడె అందభికూ భిచయఫే (ఔంతృోి లర్డ్ ఆడుట్ర్డ్ 
ఆఫ్ జనలర్డ్) ఇథి ఔ భజేంఖ వేవసథ  ,ఇథి రభుతా యంణరా ఖంలో 
పాఖం కదఽ.కగ్ భజాేంఖంలోతు  148 వ అదికరం రకరం 
ఏభపట్ ైంథి..కైందర, భషి రభుతా యపాగలతునంట్టతూ,రభుతా రంఖ సంసథల 
ఆథాయ, వేయాలనఽ తుయతంఖ భియౕయౌంచే వేవనథ .యయధ వేవసథల మధే 
అంతరగత తతుఖీలఔు భజాేంఖఫే యలు ఔయౌపంచింథి.ఇంణే కఔుండా 
రభుణాాతుకూ వచేచ ఆథాయంలో ఏథైెధా నషిం జభిగింథా  అతు తరచఽ 
చాడడం ఔడ కగ్ యధఽలోు  పాఖం . రభుతా కరేఔీమాల తుతీరు 
భియౕలన, తొృ రతృట్ు ఔ కరణాలనఽ ఔడా అధేయనం  చేసఽే ంథి. థీతుకూ 
సఽన఼రంకోరుి  ధాేయమూభిేకూ ఉండే హో థా ఉంట్టంథి . కగ్ తుయేథిఔలోు  
లోతృలుంటే్ థాతున ధాయఔులు ఎతేి చావచఽచ కతూ ‚కగ్‛ 
అదికభలనఽ, అలథణాతున రభుణాాదిధేతలు రయనంచడం రజాయామే 
యలువలనఽ కలభయడఫే. సహజ వనరులు రజల ఆసఽే లు! తృలఔులు 
ధరాఔరేలుగ యట్టతు కతృడాయౌ. అందఽఔు యరుదేంగ యరు అయతూతికూ 

తృలపడట్ం, కగ్ లాంట్ట 
వేవసథల అవసరం మభింత 
న భింగింథి. కతూ కొతున 
రణాయఔలు మాతరం కగ్ 
భిదిలోకూ భవట్ం లేదఽ . 
జాతీయ గీ మీణ ఉతృది హమీ 

థఔం ,జాతీయ గీ మీణ ఆభోఖే కరేఔీమాల వంట్టయ థీతు  భిదిలోకూ 
భవట్ం లేదఽ . అతున రకల రణాయఔల  వేయం ‚కగ్‛ భిదిలోకూ 
భవట్ం లేదఽ . అతున రకల రణాయఔల  వేయాతున  ‚కగ్‛ భిదిలోకూ 
తీసఽఔుభయలతు రంఖభజన్ ఔమిటీ్ రభుణాాతుకూ  లతౄరుస చేలంథి . 
2009 నఽండు ఇథి అమలు జరుఖుతేంథి . కైందర, భషి ీ రభుణాాలే 
కదఽ, రభుతా న ైయేీట్ సంసథలు ; న఼ న఼ న఼లు, సాచచంధ, సాయం రతితేి 
సంసథల థాాభ తృలధా రయోజధాలు రజలఔు చేరువవుతేధానబ. 
ఇఔకడ రజాధనం న దే ముతేంలో యతుయోఖమవుతేంథి. ఖతంలో 
యమాధాశయీాలు , రహథారులు లాంట్ట యట్టలోధే రభుతా న ైయేీట్ 
పాఖయామే యదానంలో నఽలు చేనేటిే్యరు . కతూ యదే, ఆభోఖే 
రంగలఔు ఔడా ఈ యదాధాతున అమలు చేయాలతు ధ నండయ  రణాయఔ 
థారశతుఔ తరం నేభొకంథి . అధేఔ రంగలలో రభుతాం న ైయేీట్ట రంఖంణో 
ఔయౌల ఆథాయతున ంచఽఔుంట్టనుపడె, ఎలాంట్ట అయతూతి జరఖఔుండా 
చాడాయౌసన బాదేత తృలఔులథి . థాతుకూ మారగఫ ైన కగ్ తు అతున 
రణాయఔల  వేయాలఔు యసేభించడం .కతూ థీతున కొందరు అడెు కోవడం 
రోచతూయం.  

 

కగ్ మారల్లసన విషయం :-  

కగ్ ఇపట్ట వరఔు ఎధోన తుయేథిఔలు 
సమభిపంచింథి . అందఽలో కొతున 
ఔుంభకోణాలఔు ఉథాహరణ: 
బొ ఖుగ  ఖనఽల కైట్ాబంునఔు సంబందించి లక్ష్ 86 యేల కోట్ు  రజా 
దాధాతున , 2-G ల పఔిరమ్ ఔు సంబందించి లక్ష్ 76 యేల కోట్టు  రజా 
ధధాతున అలాగై జలయజాం అంట్ృ 12 యేల కోట్ు  రజాధధాతున విదా 
చేయరు.  
 ఇయే కఔుండా కమధ ాలే్  కీీడలోు  అయతూతి, ముంబాబలో ఆదర్డ్శ 
ఔుంభకోణాలు. కగ్ ఏట్ా వందఔు న ైగ తుయేథిఔలు యడెదల చేసఽే ంథి . 
రసఽే త సమాచారం రకరం కగ్ ఇుపడె ‚న఼ న఼ న఼‛, యథ తుఔ సంసథల 
తుతీరు, ‚ఆదార్డ్‛ కరేఔీమాలన ైధా తుయేథిఔలు ఇవానఽననట్టు  
సమాచారం . ఇలా తుపలు థ భిున తభాత కఔుండా , ముంథే 
ళెచచభించ ఖల వేవసథగ ‚కగ్‛ దఽనఽణేలాయౌ. కొతున థేరలోు  ‚కగ్‛ ఔు 
ధాేయరఫ ైన అదికభలు దాకలు డాలనన సాచనలు వసఽే ధానబ.  

కగ్ చరనత్ర :-  
 థీతుకూ 152 ఏళ్ళ చభితర వుంథి. ఇందఽలోతు ఉథయ ేఖుల సంకే 60 
యేలు. 64 యపాగల ఆడుట్ జరుఖుతేంథి. ఔ కోట్ట 43 లక్ష్ల లాయథేయ 
లనఽ భియౕయౌసఽే ంథి. 1500 రభుతా సంసథలు థీతు భిదిలో వుధానబ. 
400 సాయం రతేిఖల సంసథలు వుధానబ. తుధఽల వేయంన ై అనఽక్ష్ణం 
అరమతేంగ ఉంట్టంథి.  

“కగ్” గురనంచి కధనాలు :-  
1) బి. ఆర్ అంబేద్కర్:- ‚కగ్‛ భజాేంఖంలో వునన యట్టలో 
ముకేఫ ైనథి . రభుతాం  అనఽమతించిన  హదఽే లఔు అనఽఖుణంగ 
వేయం వుంథా లేథా  అతు చాలే  కీలఔ వేవసథ  .  
 2) జవహర్ లాల్ నెహుు :- యమభిశంచే లేాచా 
వుంథి.అతేేననత దవులోు  వుననయభితు  
ధొనపయే మధాన భయంణో సణాేతున 
థాయఔండు.   

  హభిషంచాయౌసన యషయం ఏంట్ంట్ే  
ఇపట్టకీ న దే న దే ఔుంభకోణాలనఽ 
బయట్న ట్టిన  CAG (CAG Auditor Gen-

eral) యధోద్ భయ్ దయ కలం 2013 మీలో ముఖుసఽే ంథి, ఈ లోు 
150 తుయేథిఔలనఽ సమభిపంచేందఽఔు లదేంగ వుననట్టు  కగ్ నేయౌచన 
బాంబు అయతూతి రుల ఖుండెలోు  భెైళ్ైళ భిగెతేించింథి.                        

         — Pooja. D, B081330, CSE, E3 

మారల్లసందే “కగ్” 
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 Now a days we see most of the children on roads like or-

phans those without parents and with parents but abandoned. The 

reason behind that is because of the fear causing from their par-

ents or teachers, and also because of their family‘s economical 

background. What ever may be the parent‘s reasons but the result 

is ultimately spoiling of their children lives. 

 Many of the children are escaping from their homes and 

waiting on the platforms to reach their goals, and have much 

hope on that platform (which may provide good life to us). And 

some of them may wait for their relatives rather than waiting for 

their parents too. They think, ―if I go to my home, my mom will 

scold or my dad will slap on my cheek, or my teacher will punish 

me, etc.‖ Children get afraid of their parents and teachers and 

they start escaping. 

 The feelings in childhood are very strong, one could not 

stop their decisions. So who is responsible for all these things? 

And how can we stop all those things? If it is happened also we 

have to show another alternative to the children. 

 Let us take an example which I have seen  in my real life. 

One child begging  in Secunderabad railway station, who is hav-

ing both his father and mother. One person came to that child and 

enquired about him. Then he said that his parents are not taking 

responsibility of him and also they appointed him as a child la-

bor, so he escaped from his family and started begging. So, to 

help this kind of children, government has to take some action 

and they have to provide minimum things which are required to 

survive in the society, if they are very poor economically. 

 Parents play significant role in deciding the career of their 

children. By virtue of their knowledge and experience, educated 

parents can provide the maximum assistance to their kids in 

choosing a suitable career. Even though the parents have all fa-

cilities some of the children are won‘t study at their homes. 

Why? Because they don‘t have good communication with their 

children and they don‘t even give chance to share their children‘s 

feelings with them. Every time they may be having a busy sched-

ule, which makes children not to feel 

well to stay with their parents. So, to 

eradicate this problem, what parents 

have to do? How they have to move 

with their children? 

 Parents have to know in‘s and 

out‘s of their children. They have to 

know  the capabilities and the level of 

aptitude and the quality of education 

being provided to their children and 

also beliefs and traditions of the fam-

ily they belong to. 

 The most valuable factor is parent-child relationship. No 

one can ignore the importance of this fact. Parents, who have 

faith in their children, create confidence in them and also main-

tain it. Side by side, they also keep an eye on their activities and 

company of their children. Students who are successful in their 

career do not deny the role of their parents in achieving the goal. 

Good parents should provide proper guidance, should take proper 

care and should be a good friend of their children. They should 

also be disciplined in their behavior and approach. 

 Parents should encourage their children to obtain the max-

imum education. As far as the girl education is concerned, it is 

the duty of every parent to provide gender equity. Cultural edu-

cation and activities should also be developed amongst children 

to upkeep the traditional values. 

 Parents should have patience to listen to their children's 

problems and grievances. They should try to sit with them and 

discuss their problems to find out adequate solutions. Students 

generally do not share their problems with parents due to the fear 

of being refused and thus causing a gap between the relations. 

Parents should also try to be open with them, sometimes, just like 

friends. This is the right of every student to expect guidance and 

help from parents. Parents should accept this fact and should take 

care, not to force their decisions on them while discussing their 

future career planning. 

Also encourage them to participate in extra curricular activities. 

So, by doing all those things we may reduce this problem. 

 Coming to the orphans those who don‘t have parents. It‘s 

very difficult to describe their life style. They don‘t even have 

minimum facilities to live in the society. For such purposes, our 

government is providing some money on orphan care centers. 

But, because of many reasons like unawareness and also irre-

sponsibility of the authority that money is not at all reaching this 

people. So what we have to do from our side? 

 Some private organizations are also there to help orphans 

like Divya Dasha, Mother Teresa Ashram, etc. If they stick their 

phone numbers or details on the walls at bus stops or railway 

stations, we have to note them and if we find any orphan on the 

road, we have to inform them. They will take care of the orphans 

and they will provide education too. As a citizen of our country, 

we have to take the responsibility. India‘s development depends 

on our hands only. Until we develop our self, our India will not 

develop. So try to help orphans and help to give good citizens to 

India. 

— Shilpa. V, B082618, MME, E3 

―My Mom Scolds and My Dad Slaps‖ 
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No Time, Only Clock 
       Most of you may think that time exists because every time, 

to do any kind of work we keep on looking at our watch or clock. 

But really time doesn‘t 

exist at all. I guess you 

would call me a materi-

alist if I give this state-

ment, but that‘s true. If 

we can‘t sense anything 

with our senses, does it 

really exist? If we con-

sider that time exists 

there a need to arise many questions in our minds. Try to de-

scribe time without taking time as a reference? If it exists, when 

was it created? Did it always exists? Actually the most important 

question that comes is - Are there any machines that measure 

time? 

     Most of you would get an immediate answer in your mind that 

we have clocks to measure time. But that is absolutely wrong. 

Clocks doesn‘t really measure time. They just measure the move-

ment of their hands and we consider that as time. 

     Let us consider an example. If you are waiting for someone. 

We feel as if we are waiting for a very long time. And if we are 

enjoying or having fun, we feel that as a very short span of time. 

That means time is not actually a parameter, its just what we feel 

at different situations and moments. 

     But the main thing we need to 

think is, if time really doesn‘t 

exist, what is it that we sense as 

the passing of time? Alright, 

let‘s talk about human experi-

ence for a minute. We, the hu-

mans perceive time as a continu-

ous, contiguous series of linear 

experiences. We experience time 

as being continuous that never 

stops, slows down or speeds up at any point. We can’t jump over 

pieces of time i.e., skipping forward or back to any situations of 

our interest which is not at all possible. If not, everyone would 

always wants to be a child... right? 

         Without time how do you explain human experience? It is a 

linear progression of ones consciousness through simultaneously 

coexisting, multidimensional universes. A series of experienced, 

but simultaneous knows. 

      So, here I conclude by saying once again that time does not 

exist. It is simply our mind applying an understandable frame-

work to the progression of our consciousness through a series of 

static, overlapping, and simultaneously coexisting, multidimen-

sional universes. The progression of our consciousness occurs in 

a linear, contiguous, and continuous fashion. 

 

— Nikhila. G, B091025, ECE, E2. 

Cook Your Life, Yummy... 

 Life is like making Tea.  

 Boil your Ego 

 Evaporate your worries 

 Dilute your sorrows 

 Filter your mistakes and get taste of happiness. 

 The best human is he who has heart & head not head without 

heart. 

 You will gain nothing in this world, through being arrogant, 

except unpopularity. 

 A smile is lighting system of  face, cooling system of head and 

healing system of heart. So, Keep Smiling. 

 The art of patience is not about how long one man can wait, 

but it is about how one behaves while waiting.  

 Success of our life depends upon the quality of thoughts. But 

the  quality of our thoughts  depends on the people we have in 

our life. 

 The best thing to learn in life is the 

habit of compromise because it is bet-

ter to bend a little, than to break a  

strong relationship. 

 Never cry for the person who hurts 

you. Just smile and say thanks for  

giving me a chance to find someone 

better than you. 

 How beautifully God keeps on adding one more day in our life 

not  only because you need it because someone else need you 

everyday. 

 A lamp does not speak, it introduces itself through its light. 

Likewise, achievers  never expose themselves, but their 

achievements expose them..! 

 Career is like light, enjoyments are like shadows. If you go for 

shadow you will lose light. So, go for light, automatically 

shadow will  follow you.  

 Trust the one who can see these three things in you: Sorrow 

behind your Smile, Care behind your Anger & Reason behind 

your Silence. 

 Communication is the lifeline of any relationship. When you 

stop communicating, you start losing your valuable relation-

ships. So, be in touch with everyone. 

 Full stop is the not end, because we can write a new sentence 

after it. Same in life, failure is not the real end. It can be the 

real beginning of success. 

    

— Ramya. Ch, B101935, E-1 
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As I am the one of the new student to this RGUKT 

family, I had also been given many instructions by my parents 

before coming to the campus, mainly about self-discipline, con-

centration on studies, taking care of our own health and most 

important thing is how to manage Time in proper 

way..? 

Our elders always remind us the value 

of time, but we, mostly teenage students, 

never understand the value of Time and 

when we all try to understand what the 

Time is, it will be lost from our hands. Hence 

the resultant situation will not be in our favor. 

By the end, we repent on our self but never ac-

cept the true fact for which it is unable for us to 

breathe freely. 

My idea is just to put focus on the statement ―If 

you truly love life, don’t waste time, because time is what life is 

made off.!‖ 

We all know that there will not be sufficient time to do 

everything but there will be always sufficient time to do im-

portant things. May be my words are over flowing on your head 

and driving crazy but it clear as crystal that it is only way in 

which we can reach our destiny. 

―Why to hang around when you have plenty of time 

and why to run around ahead of time when it is against the 

clock?‖ According to one‘s own thought, ―Time is 

always right to do right work‖. All appears to change 

when you change your self. 

Good future is everyone‘s dream. It is necessary 

for us to change and that change should be 

implemented ‗now‘ or it will be going to 

‗never‘ because nothing is ours except the 

Time. Life is racing track in which everyone 

is busy as bee and as far as it goes, it in-

crease the bundle of responsibilities. 

In regard of all this, we should set our aim straight to 

goal and hit till it strikes the point. A fair and square 

thing is that moves on, with your own interest, with respect to 

Time for a better future and take over all the chances in your 

way to reach your goal. No wonder, you will be on top with full 

satisfaction to yourself. So, 

―ASPIRE TO INSPIRE, BEFORE YOU EXPIRE‖ 

— Sk. Manisha, B121006, P-1 

A Race to Beat the Clock 

 An important aspect of thinking rationally is to know the 

difference between a feeling and a thought. 

 Everyday, in each and every situation, we try to think 

about it but not try to analyze or feel it. So, it is important for us 

to have a complete and clear appreciation for what we are feel-

ing and differentiate between what is a Thought and what is a 

Feeling. 

               If somebody asks you, ―How do you feel about pollu-

tion?‖ Bet you start to say something like ―it is devastating our 

planet‖ but it is a THOUGHT or belief, not a FEELING. To 

relate a feeling about that question, the answer would be, ―I 

FEEL worried‖ or ―I FEEL angry‖ 

 So, thought indicates no emotions. It is created by 

knowledge and wisdom. But feeling indicates emotions, intui-

tions, and experiences.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 As per our opinion, ―If we have a feeling, then there is 

an existence of thoughts for 

sure. If we implement those 

into actions we‘ll get what 

we want.‖ 

What will you get by seeing 

this picture? 

 Mother‘s Love. It‘s a 

wonderful feeling right! 

Then obviously we‘ll get a 

thought of our childhood. 

 There are many peo-

ple who seek someone‘s help 

and we have seen 

many of them. At that 

moment only, we think 

of it, but after that we 

won‘t care or more 

precisely, we won‘t 

remember their problems because we are making our life very 

busy (thought). If we feel it really, then we will have a thought 

that those problems are ours. So, we should try to overcome 

those problems. 

 Here we can see how the feelings transform into 

thoughts which represent our 

Behavior. 

 Anticipate that it ―Just 

Might‖ be uncomfortable at 

times. Remember, have pa-

tience, persevere but don‘t push. 

Each day, each month, will pro-

vide an ample opportunity to 

grow. Take reward in each step 

taken. 

  So, try to FEEL the na-

ture & analyze the things, then we‘ll get wonderful 

THOUGHTS and maintain good RELATIONSHIPS, which 

represent good BEHAVIOR. 

— A. Suchritha, B092682, ME 

A. Gowthami, B092664, MME 

Feelings vs Thoughts 
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 A tattoo is a puncture wound, made deep in your skin and 

filled with ink. It‘s made by penetrating your skin with a needle 

and injecting ink into the area, usually creating some sort of de-

sign. What makes tattoos so long-lasting is they‘re so deep that is 

the ink isn‘t injected into the epidermis (the top layer of skin that 

you continue to produce and shed cells throughout your lifetime). 

Instead, the ink is injected into the dermis, which is the second, 

deeper layer of skin. Dermis cells are very stable, so the tattoo is 

practically permanent. 

 Tattoos used to be done manually i.e., the tattoo artist 

would puncture the skin with a needle and inject the ink by hand. 

Though this process is still used in some parts of the world, most 

tattoo shops use a tattoo machine these days. A tattoo machine is 

a handheld electric instrument that 

uses a tube and needle system. On 

one end is a sterilized needle, which 

is attached to tubes that contain ink. 

A foot switch is used to turn on the 

machine, which moves the needle in 

and out while driving the ink about 

1/8 inch (about 3 millimeters) into your skin. 

 Most tattoo artists know how deep to drive the needle into 

your skin, not going deep enough will produce a ragged tattoo, 

and going too deep can cause bleeding and intense pain. Getting 

a tattoo can take several hours, depending on the size and design 

chosen. 

Does It Hurt to Get a Tattoo? 

 Getting a tattoo can hurt, but the level of pain can vary. 

Because getting a tattoo involves being stuck multiple times with 

a needle, it can feel like getting a bunch of shots or being stung 

by a hornet multiple times. Some people describe the tattoo sen-

sation as ―tingling‖. It all depends on your pain threshold, how 

good the person wielding to the tattoo machine is, and where 

exactly on your body you‘re getting the tattoo. Also, keep in 

mind that you‘ll probably bleed a little. 

If You're Thinking About It 

 If you‘re thinking about getting a tattoo, there is one very 

important thing you have to keep in mind - getting it done safely. 

Although it might look a whole lot cooler than a big scab, a new 

tattoo is also a wound. Like any other slice, scrape, puncture, cut, 

or penetration to your skin, a tattoo is at risk for infections and 

diseases. 

 First, make sure you‘re up to date with your immuniza-

tions (especially hepatitis and tetanus shots) and plan where 

you‘ll get medical care if your tattoo becomes infected (signs of 

infection include excessive redness or tenderness around the tat-

too, prolonged bleeding, pus, or changes in your skin color 

around the tattoo). 

 If you have a medical problem such as heart disease, aller-

gies, diabetes, skin disorders, a condition that affects your im-

mune system, or infections, ask your doctor if there are any spe-

cial concerns you should have or precautions you 

should take beforehand. Also, if you‘re prone 

to getting keloids (an overgrowth of scar tis-

sue in the area of the wound), it's probably 

best to avoid getting a tattoo altogether.  

Avoiding Infection 

 It‘s very important to make sure the tattoo studio is clean 

and safe, and that all equipment used is disposable (in the case of 

needles, gloves, masks, etc.) and sterilized (everything else). 

Some states, cities, and communities set up standards for tattoo 

studios, but others don‘t.  

 Professional studios usually take pride in their cleanliness. 

Here are some things to check for : 

 Make sure the tattoo studio has an autoclave (a device that 

uses steam, pressure, and heat for sterilization). You should be 

allowed to watch as equipment is sterilized in the autoclave. 

 Check that the tattoo artist is a licensed practitioner. If so, the 

tattoo artist should be able to provide you with references. 

 Be sure that the tattoo studio follows the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration‘s Uni-

versal Precautions. These are reg-

ulations that outline procedures to 

be followed when dealing with 

bodily fluids (in this case, blood) 

 If the studio looks unclean, if any-

thing looks out of the ordinary, or 

if you feel in any way uncomforta-

ble, find a better place to get your tattoo. 

Taking Care of a Tattoo 

 The last step in getting a tattoo (which is very important) 

is  taking care of the tattoo until it heals completely. Follow all 

the instructions the studio gives you to take care of your tattoo 

and to make sure it heals properly. Also, keep in mind that it's 

very important to call your doctor right away if you see or feel 

any signs of infection such as pain, spreading redness, swelling, 

or drainage of pus. To make sure your tattoo heals properly: 

 Keep a bandage on the area for up to 24 hours. 

 Avoid touching the tattooed area and don‘t pick at any scabs 

that may form. 

 Wash the tattoo with an antibacterial soap. 

 If you don‘t have an allergy to antibiotic ointment, rub some 

into the tattoo. Don‘t use petroleum jelly because it may cause 

the tattoo to fade. 

 Put an ice pack on the tattooed area if you see any redness or 

swelling. 

 Try not to get the tattoo wet until it fully heals. Stay away 

from pools, hot tubs, or long, hot baths. Keep your tattoo away 

Ooo… Tale of Tattoo 
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Brain Drain is the emigration of technically skilled peo-

ple from one country to another country. Brain drain can have 

many reasons, for example: political instability of a nation, lack 

of opportunities, health risks, personal conflicts, etc. It can also 

be named as Human Capital Flight because it resembles the 

case of capital flight, in which mass migration of financial capital 

is involved. Many Developing countries like India, Pakistan are 

facing the problems of brain-drain. 

It is actually become a problem and a subject of worry. 

Unemployment, population explosion and corrupt political sys-

tems are main reasons for migration of skilled workers from In-

dia. In countries like India, Pak and Bangladesh;  graduates, post 

graduates, experienced and skilled 

professionals are not getting enough 

opportunities to develop and succeed. 

With dreams of development these 

professionals leave their native coun-

try in search of better future. This 

brain-drain is a great loss to these 

developing countries, to their mother 

land. 

Brain drains cause countries 

to lose valuable professionals. The 

term is usually used to describe the 

departure of doctors, scientists, engineers of financial profession-

als. When these people leave, their country is harmed in two 

ways. First, expertise is lost with each emigrant, diminishing 

supply of that profession. Second, the country‘s economy is 

harmed as each professional represents surplus spending units. 

Professionals earn large salaries, so their departure removes sig-

nificant consumer spending from the country. 

The biggest benefit of brain drain is that all those indi-

vidual brains will get the opportunity to nurture in another at-

mosphere where they get more support as well as have more 

freedom to boom and this is why they leave. But it will be a great 

loss to that particular country after moving all individuals 

(intelligent) to other countries. In under developed and develop-

ing countries, for example India, 70% students think that there 

are much better opportunities outside India to work but they for-

get that this act actually is effecting the per capita income and 

hence the national income. Indians, especially the Youth, has to 

understand that today India is no less than any other country in 

the world. India has made drastic advancement in all spheres, be 

it science and tech (astronauts like Kalpana Chawla) education, 

entertainment (Bollywood) and employment. Then why do we 

need to go out of this wonderful nation and work under the em-

ployer of another nation who does not 

even know Indian culture and beauty? 

―We don’t have to go and eat at our 

neighbors when our mom cooks such 

delicious food”. Just we need to 

search a little more and should be em-

ployable, according to our capabilities 

and India will be the golden bird of 

our dreams once again. 

  It is very important to stop the 

phenomena of brain drain. This will 

help a particular country to use all 

local skilled citizens for development and proliferation. But to 

help these skilled persons at their native places, it is also im-

portant to provide them enough work opportunities and living 

facilities. 

 For this purpose, developed nations should help develop-

ing countries with necessary financial and other resources.  So 

that each and every human of this planet can have good standard 

of living and each and every nation can introduce itself as a de-

veloped nation. 

— Pragathi. P, B081965, CSE 

RGUKT, Basar 

from the sun until it's fully healed. 

  Even after it‘s fully healed, a tattoo is more susceptible to the 

sun's rays, so it‘s a good idea to always keep it protected from 

direct sunlight. 

What Are the Risks? 

 Tattoos breach the skin, which means 

that skin infections and other complications 

are possible. Specific risks include: 

Allergic reactions: Tattoo dyes - especially 

red, green, yellow and blue dyes, can cause 

allergic skin reactions, such as an itchy rash at 

the tattoo site. This can occur even years after 

you get the tattoo. 

Skin infections: A skin infection, which might cause redness, 

swelling, pain is possible after tattooing. 

Other skin problems: Sometimes bumps called granulomas form 

around tattoo ink. 

 Tattooing can also lead to keloids i.e., raised areas caused 

by an overgrowth of scar tissue. 

 Some people may have allergic reac-

tions to the tattoo ink. And if you already have 

a skin condition such as eczema, you may 

have flare-ups as a result of the tattoo. 

 Serious complications can result if you 

attempt to do a tattoo yourself, have a friend 

do it for you, or have it done in any clean en-

vironment. Because tattooing involves injec-

tions under the skin, viruses such as HIV and 

hepatitis B and C can be transferred into your body if proper pre-

cautions aren't followed. 

— Sai Varun. K, B092179, ECE, E2 

Happy Ache to Mother — Brain Drain 
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The various effects of climate change pose risks that 

increase with global warming (i.e., increase in the Earth‘s global 

mean temperature). 

 The effects of global warming are the ecological and so-

cial changes caused by the rise in global temperatures. Evidence 

of climate change includes the instrumental temperature record, 

rising sea levels, and decreased snow cover in the Northern Hem-

isphere. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), most of the observed increase in global average 

temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the 

observed increase in human greenhouse gas 

concentrations. Projections of future cli-

mate change suggest further global 

warming, sea level rise and an increase 

in the frequency of some extreme 

weather events. The future level of glob-

al warming is uncertain, but a wide range 

of estimates have been made. 

 The IPCC‘s ―SRES (Special Report on 

Emissions Scenarios)‖ scenarios have been fre-

quently used to make projections of future climate 

change. The SRES scenarios are ―baseline‖ scenarios, 

which mean that they do not take into account any current 

or future measures to limit greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-

sions. Emissions projections of the SRES scenarios are 

broadly comparable in range to the baseline emis-

sions scenarios that have been developed by the 

scientific community. The range in tempera-

ture projections partly reflects the different 

choice of emissions scenario. Different 

scenarios make different assumptions of 

future social and economic develop-

ment (e.g., economic growth, popula-

tion level, energy policies), which in 

turn affects projections of GHG emis-

sions. The range also reflects uncertainty 

in the response of the climate system to past and future GHG 

emissions. The projected rate of warming under these scenarios 

would very likely be without precedent during at least the last 

10,000 years. 

 The most recent warm period comparable to these projec-

tions was the mid-Pliocene, around 3 million years ago. At that 

time, models suggest that mean global temperatures were about 2

–3 °C warmer than pre-industrial temperatures. Human activities 

have contributed to a number of the observed changes in climate. 

This contribution has principally been through the burning of 

fossil fuels, which has led to an increase in the concentration of 

GHGs in the atmosphere. Another human influence on the cli-

mate are sulphur dioxide emissions, which are a precursor to the 

formation of sulphate aerosols in the atmosphere. The probability 

of warming having unforeseen consequences increases with the 

rate, magnitude, and duration of climate change. The effect of 

human activities on the climate system can be measured by radi-

oactive forcing: Energy is constantly flowing into the atmosphere 

in the form of sunlight that always shines on half of the Earth's 

surface. Some of this sunlight is reflected back to space and the 

rest is absorbed by the planet. Some energy from the Earth is also 

radiated back out into space as invisible infrared light. Radioac-

tive forcing is a measure of the energy flowing into the Earth-

atmosphere system, minus the energy flowing out. A positive 

radioactive forcing will tend to warm the climate, while a nega-

tive forcing will tend to cool the climate.  Anthropogenic forcing 

of the climate has likely contributed to a number of observed 

changes, including sea level rise, changes in climate extremes 

(such as warm and cold days), declines in 

Arctic sea ice extent, and to glacier re-

treat. 

Observations show that there have been 

changes in weather. As climate changes, 

the probabilities of certain types of 

weather events are affected. 

Changes have been observed in the amount, 

intensity, frequency, and type of precipitation. 

Widespread increases in heavy precipitation have 

occurred, even in places where total rain amounts have 

decreased. Projections of future changes in precipitation 

show overall increases in the global average, but with sub-

stantial shifts in where and how precipitation falls. Also, 

increased extremes of summer dryness and winter wet-

ness are projected for much of the globe, meaning a 

generally greater risk of droughts and floods. 

Climate models tend to project increasing 

precipitation at high latitudes and in the 

tropics and decreasing precipitation in the 

sub-tropics. Using the Palmer Drought 

Severity Index, a 2010 study by the Na-

tional Centre for Atmospheric Research 

projects increasingly dry conditions 

across much of the globe in the next 30 

years, possibly reaching a scale in some regions by the end of the 

century that has rarely, if ever, been observed in modern times. 

 Global warming is projected to have a number of effects 

on the oceans. On-going effects include rising sea levels due to 

thermal expansion and melting of glaciers and ice sheets, and 

warming of the ocean surface, leading to increased temperature 

stratification. Other possible effects include large-scale changes 

in ocean circulation. About one-third of the carbon dioxide emit-

ted by human activity has already been taken up by the oceans. 

As carbon dioxide dissolves in sea water, carbonic acid is 

formed, which has the effect of acidifying the ocean, measured as 

a change in pH. The uptake of human carbon emissions since the 

year 1750 has led to an average decrease in pH of 0.1 units. Pro-

jections using the SRES emissions scenarios suggest a further 

reduction in average global surface ocean pH of between 0.14 

and 0.35 units over the 21st century. 

 

―Cool Me Please...‖, Cries Our Earth 
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Regional effects of global warming vary in nature. 

Some are the result of a generalized global change, such as rising 

temperature, resulting in local effects, such as melting ice. In 

other cases, a change may be related to a change in a particular 

ocean current or weather system. In such cases, the regional ef-

fect may be disproportionate and will not necessarily follow the 

global trend. There are three major 

ways in which global warming will 

make changes to regional climate: 

melting or forming ice, changing the 

hydrological cycle (of evaporation 

and precipitation) and changing cur-

rents in the oceans and air flows in 

the atmosphere. The coast can also be 

considered a region, and will suffer 

severe impacts from sea level rise. 

Projections of future climate changes 

at the regional scale do not hold as 

high a level of scientific confidence 

as projections made at the global 

scale. It is, however, expected that 

future warming will follow a similar 

geographical pattern to that seen already, with greatest warming 

over land and high northern latitudes. The Arctic, Africa, small 

islands and Asian mega deltas are regions that are likely to be 

especially affected by climate change. Adverse impacts of cli-

mate change are expected to fall disproportionately upon devel-

oping countries. Within other areas, even those with high in-

comes, some people can be particularly at risk from climate 

change, such as the poor, young children and the elderly. With 

very high confidence, Confalonieri etal concluded that economic 

development was an important component of possible adaptation 

to climate change. Economic growth on its own, however, was 

not judged to be sufficient to insulate the world's population from 

disease and injury due to climate change. 

 Future vulnerability to climate change will depend not 

only on the extent of social and economic change, but also on 

how the benefits and costs of change 

are distributed in society. For example, 

in the 19th century, rapid urbanization 

in Western Europe leads to a plummet-

ing in population health. Other factors 

important in determining the health of 

populations include education, the 

availability of health services, and pub-

lic-health infrastructure. With high 

confidence, Confalonieri etal. Project-

ed that climate change would increase 

cardiorespiratory morbidity and mor-

tality associated with ground-level 

ozone. Ground-level ozone is both 

naturally occurring and is the primary 

constituent of urban smog. Ozone in 

smog is formed through chemical reac-

tions involving nitrogen oxides and other compounds. The reac-

tion is a photochemical reaction, meaning that it involves electro-

magnetic radiation, and occurs in the presence of bright sunshine 

and high temperatures. Exposure to elevated concentrations of 

ozone is associated with increased hospital admissions for pneu-

monia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, allergic 

rhinitis and other respiratory diseases, and with premature mor-

tality. 

— Raja Shekhar. B, B111611, P-2 

100
th

 Mission of  ISRO 

 Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO), had 

crossed one more landmark. It recently accomplished it‘s 

100th mission. ISRO had launched it‘s polar satellite 

launching vehicle, PSLV C-21, after a count down of  51 

hours, into air on 9th September of 2012. PSLV C-21 put 

a French earth observation satellite, SPOT 6, the heaviest 

satellite launched by PSLV for a foreign country till now, 

and a Japanese micro satellite, PROITERES, into the 

orbit of 655 km from the Earth‘s surface. This historic 

event took place at Satish Dhawan Space Centre, Sri-

harikota, under the witness of Prime Minister Manmohan 

Singh. 

 ISRO was Established in 1969, to start up India‘s 

journey towards space. It built the first Indian satellite, 

Aryabhatta in 1975. It was launched by Soviet Union. 

From 1975- 2012, in this short span, ISRO successfully 

achieved 100th mission milestone. This includes launch 

of 62 satellites and 38 rockets. Till now, India inducted 

28 foreign satellites into space. 

— Amarender. B, B081707, ECE, E3 
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 James Watson and Francis Crick did not 

discover DNA. That honor goes to Swiss 

biochemist Friedrich Miescher, who in 

1869 found the molecule in the nuclei of 

white blood cells and called it nuclein. 

 If uncoiled, the DNA in all the cells in 

your body would stretch 10 billion 

miles—from here to 

Pluto and back. 

 Phosphorus is a key 

component of DNA, but 

late last year a team of 

NASA scientists pub-

lished a controversial 

study reporting that they had found a 

bacterium that could use Arsenic in-

stead. 

 Most of that DNA resides not in the cell 

nuclei, which control heredity, but in 

our mitochondria, the organelles (units 

within cells) that generate metabolic 

energy. 

 Ice is a lattice of tetrahedral bonded mol-

ecules that contain a lot of empty space. 

That‘s why it floats. 

 Hair on your skin can hold water drop-

lets too. A hairy leg may get sunburned 

more quickly than a shaved one. 

 Good gardeners know not to water 

plants during the day. Droplets clinging 

to the leaves can act 

as little magnifying 

glasses, focusing 

sunlight and causing 

the plants to burn. 

 Light would take  

0.13 seconds to travel around the Earth. 

 Even travelling at the speed of light, it 

would take 2 million years to reach the 

nearest large galaxy, Andromeda. 

 Diamonds are the Afghanistan of gem-

stones: Any entering photon quickly gets 

bogged down. It takes a lot of pinging 

back and forth in a thicket of carbon 

atoms to find an exit. This action is what 

gives diamonds their dazzling sparkle. 

 Shoot now: The golden hour, just after 

sunrise and before sunset, produces the 

prettiest shadows and colors for photo-

graphs. 

 Snow is a mineral, just like diamonds 

and salt. 

 Freshly fallen snow is 

typically 90 to 95 per-

cent air, which is what 

makes it such a good 

thermal insulator. 

 Polar Bears are nearly 

undetectable by infrared cameras, due to 

their transparent fur. 

 Due to our increasing passion for skiing 

and snowmobiling, avalanche fatalities 

in the United States have risen sharply in 

the last 50 years. About 270 people have 

died that way in the past decade. 

 Nobel nominees are never announced, 

and all records are sealed for 50 years. 

 Only 11 women have won science No-

bel's out of the 508 

awarded in the 

fields of physics, 

chemistry, and 

physiology or 

medicine. One of 

the 11—Marie Cu-

rie—won it twice, for 

physics in 1903 and chemistry in 1911. 

Her daughter Irene Joliot-Curie earned 

the chemistry prize in 1935.  

 Lack of oxygen in the blood is what 

would kill you, but it would take about 

two minutes. 

 Without the colon‘s marvelous ability to 

recover bodily fluids, animals could not 

survive on dry land. 

 7A 2001 study showed that astronauts 

who snored on Earth snoozed silently in 

space. 

 Astronauts cannot belch – there is no 

gravity to sepa-

rate liquid from 

gas in their stom-

achs. 

 If you are ever 

exposed to the 

vacuum of space 

without a suit on, don‘t hold your breath: 

Sudden decompression would cause 

your lungs to rupture. 

 There are 62,000 miles of blood vessels 

in the human body – laid end to  end 

they would circle the earth 2.5 times. 

 Your stomach‘s primary digestive juice, 

hydrochloric acid, can dissolve metal, 

but plastic toys that go down the hatch 

will come out the other end as good as 

new.  

 A thimbleful of a neu-

tron star would weigh 

over 100 million tons. 

 A typical hurricane pro-

duces the energy equiv-

alent of 8,000 one meg-

aton bombs. 

 Butterflies taste with their hind feet, and 

their taste sensation works on touch – 

this allows them to determine whether a 

leaf is edible or not. 

 Males produce one thousand sperm cells 

each second – 86 million each day. 

 On the day that Alexander Graham Bell 

was buried, the entire US telephone sys-

tem was shut down for 1 minute in trib-

ute. 

 One million, million, million, million, 

millionth of a second after the Big Bang 

the Universe was the size of a …pea. 

 Bees, birds, and liz-

ards have eyes that 

pick up ultraviolet. 

 Goldfish can see 

infrared radiation 

that is invisible to us.  

 A six-year study of a million adults 

showed that people who get only six to 

seven hours of sleep a night have a low-

er death rate than those who get eight 

hours. 

 The world‘s most accurate clock, at the 

National Institute of Standards and 

Technology in Colorado, measures vi-

brations of a single atom of mercury. In 

a billion years it will not lose one se-

cond. 

— Sunitha.D, B091003, ECE, E3 
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 A fluorescent lamp or fluorescent tube is a gas discharge 

lamp that uses electricity to excite mercury vapor. The excited 

mercury atoms produce shortwave ultraviolet light that then 

causes a phosphor to fluoresce, producing visible light. A fluo-

rescent lamp converts electrical power into useful light more 

efficiently than an incandescent lamp. 

Principles of operation: 

 The fundamental means for conversion of electrical ener-

gy into radiant in a fluorescent lamp relies on inelastic scattering 

of electrons. An incident electron collides with an atom in the 

gas. 

 If the free electron has enough kinetic energy, it transfers 

energy to the atom‘s outer electron, causing that electron to tem-

porarily jump up to a higher 

energy level. The collision 

is ‗inelastic‘ because a loss 

of kinetic energy occurs. 

 This higher energy 

state is unstable, and the 

atom will emit an ultraviolet 

photon as the atom‘s elec-

tron reverts to a lower, more 

stable, energy level. Most of the photons that are released from 

the mercury atoms have wavelengths in the ultraviolet (UV) re-

gion of the spectrum, predominantly at wavelengths of 253.7 and 

185 nanometers (nm). These are not visible to the human eye, so 

they must be converted into visible light. This is done by making 

use of fluorescence. Ultraviolet photons are absorbed by elec-

trons in the atoms of the lamp‘s interior fluorescent coating, 

causing a similar energy jump, then drop, with emission of a fur-

ther photon. The photon that is emitted from this second interac-

tion has a lower energy than the one that caused it. The chemi-

cals that make up the phosphor are chosen so that these emitted 

photons are at wavelengths visible to the human eye. The differ-

ence in energy between the 

absorbed ultraviolet photon and 

the emitted visible light photon 

goes toward heating up the 

phosphor coating. When the 

light is turned on, the electric 

power heats up the cathode 

enough for it to emit electrons 

(thermionic emission). These 

electrons collide with and ionize noble gas atoms inside the bulb 

surrounding the filament to form a plasma by the process of im-

pact ionization. As a result of avalanche ionization, the conduc-

tivity of the ionized gas rapidly rises, allowing higher currents to 

flow through the lamp. The fill gas helps determine the operating 

electrical characteristics of the lamp, but does not give off light 

itself. The fill gas effectively increases the distance that electrons 

travel through the tube, which allows an electron a greater 

chance of interacting with a mercury atom. Argon atoms, excited 

to a metastable state by impact of an electron, can impart this 

energy to a neutral mercury atom and ionize it, described as the 

Penning effect. This has the benefit of lowering the breakdown 

and operating voltage of the lamp, compared to other possible fill 

gases such as krypton. 

— Naga Sahithya. N, B082161,ECE, E3 

Ozone has been used to purify water since 1893 and is 

used in several large municipal water treatment facilities in the 

United States (this method is even more prevalent in Europe). 

The first documented use of ozone in a municipal system was in 

Nice, France in 1906. Nice still uses an updated version of this 

system today. 

What are Ozone Water Purifiers? 

A home based system is very similar to those used in 

municipalities except on a far smaller scale. They are systems 

that include a recirculation pump, an ozone generator, a water 

recycling tank, and an ozone line vent. Ozone drinking water 

purifiers are generally located at the water intake point for the 

home between the intake and the storage tank. This allows all 

water coming into the house to be disinfected before it reaches 

the storage chamber. This is important because any microbes that 

make their way into the standing water in the storage tank will 

multiply rapidly. 

How Do They Work? 

The ozone system works by infusing incoming water 

with highly reactive ozone molecules. The system starts with an 

ozone generator chamber where a high intensity Ultraviolet (UV) 

light is used to break the bonds of oxygen molecules and create 

the unstable ozone molecule. The ozone air is forced into through 

the generator chamber into the recycling 

tank. Once the ozone enters the water, it 

oxidizes biological components including 

almost all bacteria and viruses. It also 

bonds with many dissolved minerals, caus-

ing them to precipitate to the bottom of 

standing water. Ozone has been found to 

effectively remove 99% of all biological 

pathogens including Giardia and Cryptos-

poridium. It also is effective at removing 

iron and manganese as well as freeing up chlorine to kill even 

more microbes if used in a multiple step system. The ozone has a 

half-life of only a few minutes, so after it has purified the water 

any remaining molecules break down into standard oxygen. This 

creates an environment that highly oxygenates the water. 

— Sowmya Mojarla, B082171, ECE, E3 
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Increase Ur Battery Life Span 

 EXTENSIVE USE of laptops has revolutionized our 

studying culture. With every 

passing day, our dependency 

on laptop is increasing fast. So 

it is paramount for laptop users 

to make sure they use their 

laptop batteries to the fullest and also achieve the highest per-

formance in the process. 

 Here are top 10 tips to enhance your battery throughput 

and also increase its overall lifespan: 

1. IIITians Point: Always use your laptop like a mobile. Nev-

er use it by connecting it directly to an AC power outlet. 

Then your laptop will work fine even after years of use. 

2. Power management features: Our body feels energetic 

after a good sleep. The same applies for your laptop too. 

You can keep your laptop in ―sleep‖ mode whenever you 

are not working. Use the ‗power management‘ feature of 

‗windows‘ from the ‗control panel‘ to utilize this feature.  

3. Screen brightness adjustment: The brightness level of the 

screen also decides the life of the battery. It is very com-

mon that we forget to adjust the brightness while working 

which consumes more battery. Set your brightness to a 

lower level when working on battery backup to enhance 

the backup time and performance. 

4. Optimize graphics: Do we actually require fancy graphic 

drivers all the time? The power utilized by graphics cards 

is almost equal to hard drives. Therefore you can under-

stand how much power they use. 

5. External peripherals: Disconnect the peripherals like 

printers, scanners, USB drives, etc. when not in use to save 

the power. 

6. Check adapter voltage: Always check the voltage of your 

adaptor and make sure that you are not using AC adaptor 

with an incorrect voltage.  

7. Less utilization of CD and DVD drives: Do not keep a disk 

in the drive all the time. They utilize power which can de-

crease the life of battery. 

8. Remove battery: If you are not going to use your laptop for 

some days then it is always better to remove the battery 

from the laptop and store it separately. 

9. Disable wireless card when not in use: Always disable 

your wireless card when it is not in use to avoid battery 

from draining out unnecessarily. 

10. Avoid undue heat: Do not keep your laptop in a closed car 

or under direct sunlight. It kills the life of the battery. 

— Phaneendra. P, B092948, ME, E2 

Photo Printer in Ur Pocket 

 LG has unveiled a new addition to their printer range with 

the launch of LG Pocket Photo 

Printer, which has been de-

signed to provide a portable 

printing solution to customers. 

 It is capable of printing 

2x3 inch prints without the 

need to use conventional and 

ink supplies. It uses Zink paper which is activated by heat as it rolls 

through the printer, requiring no ink reservoirs.  

Monitor2go 
 Monitor2go, portable 15.6 inch Display designed for Tab-

lets. Monitor2go allows you to attach your tablet to the underside 

of the display as in the picture and offers choice between either a 

1366 x 768 or 1600 x 900 pixel screen. 

 It can also be connected to a PC using an HDMI or USB 

connection, allowing you to use it as a second display if required, 

and Monitor2go includes a slide-in slot for the iPod 2 or iPod 3, 

making it perfect for iOS 6 devices. 

Blue Ray Players 
 In 2012, Blue Ray players are slowly replac-

ing the old DVD Players. Since it has the larger 

memory space, Long battery life and good sounding 

system, it will take over the DVD players. 

Its features are: 

 Video streaming 

 BD-Live 

 Wi-Fi 

 3D capability 

 DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance) 

 A/V connections 

 Disc capacity 

 Connections and memory-card slots 

— Sandeep. R, B083245, CSE, E3 
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 Some people say that Google secretly owns the internet; 

but, Google has put its efforts in proving it right. The search gi-

ant recently added a list of salient features to its ever burgeoning 

list of facilities. Let’s check out some recently added features: 

 1. Calculator : The search giant recently added a scien-

tific calculator in its list of 

features, which is useful 

for quick calculations. The 

calculator gives users the 

ability to do everything 

from arithmetic to trigono-

metric calculations. To 

access this calculator, you 

just have to type ―Calculator‖ in the Google Search Box and go 

on. 

  2. Convertor: Just as Calculator, Google has made user 

friendly Convertor. If 

you just get struck at 

any problem in the 

exams while convert-

ing, then just type 

―Online Convertor‖ 

in Google Search Box to get basic conversions of some physical 

quantities. 

 3. Speech Recognition : Meet Dictation, a speech recog-

nition app powered by Chrome itself but one that is not limited to 

text boxes. Here‘s a quick getting started guide: 

 Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + Shift +. (Period) or click the 

big microphone icon to activate dictation mode and talk. 

 If you make a mistake, or if Chrome makes an error in tran-

scription, simply click the incorrect word and edit it inline. 

 You can say ―new line‖ to insert a new line or ―delete every-

thing‖ to make a fresh start. 

 Dictation requires the Google Chrome browser. The full 

source code is available at ctrlq.org (For programmer to develop 

their kind of ‗Dictation‘) and what follows is a brief video demo. 

 4. Google Play: As many of our IIITians own android 

phones, they may find this update very important as this Google 

Play is nothing but an updated version of ―Android Market‖. So,  

better get a view on it to get new Apps next time on. 

 5. Google Panda: Google Panda, which was initially 

launched in February 2011, is aimed to lower the ranks of low 

quality websites and list high quality sites close to the top of the 

search results. It is useful in keeping fake sites at bay from the 

users.         

 

— Phaneendra. P, B092948, ME, E2 

 The estimated 2 billion people in the world, who lack ac-

cess to basic health care may be heart-

ened to hear about a 17-year-old girl 

from New Jersey who invented an 

inexpensive and portable electrocardi-

ogram that transmits data via cellular 

networks. 

 An electrocardiogram, also 

called EKG or ECG, is a routine test 

run at hospitals around the world that 

records the hearts electrical activity. Electrical signals set the 

rhythm for the heartbeat. Doctors look at the readout of an EKG 

to determine heart health. 

 The problem is that the medical equipment typically used 

to perform the test is expensive and 

bulky, making it impractical for 

people who lack money and access 

to hospitals. 

 Even the growing field of 

telemedicine, which allows doctors 

to examine patients remotely via 

computers and the Internet, is im-

practical for many people in devel-

oping countries who need health 

care the most, according to Catherine Wong, who invented the 

portable EKG test. 

  In fact, in India today, more people have access to cell-

phones than have access to toi-

lets. 

 Wong worked with her 

high school physics teacher to 

understand the electrical engi-

neering and Java programming 

components needed to build a prototype EKG that connects to a 

cellphone via Bluetooth. The heartbeat rhythm is displayed on 

the cellphone screen, thanks to a Java applet. 

 The data is sent to an offsite doctor for analysis.  

 The implications for this are huge, Wong said. The proto-

type successfully showed that it is possible to make a fully cell-

phone compatible EKG prototype. For patients in third world 

countries, the device puts the possibility of examination in the 

hands of almost any cellphone owner. 

 Wong‘s device was also a finalist in the second annual 

Google Science Fair. Top honors there went to Brittany Wenger 

for an artificial brain that detects breast cancer. If these innova-

tions from tomorrow‘s leaders continue a pace, our future health 

care looks to be get in good hands. 

 

— Vishal. V, B092631, ECE, E2 

Heart Exam for Cellphone 
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Film: Life is Beautiful  

Director & Producer: Shekhar Kammula 

Cast: Shriya Saran, Anjala Zaveri, Amala Akkineni, Shagun Kaur, Zara  

hah, Rashmi, Abhijeet Duddala, Sudhakar Komakula and Kaushik 

My Rating: 3.5/5  

 Life is beautiful is as beautiful as cool eve of rainy season, as 

cute as a little girl‘s dimple smile, as enthusiastic as guys playing street 

cricket, as romantic as a beautiful Telugu girl wearing a half saree and 

mostly as sensible as a typical Shekhar Khammula movie. 

 Each and every scene portraits the flavour of Shekhar Kammu-

la‘s delightful thoughts. The six lead roles suited aptly 

for thier characters. Sriya did a wonderful role of her 

lifetime pairing up with Abhi. When you come out of 

theater, the guy you will think about was Nagaraj 

(Sudhakar), who played a role of uneducated yet tal-

ented young fellow speaking Telangaana accent, en-

tertained immensely throughout the film. Some dia-

logues like ―endi nu nagaraju ke no cheptanava, 

emankuntanav asal...na yenka enta mandi gold phase porilu paddaro 

telsa…‖ were applauded greatly by the audience. Amala had a great 

comeback reaching expectations of fans, did a sensible job in fulfilling 

the role of a middleclass mother. Anjala Javeri is a treat to watch on 

screen. Scenes involving Srinu (Abhijit) and Satya (Shagun Kaur) are 

very natural and romantic. Last but not least the roles of two sisters of 

Srinu had a great influence on the story line which carried the emotional 

side of the movie. The little girl‘s scene at school telling about her moth-

er is heart touching and surely I can bet that a person with heart will 

definitely have tears listening to little girl saying ―amma gurthoste naku 

edupostundi kaani nen edavanu endukante ma amma edvoddani chep-

pindi...‖ Background score synchronized wonderfully throughout the 

film which carried each and every emotion of the film. Mickey J. Meyer, 

Shekhar Khammula deserves a standing ovation. 

Plot: A typical middle class guy named Srinu forced to shift to Hyder-

abad‘s Sunshine Valley for one year by his mother (Amala) with no 

reasons explained, along with his two sisters to his uncle‘s house. One 

of the sisters studying intermediate and the other one a pretty small girl 

studying nursery. With in a short span of time, Srinu had friendship with 

Nagaraj who speaks Telagaana accent and Abhi ,an intelligent guy. The 

first half includes the quarrel between the Gold Phase guys (rich people) 

of Sunshine Valley with B-Phase guys (middle class). Second half car-

ried the emotional part and love stories of three 

friends, Srinu, Abhi, Nagaraj with Satya, Paaru (Sriya) 

and Maha Lakshmi (Zara Shah) respectively. During 

the course of one year, lot many things change and 

Srinu knows the fact that his mother is suffering from 

cancer. How the love birds united and what happened 

in their lives can only be understood when we watch 

movie on screen.  

Positives: Direction was fantastic, songs synchronized with subject, new 

faces charmed effectively. Amala had a great comeback. The lead role 

played by Abhijeet (Srinu) was up to the mark. 

Negatives: The length of the movie was 2 hr 48 min, which is little too 

much for the context. It would‘ve been better if it is under 2 hr 30 min. 

 Finally its a must watch movie for a youngster. Its among the 

few movies which can entertain all the ages of the family. Go with your 

family on weekend everybody will give a super like:) 

— Rashmi Mayur Koyyada, B081017, CSE , E3 

(Movie viewed at Vijay Theater , NZB) 

 Long before the release, we all knew the wafer-thin storyline — 

the villain murders the hero, who gets re-incarnated as a housefly and 

has his revenge. The question remains, will it manage to hold our atten-

tion as a full-length feature film? Eega manages to do a lot more than 

that.  

 S.S. Rajamouli is completely in control of his team, his narrative 

style and his vision. He proves, yet again, that he is one 

of the finest storytellers in the contemporary Telugu 

cinema. He is aided by an equally talented team that 

helps give form to a movie that could have become gim-

micky and shallow. Eega raises the bar for visual effects 

and animation for an Indian film. For the urban Indian 

audience that is continuously fed on Hollywood films 

that are high on visual appeal with cutting edge comput-

er graphics, Eega shows what Indian filmmakers and production houses 

are capable of, at budgets much lower than that of Hollywood. 

 Nani (actor Nani makes his mark in a breezy guest appearance) 

is the quintessential guy-next-door who pursues Bindu (Samantha) for 

two years, unfalteringly, to win her love. She leads him on, plays hard to 

get and their love story unfolds at a leisurely pace, only to be jolted by 

the wicked businessman Sudeep (Kannada actor Sudeep), who will have 

none come in between him and the woman he eyes. Bindu broods over 

Nani and cherishes his memories while Nani gets reincarnated as the 

Eega. The housefly wants Sudeep‘s blood. But he can only do so much 

as annoyingly buzz around Sudeep, spoil his sleep, make him lose focus 

on road, land him in an accident and ultimately make him lose his peace 

of mind. To take on his might, the fly needs to do much more. What 

follows is a roller coaster ride of fun, revenge and ingenuity.  

 Bindu‘s talent as a micro artist comes to fore. Saying anything 

more will give away the surprises in the film. Sudeep, a near stranger to 

Telugu cinema, is a perfect match for the animated Eega. He is menac-

ing, annoying and has impeccable comic timing. Only an actor of caliber 

could have pulled off a role that called for emoting with 

an imaginary Eega. Remember that the Eega was added 

to the frames with the computer graphics after the visu-

als were shot. Sudeep can keep a few empty shelves 

ready in his abode to accommodate all the awards he is 

poised to win the coming year. Samantha blooms in the 

role given to her. Long after she played Jessy, she gets 

a role with scope for performance. And how can we 

forget the inimitable Eega? Half way into the film, Rajamouli nudges 

even the most pragmatic among us into looking at the Eega, as a charac-

ter with emotions than a work of computer graphics.  

 The audience cheers, claps and whistles away as the Eega lifts 

weights, wears goggles and even goes out on a date. Eega is the work of 

a good team. M.M. Keeravani‘s music score stands out with the melodi-

ous songs sharply contrasted by the background score, which seamlessly 

moves from sober to playful to pulsating. Senthil Kumar‘s cinematog-

raphy is an asset. The film needs a fine eye for detail and Senthil‘s cam-

era does a terrific job. If you look for faults, you will find them. Eega is 

not a perfect film. Rajamouli gets indulgent and towards the latter half, 

the revenge saga gets a tad longer than necessary. 

— Anurag Srivathsav. M, B083241, CE, E3 
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తెలుగు కి తెగులు  
      — ఆంగి రదేశ్ 

 చంఔలో నలుతు న ట్టి ఔుతు ఊరంణా య తికూనట్టు  మన ణెలుఖు యరు అతేదిఔ వరామాల ఔయౌగిన మన మాతిపాషలోతు థాలనఽ వథియౌన ట్టి  
రపాయౖ భయణణాాతున కొనయగించడం ఎంత వరఔు సమంజసం. మాట్ లాాడేట్ుపడె సఽధాయాసంగ ఉంట్టందధే ఔక ఉథేేశంణో అంథిన మాట్ 
థ రఔబుచఽచకొతు మాట్ాు డట్ం ణెలుఖు రజాతూకతుకూ బాగ అలయట్ట అబతృోబంథి. ణెలుఖులో మాట్లు లేయ? కైవలం వరామాల మాతరఫే ఉంథా? 
మాట్లు లేఔుండాధే దరబాే ల తరబడు పాష చలామణి అవుతేంథా? అవుతేంథి అనఽఔుంట్ే అథి కైవలం అతృో హ మాతరఫే. థాలు లేఔుండాధే 
అసంకాేఔఫ ైన యళితీ సంద ణెలుఖు యభి యొ తేే  అబంథా? పాషలో బో లెడె థాలు ఉధానబ, కైవలం అనే పాయౖ రపావం వలు ధే థాగి ఉనన 
సంద  దభి చేరలేఔ తోృ తేంథి. 
 ఈ ఔీమంలో మన మాతిపాషకూ అభివిథేి లేఔ సేబేంగ ఉండుతోృ బంథి. ఇథే భిలథతి ఇంకొధానళ్ైళ కొనయగిణే ణెలుఖు పాష 
డకైయాయౌసంథేధా! అుపడె ధేధ వభితు? ధా జనా భూమి ఏథి? ధా మాతి పాష ఏమిట్ట? ధేనఽ ుట్టి  న భిగిన ఊమళళ మాట్ాు డున పాష, ఊనభి 
తీసఽఔునన రాసలేయ? ధా బాలేంలో ధేనఽ ధా మితరే లణో ముచచట్టంచిన మాట్లేయ? అతూన ఏఫ ైతోృ బనయ? ధా పాషఔు ధేధే ఎంతగ భబ 
యణాయాేనఽ? ధాఔు ఊహ ణెయౌలన ధాట్ట నఽండు ధాలో ఔ అయపాజే అంఖఫ ైన ధా మాట్ ఇయళ్ ధా ధోటే్ ఇంతగ తతేరడెత 
తడబడెతేననథెందఽఔు..? అధే రశనలు తలెతేడం సహజం.  
 న ధేనరు ఖడు  లాంట్ట ణెలుఖు ధేడె ఔతూనట్ట రేంతమవాడాతుకూ కరణం ఎవరు? లోఔంలో ఇతర పాషలఔు ఔడా ఇథే భిలథతి ధ లకొతు 
ఉందంటే్ తొృ రతృటే్. కైవలం ణెలుఖుఔు మాతరఫే ఎందఽఔు ఇలా జరుఖుతేంథి. ఔననడ యషయాతుకూ వలేే ఖయ్ు నఽండు జిలాు  థాక ఎఔకడ చాలధా 
మాతిపాషకై తృర దానేం. ఆ తరుయణే మభై ఇతర పాఱ ైధా. రభుతా ఉతేరుాలోు , ధాేయ యథ ధాలలో మాతిపాష తప మభైఇతర పాష యడెఔలో 
లేదఽ. ఔయే్ లేతుథి పాషఔు బతేఔు లేథా అంటే్, అభివిథేి కోసం అరువు ణెచఽచఔుంటే్ తుపలేదధే యదనలు యతునసాే  ఉధానబ. కతూ అభివిథేి 
నేరుణో అనే పాయౖ థాలు మన మాతి పాషలోకూ చొరబడు పాషధే చెరటి్డం వలన మాతిపాష మచఽచకెైధా లేఔుండా తోృ బే భిలథతి 
ధ లకొంట్టంథి.  
  ఏధాడయ  వచిచతోృబన ఆంగైుయుల తృలన, బాతుసతాం అంతఫ ైతృో బధా ఔడా పాషలో మాతరం ఆంగైుయులఔు బాతుసగధే మిగియౌతోృబంథి. 
ఎంతగ బాతుల ైతృో బందంటే్ మన మాతిపాషలో మాట్ాు డుధా గతూ, భలధా గతూ, అథి ఔ ఘోరఫ ైన ధేరంగ, మాతి పాషలో మాట్ాు డుణే తఔుకవ 
తనంణో చాలేంతగ, తిట్టు తిధాలంట్ే ణెలుఖులో మాట్ాు డె అధేంతగ...ఇథి ఆంధరరథేర? లేఔ ఆంఖు 
రథేర? ణెలుఖు పాష దఽలథతికూ కరణం రజలా, భజకీయ ధేతలా, రభుణాాలా? అతు ఆలోచిలేే  
‚అరయంగ ఔరుా డీలెగ  ఆరుగ భిచేతన్‛  అధే దేం ఖురుే ఔు వసఽే ంథి. మన ణెలుఖు ఔరుా డు మాథిభిగ   
రఖీసఽే భలెైంథి. ఈ దఽలథతి నఽండు మనం ణేరుకోయయౌ. ఇఔధ ైధా మనందరం ణెలుఖు పాష అభివిథేికూ  
రతిజా ల఼ాఔభించాయౌ. థాతు బాఖుకెై మనవంతే ఔిఱ చేయే మతు శథం చెయాేయౌ. రభుతాంన ై తేిడు ణేయయౌ. 
తొృ రుఖుయభి నఽండు ఈ యషయంన ై సాపభిే తృొ ంథాయౌ. ూభీాఔుల నఽండు యరసతాంగ తృొ ంథిన గొప 
సందగ మన పాషనఽ ఖుభిేంచాయౌ. తభాత తభతుకూ ఈ అురౄఫ ైన సందనఽ థిలంగ అంథించాయౌ. లేఔతోృ ణే భబో బే  తభలయరు మనయౌన 
క్ష్మించరు.  పాషకోసం తమ జీయణాలనఽ ల ైతం దారతృో లన మయౘ గొప మహతూయులునన భషింీ మనథి, అలాంట్ట భషింీలో తయౌుపాషఔు తగిన 
ఆదరణ లేఔతృో వడం అధేథి క్ష్మించభతు ధేరం. 

— Bhiksham. M, B083039, ECE, E3 

ణెలు యభెలోు ణెలుఖు య లుఖు తృబ   
చీఔట్ంత ధేడె చఽట్టి ముట్ ి   
ణెలుఖు పాషధేడె ణెఖులు పాయౖబ ధా  
ణేట్మలెు  ూల ణెలుఖు బాట్!  

RGUKT, Basar 

 

— Sk. Manisha, B121006, P1 — Krishna, B101836, E1 — Pradeep. M, B092730, ME, E2 
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 ఇథి మనథేశం. ఎందభెందభో మయౘనఽపావుల తృదసపరశణో 
తనఽవు ులకూంచి, యభి అడెఖుజాడల మనసఽ యతుంచఽ యతర 
పారతథేశం. ధభాతుకూ యేథిఔగ తులుసాే , ధాేయాతుకూ సంకైతఫ ై 
య లుఖుత, చట్ాి తుకూ చతేభైాదసాఔుే లజయేతియోలె ఆజేం తోృ సాే  
రంచాతుకూ సమణామమతల, నేరమా ఔరుణల యలువలు ణెయౌనన 
ుణేభూమి మన పారతథేశం. కతూ ధాధాట్టకీ మారుతేనన ఈ 
సమాజంలో చటి్ం, ధాేయం, ధభాలనఽ అమలురచఽట్లో 
ధేట్టతృౌరులుగ మనం ఏం చేసఽే ధానం? ఇథి ఏ ఔకభికో చెంథినథి కడె. 
రతీ రంగతుకీ వభిేసఽే ంథి. యౕీ ఔిషాథేవభయల కలంలో ముణాేలు భోడున ై 
అమాారననథి జఖఫ భిగిన సతేం. ఆధాట్ట పారతం ఆ యధంగ తూతి 
బాట్లో నడుచింథి కబటిే్ భయలకలం రతధాల భజేఫేయౌంథి.  

 కతూ  ధేట్ట  పారతంలో... 'ఇథెఔకడు ధాేయం, ఇథెఔకడు రంతి, 
ఇథెఔకడు ధరాం అతు అడుగై సభెైన ధాయఔుడె ఔరువయాేడేమో 
‚ఔయౌకలం కటే్సఽే ంథి. రజల ఔంట్టఔునఽఔు ఔరువబేంథి.‛ 

 ధేట్ట భజకీయాలు ఖంట్ ఖంట్ఔు ఊసరయ లుు లాు  రంఖులు 
మారుచత, రణానభరణాలనఽ తోృ ఖుచేసఽఔుంట్టధానబ. మన 
ధాయఔుల చిరు మందయౘసం య నఽఔ థాఖునన, యారేూభిత 
మంతధాలెధోన...ఎధ నధోన...? ముణాేల యనలో తడెసాే ...ముభిల 
తోృ తేనన ధేట్ట భజకీయాలఔు యమానే రజల భిలథతేలు ఎలా 

ణెలుయే బ...యభి జీవన యదానం ఎలా ఫ రుఖవుతేంథి? ‚యభి గోడె 
యధే ధాథఽడెవారు, ఖుండె మంట్లు చలాు భైచ భజెవాడె.‛  
  రజాలేవబే తన తృర ణమంట్ృ, రజల కొరఔు తన 
సరాసామంట్ృ యఔులు చెనప, లంయౘసనఫ కూక, శత కోట్ునఽ ఆభిీంచి, 
చివరఔు శీమజీవులనఽ మభిచి మతేే గ, ఖమాతేే గ మయౘ మణులణో, 
భణీ రమణులణో భసయ్లలఔు న దేన఼ట్...అయతూతికూ అఖీన఼ట్ాతున 
యేసఽే ధానడె. అదేక్ా...‚మా రభుతా తృలనలో రజలఔు అథి చేరం, ఇథి 
చేరం, అంణా మంచే చేరం...ఇంక చేసాే ధే వుంట్ాం.‛  అంట్ృ రశంసల 
జలుు లు ఔుభినయే రు సభలలోు ...కతూ... ‚చెనేపవతూన గొపలు- న టిే్వతూన 
తిపలు.‛  
  “దోచుకునే హసత ం..రజకీయ నేసత ం” అధే యధంగ ‚ధేషనల్ 
ధేభలెైధా...ఖయ్ులో ఘోభలెైధా‚ భజకీయ తృతర రథమంగ రదాన తృతరనఽ 
తోృ ఱసఽే ందటే్ అతిశయోకూే కదఽ సఽమా! గౌరవతూయ 
ధాయఔులాు భ...భజకీయమంట్ే తురాచనం ఇథేధేమో సభిచాడండు. 

‚అయతూతికూ న దే న఼ట్లు యేయే ం...అఔీమాలలో ముందఽంట్ాం‛  

‚వసతేలు అతూన ఔయౌపయే ం...వరుసఖ ఫేఫే థయ చేయే ం‛  

‚తుధఽలతూన మయళయే ం...తూళ్ళవనరు తరయౌయే ం‛ 

— Laxman Rao. B, B081813, MME, E3 

రఖులుతేనన ధా మనసఽ ఈ యష సమాజ సందరంలో  
భోథిసఽే నన ధా వయసఽ ఈ ఆడజనా అవతులో  
ల఼రతతకూ లేాచాలేతు ఈ అనరే అధాఖభిఔంలో  
ఆఔరషణ అంచఽలో, నేరమ జాాలలో ... యేథించే థెవభో  
ఆరుబయట్ అడెఖుయేయలేతు ఈ నవ ధభితిరలో  
చిరునవుాలేతు  ధా మనలే ,నననడుగెనఽ తూ లేాచెచఔకడతూ   
మూఖబో బన ధా సారం మ్నఫ ై ఏలుణోంథి 
మాట్లే తట్ాలెై   ధా చితున యతర హిథి గయడెధో  
జఖతితు చాడలేతు ధా ఔళ్ుకూ ఎపట్టథీ భోదన  

ఖుీ డుుథాధ ైన   సంణోఱంచధా  ణాళ్లేతు ఈ  దిరేలతు 
ఆకోీశం, అనఽమానం, ఆధఽతుఔ తోృ ఔడల రం  
చట్ాి లు, ధాేయాలు వయంచి వుంట్టభ  
ధేధే ఒ తృో భట్ యోధఽభయౌధ ై, రతిజా ూనధా  ? 
ధేధే  ఒ యువ ఔయణా సమిధధ ై  లోకతున  ఫేల్కలపధా  ? 
అగినయౕలలధ ై ఔలణో కలేచయధా ? ఈ కోీధఽలతు   
ఒ యషకీట్కధ ైన, యదాత  యేదనధే ఔలణో కటే్యధా  ? 
ధేధే  ఒ ఆథిభశకూేధ ై  నవ సమాజ బాట్లు యేయధా  !! 

— Mounika. S, B083023, CE, E3 

 పల్ల “టిరక్సస” 

కీటకభ ై కటేసత  
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— Afsha Begum, B081336, CSE, E3 

Looking Similar Right !!! 



 

దేశ సేవకెై కృష 
మన థేశం ఔ అందఫ ైన హభియలుు  

ఆనంథాలఔు తులయం ఈ తొృ దభిలుు  
భినన సంసకితేలఔు ఇథ ఔ ుట్టితులుు  
యభినన సంరథాయాలెధోన యలలలుు  
  

ధేడె చెథిభితోృ తేంథి థేశం చెలాు  చెదఽరుగ 
జరుఖుతేంథి అధాేయం యచచల యడుగ 
న రుఖుతేంథి అయతూతి ఔుపలు ఔుపలుగ 
ఔభిగితోృ తేంథి ధాేయం మంచఽ ముఔకలుగ 
                                                                                               

ఔకయభి ఖురుే  ణెచఽచకో మితరమా! 
తూవు భరతమాత ముదఽే  తడువతు 
ఎపట్టకీ మరువబో ఔు ధేసేమా! 
థేశ భయషేతేే  తూ మీద వుందతు. 
  

థేశ రఖతికూ రతిరౄం యువత 
మన చేతేలోు ధే వుంథి  థేశ భయత 
ఔలలఔట్టి గ మారుచథాం ఈ చభిత 
యధేడెనఽ  యువతకై ఈ గనత. 
                                               

ఎదఽరుచాసఽే ంథి తూకెై భూమి పారతి 
తుంు ఈ ణామలలో య ధ నల కంతి 
జాేం కఔుండా య యౌగించఽ ఆరజయేతి 
ుభోఖతి బాట్లోధే ఇఔ థేశ రకాేతి 
— Pragathi. P, B081965, CSE, E3 

యువచెైత్నాం -సపురనత..  
జీయతఫే ఔ ఆట్భ.. జీయకూ చాయొఔ హదఽే భ..  
ఒట్మి అధేథే లేఔుంట్ే ,యజయాతుకూ యలుయే లేదఽభ.. 
అనఽమధాలే యడభ, తూ చేవనఽ బయట్ఔు లాఖభ.. 
తూ శకూేతు తూవు నమాభ,తూ యుకూేణో ఖతిధే మారచభ... 
తూ ఔయౖీ తూన ,ఇషీడెతే -ఔదయౌయ లు భ...  
ఆయంచభ...యో దభ...ఆగితృో ఔుభ..   
 
ఆయేశం తూకోదఽే భ ..ఆలో చనణో యఖభ..  
ఆశయఫే  ఆఔయౌ భ, అలసట్ అసలే వదఽే భ..  
అదఽనఽచాల అడెగైయభ ,అయధేమధేథి లేదఽభ  
ఆవకశం ,అందఽకొతు-ముందడెగైయేయభ.. 
ఆరంభించభ...యో దభ ....ఆఔీమించభ.. . 
 
తట్ట్ాబంుల్దఽే భ ,తలవంచే రసకూే లేదఽభ..  
యహలంచి నఽవు యఖభ, యదిం చే సణాే ఉంథిభ.. 
ఉరుములాఖ నఽవు ఫ రవభ ,ఉన పనలా నఽవు దాఔభ. 
తూ సంఔలపం ,అయుధంగ-సమరం చేయభ.. 
 యగితృో భ..యో దభ.....యదించభ....  
 
 య నఽఔడెగైవదఽే  భ,య నఽతిభిగి చాడ దఽే భ....  
 తూ యలువనఽ తూవు ఎరఖభ, తులేేజం యడధాడభ...  
ఒట్మి థిఖుయౌఔ వదఽే భ, ఒడుంచే థాభితు య తఔభ..  
తూ యరతాం, రుచిచాన -యజింభించభ... 
దాసఽకెలు భ...యో దభ......గెలుతొృ ందభ... 

— Sandeep. N, B081133, ECE, E3 

నమమకభే ఒక అమమకమా ? 
ఇథి ఔయౌయుఖమా ? కవయౌ యుఖమా  ? 
నమాఔఫే  ఔ  అమాఔఫ ై  
నడెసఽే నన ఔ  బయౌయుఖమా  
జన జాఖితిలో ఊయలఖుత  
మిరంఖుతేనన ఔ ఔల మిఖమా  
అదికభలర  చేతబట్టి కొతు  
నడెుతేనన ఔ అతి రథమా  
తులువు థయనడుకూ  తుచెచధేల నఽవు  
నడునసఽే నన ఔ నవయుఖమా  
ఎధానళ్ైళ  ఇంకెధానళ్ైళ  
లోఔుల  బతేఔులు యధాేలు..............  

 
ఆటవెలది దాాలు 

తుప చేల ధేడె తనపంచఽకొనఽట్ఔు  
భజకీయ మధ డు రంఖ తలము  
ఖథేెధ కూకణేతు ఖూఢఫ ై తృో వుధా  
ణేట్మలెు  ూల ణెలుఖు బాట్!  
 
ణెలు యభె లోు ణెలుఖు య లుఖు తృబ   
చీఔట్ంత ఖలు చఽట్టి ముట్ ి   
ణెలుఖు పాష ధేడె ణెఖులు పాయౖబ ధా !  
ణేట్మలెు  ూల ణెలుఖు బాట్!  
 
కట్టథాఔ తృబ  ఔయౌయుగన ణెలుఖు  
ఔరాకండలంట్ట కచఽఔుంథి  
ఆహృతబ ే ముందఽ ఆదఽకోయలయా  
ణేట్మలెు  ూల ణెలుఖు బాట్!  
 
దండెఔునన యరు థాచఽఔుధానరయా  
మండెతేనన ఔడెు మూఖ బాబ   
థయచఽఔునన యడె థ రలాగె మిఖులుధా !  
ణేట్మలెు  ూల ణెలుఖు బాట్ !  
— Bhiksham. M, B083039, ECE, E3 

The Sun and The Moon 

 Thousands of years ago, the Moon and the Sun were brothers. Daily, they came to the 

sky at a time. When they come, the day begins. They give light and it was called Morning and 

when they went back,  it became dark and was called night. Once the Moon told to his mother 

―I will stay with you for a month one day‖. She agreed for it. The Moon stayed with her 

mother that day. We can‘t see the Sun directly so all of them loved The Moon. When the 

moon didn‘t appear that day, children didn‘t eat food, animals stopped galloping and the 

whole world became worst. Good feelings of sun stopped their cry and told that moon will 

take one day for a month holiday to play with his mother called ―Amavasya‖. Then all of 

them shouted that Moon takes holiday for one day. So, we want one day holiday. The pity 

Sun told to them that take leave for 4 days in a month in the name of it called ―Sunday‖. Then 

all of them jumped with joy. The next day, casually the Moon and the Sun come to the sky. 

All the children talked to the Moon saying, ―You have only one holiday but we have 4 holi-

days because of Sun‖ and said that the Sun is great. Then the Moon thought, ―I didn‘t come 

only for one day and the Sun became great‖. The Moon was very angry with the Sun. For this 

reason, moon stopped coming with sun and started coming in the night .The Sun started 

searching for the moon from east to west daily and disappointingly, with red face sunsets. 

But, now also the Moon comes in the night.  

— Rakesh. V, B121526, P1 
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ఓ నేసతమా...!  
ధా ఊహలు తునఽన ఔలవర న డుణే చెుప .!  
ఔతూనభెై తిభిగి వయే నఽ..! !  
ధా ఊహలు తునఽన ఔంట్తడు న డుణే చెుప .!  
ఔలలోధ ైధా తునఽన ఔథియౌయే నఽ..! !  
ననఽన చాడట్ాతుకూ తూ ఔంట్టకూ కోఫ ైణే చెుప .!  
చఽరుజలెలు  ఔలలతృో ణానఽ..! !  
తూ అభిమానం ధాన ై ఆఖీళిలేే చెుప.!  
అనఽభఖఫ ై యరబూయే నఽ...!!  
ధా తలులఔు తూ గొంతేమూఖతోృ ణే చెుప.!  
చిరునయ ైా రవయయే నఽ..!!  

ధా లేనహం తూ మనసఽకూ పారఫ ైణే చెుప.!  
చిరుగయౌలో ఔలల దారఫ ైతృో ణానఽ..! 

— J. Savitha,  B091958,  MME, E2 

సేిహం 
మన జీయత లంయౘసధాతుకూ  టి్ం ఔట్టించి  

అందఫ ైన పాయలఔు  అదఽు న ట్టించి  

ఔరుఔుతోృ బన మన ఫేదాశకూేతు నేరభైనంచి 

మన థివేఖుణాల సవాడుకూ యౘరతి ట్టించి  

మన ఆశయ థీక్ష్ఔు దఽనఽ న ట్టి ంచి  

మన య నఽన తట్టి  మన య ంట్ ఔడవరఔు  తుయౌచేథే  లేనహం!  
— Thirumalesh. G, B092281, CE, E2 

మంచి మాట్ లెుడె మభేదగొతుథెచఽచ  
చెడు  లుఔులెుడె చేట్టథెచఽచ 
 కకూ లుఔు ఔనన కోకూలెుపడె మినన  
మారుప చెందఽ, మళితు మారుచకొముా!!  
 
మూరుు  డైెనయడె ముందఽండు నడునం  
అధము లెైనయరు అనఽసభించఽ 
ముందఽ గొభెీధ ుడె  అనఽసభించఽనఽ  మంద 
మారుప చెందఽ, మళితు మారుచకొముా!!  
 
రక్ష్బంధఫ ుడె రక్ుంకోరునఽ  
అఔకయనన దము దాతిరతులుు  
తముాడనన యడె ణామల ణొలగించఽ  
మారుప చెందఽ, మళితు మారుచకొముా!! 

— B091932, Anjaneyulu. K, CE, E2 

ఎండలో చిగురకు  
ఆశలణో ఆరంభఫ ైన నలు ల చదఽవు!  

మరువఔు.. తూయే కభిాఔ తడులఔు ఖురువు!!  

 లనలు ల భయషేతేే న ై తూ ఔతుఔరం! 

 యథాేభిథ దశలో ఇథి గొప సహకరం!!  

 రతిషీ కొరకై రసఽే త కలం!  

యగించఽ తూ యది చిరకలం!!  

ఔకడులా బయట్ న ట్టి  తూలో ధ ైుణేం!  

ఇలా అందభిలో భయయౌ తుజ చైెతనేం!!  

ణొలగించఽ  నేద-ధతుఔ పేదం!  

'అందరం మనఽషేేలఫే 'ఇథే మన ధాదం!!  

— G. Priya Bharath, B093006, ME, E2 

Walk Walk Walk... 
 

Walk with the thoughts in your heart 

Walk with the dreams in your vision 

Be like a air which is always free and independent, 

Be like a wave which always floats without any rest, 

Don't be afraid of new things just give it a shot. 

Have no fear of failure just live out, 

Only then  you can find hidden treaure of your life. 

A life for which you are born and not living because you are born. 

— Uzma Zoya, B082512, ME, E3 

భేలుకో ఓ నవయువత్..! 
ఫేలుకో  నవ  యువత!  
ణెలుసఽకో  తూ భయత! 
భెపతృట్ట ఆనంథాలు  కయ ుపడె  రశాతం  
శమీిలేేధే  థ రుఔునఽ  నఽవుఫ చిచన జీయతం 
దఽరాయసధాలఔు  దారంగ  జీయంచఽ 
సధాాభగ తున  సఔీమంఖ  తృట్టంచఽ 
కలం ఔయౌల  ఔరుణిసఽే ంథి 
యజయం య నఔ  వభిసఽే ంథి  
ణెలుసఽకో  నవ యువత! 
మారుచకో  తూ భయత!  

— Gangadher. B, B092751,CE, E2 — B091932, Anjaneyulu. K, CE, E2 
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One Thing 

The thought is revolving around my 

eyes 

It is complicated but very nice 

Only one sentence now modifies 

One idea can change your life...... 

 

Is it correct can you tell me guys? 

One idea can change your life........ 

 

Consider any field look in twice 

Now these changes have been arises 

Bcz of Raj Reddy (sir) got idea very 

nice 

RGU students have been classified 

 

We are the proprietor of our life 

Be careful O my guys......... 

Now let us go to arise and arise 

One idea can change your life.. 

 

Confine your self don't be conflict 

Help to others don't do contradict 

Have a vehement to do some fine 

Which will become our symbol and 

sign 

 

Many days after it came to arise 

One poem also can change your life 

IIIT says now Twice & Thrice 

Once Laptop can change your life 

 

Everyone nowadays gives one advice 

Don't take slippers bigger in size.... 

Select proper slipper you otherwise 

One slipper also can change your life 

— Jaweed Akhtar, B082832, ECE 

THE MISTAKE 

The life with friendship, 

Is the floating ship in a life river. 

The bond that made in partnership, 

Gives other the ownership. 

This unbreakable relationship, 

Will lead to good leadership. 

It is the implication of huge worship. 

With the hope, I entered the ship 

By enrolling the membership 

I thought it gives the life of seamanship 

And pleasure as scholarship 

Further, winning the life's championship. 

Meanwhile I went for internship 

I got to know that I was in Titanic ship 

— G.Kashanna, B081311, ME, E3 

 నడ్డపంచేవడ్ా?  నడ్డచేవడ్ా??  
 

ఎవడె ధాయఔుడె  

ఎవడె ధాయఔుడె  

అసలు ధాయఔుడెవడె  

కొసభి ధాయఔుడెవడె  

అలున రఖతు ధాయఔుడెవడె  

భూథేయతుమించిన ఒరుప సహనం ఔలయడె  

భముడుతు మించిన ఆలోచనఔలయడె  

ఏసఽతు మించిన రంతిఔలయడె  

అలాు నఽ మించిన యతరతఖలయడె  

గొడవలు న ట్ేియడె కదఽ !  

గొడవలు భిషకభించేయడె!!  

యరథయం లేతుయడె  

తుయారుథ డె!!  

దవుల కొరఔు తృర ఔులాథేయడెకదఽ!  

పాధేతల యలువ ణెయౌలనయడె!!  

ఖభీించేయడే ధాయఔుడా?  

ఖళిీంచేయడె ధాయఔుడా?  

ధాయఔుడధే ణెరయ నఽఔ ఔుళ్ైళ,ఔుతంత,ఈరషవథేేరలేధా?  

ధాయఔుడధే మనసఽ ణెరలో వేకూే తుభాణం!  

ధాయఔు డెై న రజల చేతిలోధే శకూే తుభాణం  

నట్టంచి నమిాంచే యడె కదఽ, 

సమాజు బరతేఔులు ఠించే యడె!  

‚ధా‛ అధే యారథం ఖలయడె ధాయఔుడా?  

‚మనం అధే మనసథతాం   ఖలయడె ధాయఔుడా?  

చేయే నఽ కదఽ!చేథాే ం అధేయడె!!  

చెైతనే మూభేి , అలున రఖతు సాపభేి  

సఔల సంశయాల తీరుప -నవనాతనమారుప  

అదికరంణో మాతరఫే యధేం అధేయడె ధాయఔుడా?  

ఆలోచనణో ఐఔమతేంణో యధేమధేయడె!!  

‚ఎదఽభించేయడె ధాయఔుడేకతు!  

ఎథిగైందఽఔు  ఎదఽభించేయడె‛ కదఽ  

థిఖుండు  థిమంథిణో ఎథిభించేయడె‛!!  

మథిఫ చేచ ధాయఔుడె థిమంథిఫ చేచ ధాయఔుడె  

అతధే ముదట్ట యధాయఔుడె రధముడె  

— Paramathma. G, B092860, E2 

విద్ా 
ఒ థివేఫ ైన తసఽస  
న ంచఽనఽ తూ ణేజసఽస  
వచఽచనఽ ఎనలేతు యశసఽస  
విథేి తొృ ందఽనఽ ఫేధసఽస  
తూఔు చానంచఽనఽ ఉషసఽస  
తూ దభిచేరతూయదఽ తమసఽస  
అబధా థిగి ఉంచఽ తూ యరసఽస  
ఇథి ఎననట్టకూ తరఖతు తూ వరచసఽస.  
 

మరణం  ఎంద్ుకు 
సఽడుఖుండంలో తూట్ట వలయాలెందఽఔు,  
సారుేతు యేడుకూ కంతి కూరధాలెందఽఔు,  
గయౌయనలో ఉరుములెందఽఔు, 
ఖడుచే భోజులఔు కలఫ ందఽఔు,  
 మతుఱకూ ఇతున ఆశలెందఽఔు,  
బరతేఔు బడులో బాధలెందఽఔు,  
జీయసాే  ఉధాన  మరణం ఎందఽఔు.  
 

— Rudra Swapna, B111137, P2 
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One day I‘m crying 

Crying and Praying 

To God….to ply 

Me a sidekick to fly 

Away from this ―foxy‖ world 

 

From so many days 

I don‘t have a beaut 

To have a beautiful affection with my heart 

 

But still 

I‘m waiting in my home of loneliness 

And still am wondering for my soul mate 

 

Suddenly 

One beautiful night 

I met a bright golden angel 

Standing in front of me 

To wish me for getting ―seat‖  in ―RGUKT‖ 

But I don't know that angel had come for me only 

Really in my first meeting only, I mesmerized by her 

 

She had showered her selfless love on me 

And learnt me so many things 

To live happily in this foxy world 

She loved me a lot 

Her affection, her love 

Made me to do anything for her 

 

In her world 

Everyday is colorful like a rainbow 

Every moment is very enjoyable 

I like her ―presence‖ 

I love her ―essence‖ 

 

I forgot crying in her smart lovely world 

Now am not alone 

My heart plays with her soul 

My eyes talks with her thoughts 

 

Now also am praying  

To GOD for giving this lovely angel as my partner 

And also praying for not to take her away from me 

 

I want her and 

I need her presence 

Always with me 

 

A Beautiful day has come to express my feelings to her 

To convey my hearty wishes to her 

 

Darling... 

U r my love 

U r my life 

The thing which I want to say is 

―U r everything to me‖ 

— Shirisha. P, B081667,  MME, E3 

 

―My FrIeNd‖ 

 అమా మనఔు రౄతృతునచిచన అమితమూభేి.ఈ భూమి న ైన  
అమితముంథయ లేథయ  చెపలేము కతూ  అమితమధే మాట్ఔు  ఇఔకడ 
ఆదరశఫ ైన తృతర అమాథే... ఆఔలేలన, ఆనందం యేలన, థిఖులేలధా, దఽ:కం 
యేలధా, నలు ల కైెధా, నలు లనఽ ఔనన తయౌుదండరె లకైెధా ఖుభొే చేచ దం అమా.తన 
ఔడెు మాడెచకొతు నలు ల ఔడెు కోసం ఆభట్డే అమిత మూభేి అమా. 
ఇందఽఔు మనం ఔ ఔథ చెుపఔుంథామా.....  
 సారగంలో ఔ ఆసకూేఔరఫ ైన సంపాషణ జరుఖుతేంథి.అుపడే తృర ణం 
తృో సఽఔునన ఔ చిధానభి తృ భఖవంతేడుతు ఇలా అడెఖుతేంథి." ననఽన భైు 
భూమి మీదఔు ంనసఽే ధానవట్ా....ఇంత చినన థాతుతు,తుససయౘయుభయౌతు, 
అఔకడఔు య యు ధేనఽ ఎలా జీయంచఖలనఽ..". థాతుకూ భఖవంతేడె చిరునవుాణో " 
తూ కోసం భూమి మీద తూ థేవత ఎదఽరుచాసఽే ంథి.ఆఫే తూ యోఖకై్మాలు 
చాసఽఔుంట్టంథి." మభి ధాఔు అఔకడ పాష ణెయౌయదఽ,ఏఫ ైధా ఆద వలేే  
ఎవరు రక్ుయే రు?‛ అథి ఏమి లేదఽ తయ్ు....తూ పాష అరథం అబధా కఔతృో బధా తూ 
థేవత అతూన చాసఽఔుంట్టంథి" అతు థేవుడె సమాదానం ఇచాచడట్ .. 
 ఆ థేవత ఎవరు అనఽఔుంట్టధానరు... మన ముందఽ ఎంణో 

ఔషిడెత,మన సఽకాతున కోరుఔుధే మన అమా.....  
 ‚థి మంథి అదాేఔుల ఔంట్ే ఔ ఆచారుేడె మినన.నారుఖురు 
ఆచారుేల ఔంట్ే తండుర మినన.అట్ట వంట్ట య బే మంథి తండరె ల ఔంట్ే తయౌు 
మినన.కబట్టి  తయౌుతు రథమ ఖురువు అధానరు.అందభి ఔంట్ే మిననగ గౌరయంచ 
ఖయౌగైథి అమాబే.‛ 
 రతి ల఼ే  ీఔభికూ అమాబే,రతి అదాేఔుభలు ఔ అమాబే.రతి తండురకూ 
ఔ తయౌు వుంట్టంథి. ఆభోఖేఔరఫ ైన ఖిహ యణావరణములో లథ రఫ ైన 
సంఔలపముణోచదఽవు యఖడాతుకూ తయౌు  తృతర అయమానేము.  

"చదఽవు అంట్ే లఔ తృో ల ఎతేే కోవడఫే". 
 చదఽవు కోసము ఎంత కరుచ న ట్టిన తిభిగి వసఽే ంథేమో కతు "అమాలేతు 
బాలేము,జీయతము ఎపట్టకూ తిభిగి భదఽ". అథి చాలా బాదాఔరఫ ైన భిలథతి. 
అమాలేతు యభికూ మంచి ఒథారుప,సలయౘలు ఇచేచ యరు కచిచతంగ ఉండాయౌ. 
అుపడే  యళ్ైు  ఔ మంచి మాభగ తున ఎంచఽకోఖలరు.                             

   "ధాలే  మాతిం సమం థెైవం" - అమా థేవుడుణో సమానము  
— Samatha. D, B101741, E1 

మాత్ృమూరనత — మొద్టి గురువప  
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అదిగదిగో  యుద్ధబేరన 
మంచఽుట్ల సంథరా న  

రవళ్ళ లు కూన తుయౌచిన  

ఒ మణిమాణికేలు ఎండైెధా -యధ ైధా   

భైబ ైధా -ఖలెైధా  థేశ రక్ష్ బాధేతగ  

తుయౌచిన ఒ తృర ణ ణాేఖ మూరుే లాభ   

ువుాఔు రక్ష్ఔ ణరా ల వలె  

థేశ రక్ష్ మీ ఔరేవేంగ య లచిన  

ఒ దైెరే యయౘస లదఽే లు  

అథిగో అథిఖథిగో యుదే పేభి  

మోర గినథి ఖభిీసాే  లంహం వలె  

శతరే వున ై దాకూనట్టి  బహృరచండ యరులు  

చెబే యభిగిధా,ఖుండె దాసఽకెయళధా  

ల లబేరులెై మీ రఔేం ఉదితంఖ తృభిధా  

ఔనన తయౌు నేరఖు నఽండు శతరే వుల ఖుండెయౌన  

చీయౌచ నట్టి  ఒ ఉఖీరౄ నరలంహృలు  

ట్టి  యడెవతు మీ తోృ రు థేరతుకూ యజయకంక్ష్  

— Nagendrababu. B, B101227, E1 

ఒక  కల 
ఔ ఔల...అదఽాతఫ ైన చిణరా తున గీయాలతు  

ఆ చితరంలో జీవఔళ్ ఉట్టిడాలతు! !! 

ఔ ఔల...మంచి ఔయత యర యాలతు  

ధా పాయలతూన అందఽలో తొృ ందఽరచాలతు! !! 

ఔ ఔల...మధఽరఫ ైన గైయం రచించాలతు  

ఆ తృట్ణో అందరౄ రవయంచితృో యలతు! !! 

ఔ ఔల...ఎంణో ఉననతంగ జీయంచాలతు  

ధా జీయతం అందభికూ ఆదరశం కయలతు! !! 

ఔ ఔల...అజాా తంగ అంతఫ ై తోృ యలతు  

అంతఫ ై అందభిలో రశాతంగ 

తుయౌచితృో యలతు!! 

— Karthik Reddy. M, B101436, E1 

ధనభే ఘణమా! 
ధనం ధనం ధనం  
మతుఱ మనఽఖడఔు ఇథి ఎంణో ముకేం  
చచతు చెట్టి  ఆభోగేతుకూ ణొయౌఫ ట్టి   
చచతు ధోట్ట మానవజీవధాతుకూ ఆయువుట్టి   
సజీనఽధ ైనధా  కలుతున చేలే  
చలనఫ ైనథి ఈ నఖదఽ  
చేతేల నఽంచి చేతేల మాభై  
కండం నఽంచి కండం థాటే్  
రతి థేశంలో నేరునఽ మాభైచ  
ఊసరయ యౌు   ఈ యతేం  
ధోట్టఔటి్లఔు తృర ఔులాట్లు  
జీవన ఖమను  మితేేలాట్లు  
ధనం ణెచఽచనఽ అహంకరము  
థాతుణో జీయకూ అంధకరము  
నేదయడుకూ ఆఔయౌతీరట్ం కోసం  
ధనవంతేడెకూ గనత భవట్ం కోసం  
ధనఫే ఈ జఖతేే తు తృయౌసఽే ంథి  
అసలు ధనం అంట్ృ  లేఔతోృ ణే  
నేద-ధతుఔ   పేదం తోృ ణే   
సాచా ఫ ైన   ఈ సమాజ మారుప  
మానవణాాతుకూ  ఔ ూలతృనఽప  

— Vijayalakshmi. G, B101301, E1 

బారిరోి  దశేం కోసం, దేశ రజల కోసం 

స ైనికుడ్డ పో రటం 

మంచఽుట్ల సంథరా న  

రవళ్ళ లు కూన తుయౌచిన  

ఒ మణిమాణికేలు ఎండైెన యధ ైన  

భైబ ైన,ఖలెైన థేశ రక్ష్ బాధేతగ  

తుయౌచిన ఒ తృర ణ ణాేఖ మూరుథ లు  

ువుాఔు రక్ష్ఔ ణరా ల వలె  

థేశ రక్ష్ మీ ఔరేవేంగ య లచిన  

ఒ దైెరే యయౘస లదఽే లు  

అథిగో అథిఖథిగో యుదే పేభి  

మోర గినథి ఖభిీసాే  లంహం వలె  

శతరే వున ై దాకూనట్టి  బహృరచండ యరులు  

చెబే యభిగిన,ఖుండె దాసఽకెయళన  

ల లబేరులెై మీ రఔేం ఉదితంఖ తృభిన  

ఔనన తయౌు నేరఖు నఽండు శతరే వుల ఖుండెయౌన  

చీయౌచ నట్టి  ఒ ఉఖీరౄ నరలంహృలు  

ట్టి  యడెవతు మీ తోృ రు థేరతుకూ యజయకంక్ష్  

వందనం వందనం వందనం ...అభి వందనం 

— Nagendrababu. B, B101227 , E1 

 
I can imagine the sea without water 

I can imagine the rain without clouds 

I can imagine the rainbow without colors 

But 

I can't imagine me without you.... 

 

Time will never wait for anyone 

Night will never wait for  the light 

Sky will never wait for the moon 

But 

The victory will ever wait for the brilliant… 

— Sai Sowjanya. P, B101216, E1 
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Last Bencher 
―Dedicated to all lastbenchers‖ 

 

People always offends me, I don‘t know why ! 

Teachers interrogatively points me, I don‘t know why! 

Invigilator's eagle eyes always on me, I don‘t know why! 

I‘m not a thief, not a terrorist, not a psycho, I‘m just a backbencher... 

 

I hardly hear my instructor voice like radio in no signal area 

Like watching an award film with no subtitles and volume 

If my friend cracked a joke I can't even laugh out 

Coz of fear that, my teacher might say ―GET OUT‖ 

 

While front bench buddies can have a view of HD 

Like an old film I can only glimpse, that‘s hardly 1D 

Somebody told me that human eye is 120 Mega pixel 

Why don‘t god gave a zooming option, at least for lastbenchers??  

 

Questions are always asked, ―the guy sitting at the back row, stand up‖? 

Heart will answer ―Sirrr! why are you asking me please give up, I'm fed up ―but  

I can't speak coz my heartbeat goes immensely up and mouth closely shuts down 

Strangely real answer is every time a silence coz ‗silence speaks a lot';-) 

 

Whatever might be the circumstance 

Lastbencher can observe every instance  

I may not be active in class play 

But I know everyone's SCREENplay;-) 

 

Unfortunately I became a lastbencher and 

Now willingly wanted to be a backbencher 

Coz I‘m truly, madly, deeply in love with back row and 

Inspired by quote saying ―Last but not least‖ 

— Rashimi Mayur. K, B081017, CSE, E3 

THIS IS LIFE 
Life is a play to a child 

Life is love to a youngster 

Life is sorrow to an oldman 

Life is useless to a poorman 

Life is enjoyment to a richman 

Life is a lottery to a gambler 

Life is money to a miser 

Life is discovery to a scientist 

Life is burden to the head of the family 

Life is pious to a philospher 

Life is bliss to a saint 

Life is sweet and favour 

But life is short, Death is common to all 

To a saint or a sinner 

— B101692, Akhila. T, E1 

Mothers Love 

Mother you filled my days with rainbow lights, 

Fairytales and sweet dream lights, 

A kiss to wipe away my tears, 

Gingerbread to ease my fears. 

 

You gave the gift of life to me, 

And then in love ,you set me free. 

I thank you for your tender care, 

For deep warm hugs and being there. 

I hope that when you are think of me, 

A part of you ,you will always see. 

 

— Prasanna Kumar. B, B111118 , P2 

 
జీయతము థేవుడుచిచన గొప వరము    
ఆ  జీయతములో ఎదఽభెైన తూ లేనహ బందము  
ఆ  బందముణో కొనయగిన మన అనఽబందము  
ఆ  అనఽబందము లో య లుు య భిసన మన మధఽభనందము 
అలా ముడుడుతోృ బంథి మన లేనహ సంబందము  

 
ఇంతలోధే ఎగిలడున యయౖదము  
చిననవయసఽలోధే తృర ణాలనఽ అభిపంచిన తూ చిరు తృర యము  
కనభతు లోకలఔు య యళన తూ రతిరౄము  
తమాణరా న తఖగదఽ తూన ై ధా మమకరము  
 
తూ లేనహము మరువలేతుథి 
తూ ధేసేము యడలేతుథి 
తూ చెయౌమి మరణము లేతుథి 
తూ లేనహము చిరసారతూయఫ ైనథి  
 
ఈ ఔయత తూఔు అంకూతము అందఽకో మితరమా, 
అురౄఫ ైన అనఽబందమా...! 

— Navya. D, B111158, P2 

Shiva Kumar. G, B082592, CE 

Bhavani. K, B091845, ECE 
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— Padma. P, B083073, ECE, E3 — Yamuna. P, B081246, MME — Sri Latha. N, B081860, ME 

 ఒ మితరే లాభ! సమసే లోకవతుకూ ధా నమయకభలు. ధేనఽ మీఔు చాలా 
బాగ ణెలుసఽ. ధా నేరు అణు బాంబు. ననఽన తయారు చేలంథి మీభై, ననఽన 
ఉయోగించఽఔుతు ధాశనమవుతేననథి మీభై. ధా వలు  ఔక మానవ జాతికై 
కఔుండా ఎధోన తృర ణులఔు, చివభికూ ముతేం తృర ణకోట్టకూ ఆశయీమిచిచ, జీయంచే 
యణావరణాతున ఔయౌపంచిన భూమికూ యౘతు ఔలుఖుతేంథి. అమాతధాతుకూ ఆయువు 
ట్టి లాంట్ట ఈ అవతు అలు ఔలోు లం అవుణోంథి. ణెయౌఔుండాధే ధాఔు తృతృతున 
అంట్ఖడెతేధానరు. ముదట్ ననఽన సిఱించినుడె మానవుతున థేవుడె 
అనఽఔుధాననఽ, కతు మిగిణా తృర ణులనఽ హభించే తృో సఽి లో తుయమించడాతుఔతు 
ణెయౌల బరతకలతునంచడంలేదఽ.  

 ముదట్ ననఽన భెండవ రంచ యుదేంలో ఉయోగించినుడె ధా వలు  
ఎంణో తృర ణ నషిం, ధన నషిఫే కఔుండా జతృన్ లోతు ళిభోఱమా మభియు 
ధాఖయకూలో ఔక ముఔక ఔడా ములవడాతుకూ అవకశం లేనంతగ ధాశనం 
జభిగింథి. అపట్ట నఽండు లుమారుు  జభిగిన యుథాే లలో ధా యశా రౄతృలనఽ, 
శకూేతు ఫ రుఖురుసాే ధే ఉధానరు. అంణే కఔుండా 2009 లో ణాజ్ 

హో ట్ల్ మరణకండలో ఎందభో అమాయఔులు యభి తృర ణాలు కోలోపయారు. 
ససేరేమలఫ ైన మన పారణావతులో రంతిభదరతలు ఔరువయాేబ.  

 ఇంక ఔయేల మూడవ రంచ యుదేం కతు సంభయలేే , అందఽలో ఖనఔ 
ననఽన ఉయోగించినట్ుబణే, భూమి మభియు అనంత కోట్ట జీవభయల 
రౄుభైకలు మాభితృో ణాబ. అుపడె ధా నఽండు యడెలబేే శకూేకూ తట్టి ఔుతు జీయ 
ఉండడం అయధేం. ఈ రపావం ఫనే ైధే కఔుండా మీ భయషేతేే  మీద ఔడా 
చానసఽే ంథి. మీ ట్ కనలజీతు భయషేతేే  తభలనఽ దిఱిలో న ట్టి ఔుతు కొతే యట్టకూ 
తృర ణం తృో యండు. ధా యననం మతునంచి ననఽన ఇలా ఔీరఫ ైన నఽలఔు 
కఔుండా, ఔరువు భిలథతేలోు  మంచి డెైనమిక్ శకూేతు ఉతపతేి చేయడాతుకూ 
ఉయోగించండు. ధనేఽ భసఽఔునన ఈ చభితరణో మానవ సమాజం మారుతేందతు 
ఆయసాే ... 

మీ అణు బాంబు, 
 అందభికీ ధనేయదాలు.  

— Renuka. B, B101403, E1 

— Dinesh. A, B091546, ECE 

The story which inspired me, hurt me and made me 

realize a lot… 

 I saw a person when I was in the 9th class. He was very old 

man. I don‘t know his name, but I understood that he had no pa-

tience even to walk. I went to him and asked his details. He told me 

that he is alone. I asked, ―Don‘t you have family and relations?‖ He 

replied, ―I have, but I am alone‖.  I asked him ―Why?‖ Then he told 

his story… 

 ―From childhood onwards, I am alone. I don‘t have mother 

and father.  They left me when I was a child. Everyone used to laugh 

at me. Then I decided to do something. By strong determination and 

hard work, I have achieved my goals. To give best future for my 

kids, I have worked very hard and at last I have succeeded in all. I 

felt very happy at that time. But when I am 45,  I got a disease has 

spread all over my body. When I was turning to be 50 or 55, that 

disease created wounds all over body. It was very painful. At that 

time, my family members, even my wife started hating me. They 

locked me in a room. They  haven‘t given me  proper food. But I 

never felt sad because, I thought that they are my family. But they 

completely neglected me as the time progressed and on one fine day, 

they have thrown me out like a tin can. That‘s why I said that I was 

alone. I started my journey again. Now, I became very old. I don‘t 

even have patience to walk. 

 After listening to his story, I joined him in an old age home 

with the help of my father. I felt very bad with his story. I know only 

one person‘s story. I don‘t know how many are suffering from this. 

Then I have decided that I have to do something for them. But I am 

not in an age to do something for them. ―What I have to do for 

them?‖, I asked my father. He told me, ―You are just growing up 

kid. If u are good at studies, you get good position and you will be 

having money to do what ever you want.‖  

 I don‘t know in what way and at what time I‘ll  achieve but 

I‘ll definitely achieve it on one day. 

— Divya, B083222, MME, E3 

వినిం 
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Find 2 faces in this ... 



 

Polluting Our Sacred Source- Sun: Pity to see this rare picture right!!! But it is true. The smoke of our human factories and 

trains is even polluting our great source of living, Sun. Human Beings turning it into red angry sphere of fire indicating something 

bad ahead. 
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Have You Seen These Creatures in IIITB 

Photography: Mr. S.B. Lokesh, Faculty in Dept. of ECE 

RGUKT, Basar 
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Dazzling Deer's enjoying in the fascinating fields making a captivating clip for us. 

Photography: Mr. S.B. Lokesh, Faculty in Dept. of ECE 

RGUKT, Basar 
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Scene saying, "Bye, Bye" to solar light and "Hi, Hi" to electric light. 

Don’t be fools 

thinking it's some-

where else. But it's a 

flash taken proving 

us fools. 

Garbage in Our Campus 

Delighted Na!!! Both Full 

Moon and Scorching Sun at a 

time 

Photography: Mr. S.B. Lokesh, Faculty in Dept. of ECE 

Photography: Nikhila. G, B091925, ECE 

RGUKT, Basar 



 

Pen Out Your Views... 

 ―'The Student' magazine is simply superb. Motto 

of 'The Student' is awesome. I congratulate all the editori-

al team members for their efforts.‖ 

— M. Sahaja, B082162, MME 

 ―First of all, I'm congratulating the editorial team 

for doing this great job and for successfully running this 

magazine. But, I am very sad to say that there are some 

mistakes in our mother tongue script. In the Art section as 

well as Telugu script section, there are some spelling 

mistakes. In order to avoid mistakes, it is better to edit 

each and every line of the poem or poetry before publish-

ing, though the writers give them with some errors.‖ 

— M. Bhiksham, B083039, ECE 

 ―I would like to tell you one thing, i.e., there are 

some spelling mistakes in Telugu articles. Please don't 

repeat this again. In Silly Points, it is mentioned that 

"Hen cannot shout (cluck) without raising it's nest com-

pletely." But, that is not hen. It should be Cock. Anyway, 

this is a wonderful idea of IIIT Basar students, thanks a 

lot to the editors.‖ 

—Pandu, B111924, P-2 

 ―I want to say one thing. Students have the 

knowledge which is of no use but you are extracting 

knowledge from the students which will be used further 

in their future, by organizing this kind of things. We can 

improve the abilities and knowledge. Keep continuing. 

Thank You.‖ 

— Madhava Rao, B081501, CE 

 ―I want to say one thing, i.e., the magazine is fine, 

but don't neglect, from now onwards, some jokes on cam-

pus. Add some jokes on campus.‖ 

—Mamatha. E, B081648, MME 

 ―I liked the magazine.‖ 

—Ch. Sai Sushmitha, B111034, P-2 

 ―Congrats for running the magazine successfully.‖ 

—  G. Raju, B082443, CE 

 ―I am very proud of your thoughts, because find-

ing the talented friends within us. This e-magazine is 

playing the major role.‖ 

— Sharan.G, B083200, ME 

 ―It is very good writing this magazine because 

every student knows exactly what is going in our cam-

pus.‖ 

—Anusha. S, B082102, CE 

 ―The magazine is very interesting, colorful and 

informative regarding our campus issues.‖ 

—Anusha. D, B091011, ECE 

The Student 
 Hi Friends!!! I am ―The Student‖, your friend. I am one of the 

many evaporated ideas developed by the students of IIITB. I took my 

birth in a casual chat between some naughty friends. I am being pub-

lished with a mission to inculcate awareness about everything, to every-

one. The main reason behind my origin is to invite direct articles from 

the students, academic and non– academic staff, so that they could be 

read by many and inspire or change others. Speaking frankly, I am being 

published with a motto to make IIIT‘s more sophisticated than IIT‘s, be-

cause internal campus magazines played a great role in molding them. I 

am different from other campus magazines because I am in a very initial 

stage. It will take some time and space to cover only college issues. 

Hence I was started with general issues. My sincere advice to you is that, 

after going through me, you should not confine yourself to just reading, 

but for the proper implementation of all the ideas. Then I‘ll be very hap-

py. Hope this mission would succeed.  

 

My Objectives:-  

 To plough and extract the already existing creativity among the stu-

dents.  

 To develop analytical, thinking and writing skills. 

 To create research oriented minds. 

 To bring awareness about what‘s going in and around our campus.  

My Guidelines for YOU to write articles:-  

 There are no restrictions for writing articles. It is not necessary that 

the articles are related to particular field.  

 Articles related to our campus are given more preference. 

 Articles concerning current issues are given more preference. (Ex.: 

Choosing breadths, Anna Hazare, World Economic Blackout, etc.) 

Current Fields:- 

Send in your articles, reports, essays, photographs, poetry, cartoons, short 

stories, humorous content, paintings or anything else that you would like 

to be portrayed through me to editor.thestudent@gmail.com (or) 

b083290@bas.rgukt.in Mail me to the same address if you want to 

join me. I would like to know more about what my readers think and 

expect from me. Please feel free to chip in with your queries, complaints, 

compliments, suggestions or any other feedback. Write to me at the same 

mail ids. Healthy criticism is highly appreciated. 

► On Campus 

► Editorial 

► Quick Take 

► Language & Literature 

► Science Updates 

► Technology 

► How Things Work? 

► Mathemagic 

► Silly Point 

► E– Tech 

► Education 

► Leisure Page 

► Environment 

► ‗The Student‘ Art 

► Sports 

► Career & Guidance 

► How It Originated? 

► Miscellaneous 
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Engineering – III Year (2008 Batch) 

SNo. ID. No. Name    Dept. 

1 B081017 K. Rashmi Mayur  CSE 

2 B081041 D. Vinay Kumar  CSE 

3 B081074 Praveen Kumar  ECE 

4 B081086 S. Preetham Kumar  CSE 

5 B081195 G. Suresh   ECE 

6 B081206 B. Pavanchandu  ME 

7 B081208 K. Amulya Deepthi  ECE 

8 B081209 P. Radhika   ME 

9 B081707 B. Amarender  ECE 

10 B081820 K. Karunanidhi  CE 

11 B081860 N. Sri Latha   ME 

12 B082031 B. Mallikarjun  ME 

13 B082038 Venkata Krishna  ME 

14 B082057 B. Sri Latha   ECE 

15 B082085 Shiva Kumar   ECE 

16 B082145 V. Sudhakar Naik  ECE 

17 B082153 A. Jyothi   ECE 

18 B082161 S. Naga Sahitya  ECE 

19 B082171 M. Soumya   ECE 

20 B082285 A. Naresh   ECE 

21 B082295 D. Rajashekara Chary ECE 

22 B082340 N. Srikanth   ECE 

23 B082346 N. Swamy   ECE 

24 B082443 G. Raju   CE 

25 B082459 B. Nagamani   ECE 

26 B082598 V. Balaram Naik  ECE 

27 B082600 M. Sai Krishna  ECE 

28 B082638 P. Chinna   Ch.E 

29 B082832 Jawed Akthar   ECE 

30 B082942 B. Mounika   ME 

31 B083039 M. Bhiksham   ECE 

32 B083048 K. Rajesh   ECE 

33 B083104 Padma Sri   CSE 

34 B083105 Devi    CSE 

35 B083133 V. Suryam   ECE 

36 B083147 P. Ganga Sagar  ECE 

37 B083152 B. Manisha   CSE 

38 B083154 P. Sri Latha   ECE 

39 B083241 M. Anurag Srivathsav CE 

40 B083245 R. Sandeep   CSE 

41 B083280 A. Ravi Kumar  ME 

42 B083281 T. Vamshi Krishna  ECE 

43 B083285 G. Raghava Reddy  ECE 

44 B083288 P. Venkat Reddy  ECE 

45 B083290 M. Raja Harish Kumar ECE 

46 B083293 D. Sai Kiran   ECE 

47 B083296 Syed Nayyaroddeen  CSE 

 

Engineering – II Year (2009 Batch) 

SNo. ID. No. Name    Dept. 

1 B091003 D. Sunitha   ECE 

2 B091011 D. Anusha   ECE 

3 B091025 G. Nikhila   ECE 

4 B091033 B. Sharada Chowdary CE 

5 B091038 M. Shruthi   ECE 

6 B091102 U. Chandrakanth  ME 

7 B091146 M. Sravani   ME 

8 B091193 K. Priyanka   MME 

9 B091295 Sk. Minhaj   CSE 

10 B091386 Ch. Krishna Sai  CSE 

11 B091395 N. Shiva   ECE 

12 B091408 M. Ramya Deepika  ME 

13 B091415 G. Vamshi Krishna  CSE 

14 B091439 G. Ravi Teja   CE 

15 B091448 M. Sajida   CSE 

16 B091450 P. Moulik Reddy  ECE 

17 B091546 A. Dinesh   ECE 

18 B091845 K. Bhavani Shekhar  ECE 

19 B092008 K. Shashank   CSE 

20 B092179 K. Sai Varun   ECE 

21 B092219 T. Roja   ECE 

22 B092275 P. Sravan Kumar  ME 

23 B092591 U. Sandeep Kumar  ECE 

24 B092631 V. Vishal   ECE 

25 B092734 TLP. Vinaya Vardhini MME 

26 B092847 T. Karthik Reddy  MME 

27 B092882 T. Vijay Kumar  ECE 

28 B092928 P. Raghav   CE 

29 B092930 K. Sai Vikas   ECE 

30 B092948 P. Phaneendra  ME 

31 B092949 K. Shiva Ram Reddy CSE 

32 B092952 N. Surya Teja Reddy  CSE 

33 B092980 M. Sudheer   CSE 

34 B092994 T. Priyanka   CSE 

35 B093007 B. Sahithinanda  CSE 

 

Engineering – I Year (2010 Batch) 

SNo. ID. No. Name 

1 B101227 B. Nagendra Babu 

2 B101440 A. Alekhya 

3 B101521 G. Ramesh 

4 B101703 D. Sravani 

5 B101746 A. Amani 

6 B101747 K. Sheetal 

7 B101748 B. Vaishnavi 

8 B101773 Preethi Rathod 

9 B101935 Ch. Ramya 

10 B101970 Sindhu Rathod 

 

PUC – II Year (2011 Batch) 

S.No. ID. No. Name 

1 B110179 P. Bala Deepika 

2 B111005 Shazal Afraaz 

3 B111034 Ch. Sai Sushmitha 

4 B111255 B. Ramesh Naik 

5 B111611 B. Raja Shekhar 

 

PUC – I Year (2012 Batch) 

S.No ID. No. Name 

1 B121002 K. Srujana 

2 B121003 G. Navya 

3 B121006 Sk. Manisha Banu 

4 B121007 Pallavi 

5 B121107 V. Vamshi Chaitanya 

6 B121526 V. Rakesh 
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